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The BBC Micro is already one of the 
fastest and most powerful micros around. 

But with the addition of the 6502 Second 
Processor, it becomes the fastest micro in its 
price range. 

(To be fair to the opposition, their 
£3000+ package includes a disc drive. But a 
similar BBC Micro set-up with the 6502 Second 
Processor will cost you less than a third!) 

The 6502 greatly expands the Micros 
usable memory. Its 641K of RAM combines 
with the BBC Micros 32K, for a total of 96K. 

It is supplied with its own special 
version of BBC BASIC, called Hi- BASIC, 
which allows the maximum amount of this 

memory to be used for BASIC programs 
and variables. Other languages allow some 
or all of this memory to be used for 
programs, and many will auto- 
matically adjust themselves to 
make maximum use of avail- 
able space. 

Whats more, the 6502 ae ee 
uses the same microprocessor as the BBC 
Micro, but ata much higher speed. Which 
means programs can run up to 50% faster. 

6502 Development Programs 

(available seperately) 
MASM: A 6502 macro-assembler. A full range of 

macro facilities are provided, including looping 

recursive calls and conditional assembly. 

XREF: A cross-referencer to be used in conjunc- 

tion with MASM. 

Viewkdit: A full screen editor based on the VIEW 
word processor. 

TRACE: A 6502 trace package for de- bugging all 
types of program. 

PRINT: A program to produce formatted 
assembly listings without using MASM. 

The package is provided with a 250-page manual 

describing all the facilities provided by the system. 

Youd have tos 
£3000 to beat our 

£199 Second Processor. 
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. ‘The 6502’ extra power enables it to run 

more powerful software, such as that provided 
with the Acorn Bitstick, which turns the BBC 
Micro into a versatile computer graphics 

station. In fact, it has a variety of features 
usually found only on much larger systems. 

It can also exploit the full potential of 

local area networking through the Econet 
system, with Level 2-File Serving. 

So to get the most from your BBC Micro, 
get the 6502 Second Processor. 

The 6502 Second Processor is available 
from your BBC stockist. For the address of 

your nearest 

supplier, ring 
01-200 0200. 
If you wish to order 

by credit card, 
phone 0993 79300 
during office hours. 
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‘Technical Specifications 

The Second Processor operates at a clock rate of 

3 MHz. A version 1.2 MOS will need to be fitted 
into the BBC Micro before operating the 6502. 

Integral power supply — 

Measurements: 205mm x 345mm 

Weight: 2.1 ke 
Colour: BBC Computer cream 

Construction: Moulded top and bottom to match 

BBC Computer profile. ABS injection moulded 
plastic. 

Power in: 240v, 50Hz, 3w. 

The BBC Microcomputer System. 
Designed, produced and distributed by Acorn Computers Limited. 
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Computing Today is constantly on 
the look-out for well written ar- 
ticles and programs. If you think 
that your efforts meet our stan- 
dards, please feel free to submit | 
your work to us for consideration. 

All material should be typed. 
Any programs submitted must be | 

_listed (cassette tapes and discs will 
__ not be accepted) and should be ac- | 
companied by sufficient documen- 
tation to enable their implementa- 
tion. Please enclose an SAE if you 
want your manuscript returned, all 
submissions will be acknowledg- 
ed. Any published work will be 
paid for. 

_ All work for consideration should | 
be sent to the Editor at our Golden | 
Square address. 
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We regret the lack of photographs accompanying 
some of the articles dealing with aspects of graphics. 
This was due to a fire at our developing house which 

destroyed several films. 

NEWS.... 6 
Our monthly round-up of hardware, soft- 
ware and information culled from the skip- 
full of press releases received each month. 

BOOK PAGE. 14 
This month our reviewer is looking at books 
that attemptto teach you various aspects of 
microcomputing. In general, he finds that 
these do their job. 

ELECTRON ART 16 
When the Electron became available, it 
was inevitable that the software houses 
would bring forth programs to provide 
drawing utilities on hires screens. Some 
are originals, some are reworked BBC ver 
sions: your editor has played with three 
of them. 

CUBE’S BEEBFLEX ....19 
Acom aren't the only people producing 
add-on second processor cards that plug 
into the Tube. 

MTX REAL TIME 
pene iet cas Sa einer aa 2 eee 

Many business machines feature a real 
time clock facility with battery backup, so 
that the machine always knows the day/ 
date without prompting. Few home com- 
puters do. This project offers a solution. 

COMMODORE SX-64...32 
Take one Commodore64, a 1541 disc drive 
and a monitor. Chop up and mix well. The 
result is an SX-64 portable computer. 

ALLSORTS OFSORT ...36 
Sorting things is generally a rather useful 
action to perform when processing data, 
and there are various methods, both efti- 

cient and inefficient, for doing so. Here we 
look at some of them. 

DISASSEMBLY. - 4] 
If you're interested in machine code, then 
the BBC provides you with an assembler. It 
doesn't provide a disassembler, however, 

so we ve put that right in this feature. 

BASIC PART S..........47 
Unfortunately this brings us to the end of our 
series on improving the BASIC provided in 
the Commodore 64, but we finish up with 
some miscellaneous, though nevertheless 
useful, routines. 

PROCopinion... ...00 
The editor has found his typewriter again, 
sol'm afraid you ll have to put up with some 
more of his own views on the current micro 
scene. 

MACHINE CODE o2 
New Generation have previously found 
fame as suppliers of complex graphic 
arcade games on the Spectrum. Now 
they've decided to branch out into the 
educational field. 

ADVENTURES Ly Oe 
The conventional medium for graphics 
adventures has been text, butnota picture 
in sight That's all changing now, as our 
reviewer discovered. 

TRS-80 FASTSAVE .....56 
If you've ever needed to SAVE and LOAD 
data arrays on the TRS-80 or Video Genie, 
you ll really appreciate this routine. 

MBASIC DATA 
ENTRY 
Messy- looking screen formatting can make 
a program a pain to use, and many input 

routines resultin a very user- unfriendly pro- 
gram. This MBASIC program will tidy up 
data entry for you. 

CLUB CALL 66 
Another meeting of minds takes place as 
we list the latest collection of computer 
clubs and groups to send us their par 
ticulars. 

Next Month’s Computing Today....... 13 
Subscriphons: .. iho. .cu Sees eee 40 
Back Numbers? s. . oi. .sc oes cer ena 46 
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this is what you‘re in danger of missing: 

ews — our experts tell you what to watch for 

and what to avoid 
Latest software revi 

Quality-tested listings for all popular home computers 
_— games utilities and educational 

ene icro SC prmaee ie Ee 
news Of CHE TONS The liveliest letters page around Up-to-date 

software charts — see What's selling best for your computer 

U.S. Scene — our man in California brings you regular reports 

spot the bargains on our Classified Dages 

Free supplements on things you need to Know 

Free-to-enter competitions. 
Our readers have won prizes worth tens of thousands of pounds 

p Color] al mr- inne) ge mcenel-midaleluie Home Cojaalolvidiatem (1-1 4 iaw-Vale. all you ‘alc hV.=m kone [e) 
om aal-).¢-B-10| g-mY(o]U me [-) ante) 0] aero) 6) mmol al | Mi lalma alt=) a aam el=)(e) ae] atom al-lalem ian ne your 
newsagent. 

Dear newsagent 

Please deliver/reserve for me a copy of Home Computing Weekly every week 

| Newsagent trade distribution of Home Computing Weekly is by Argus Press Sales and Distribution, 
: 12-14 PaulStreet, London EC2A 4JS. Phone: 01-247 8233 
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ZX TELETEXT 
The TTX 2000 teletext adaptor 
for exclusive use with either the 
16K or 48K Sinclair Spectrum 
home computer is now avail- 
able to bring the teletext ser- - 
vices to 1.4 million Spectrum 
users — ata fraction of the cost 

FAWLTY 
COMPAQS 
“Now look, Manuel, it's like this. 

This, computer. This, keyboard. 
This, smack on the head”. Well, 
not exactly. What's happening 

is that John Cleese, as much a 

household name in the USA as 
he is in Britain, has signed a 
contract with Compaq to ad- 
vertise their computer on televi- 
sion there. Cleese plays the role 
of a businessman who has 
bought the wrong computer — 
presumably, not a Compaa. 
Well, knowing the Cleese skill 
for rib-tickling, the ads are pro- 
bably very funny, whichis more 
than can be said of the IBM 
Charlie Chaplin ads (just what 

_ are they trying to get across? 
Answers on a postcard. . .) 

AUTHOR! AUTHOR! 
We aren't entirely sure how it 
happened, but the TRS-80 

Screen Scroller published last 
month was credited to the 
wrong author. Naturally Mr. T. 
Ithell, who submitted the pro- 
gram, would like the record put 

straight, which we are pleased 
to do here. Sorry, Mr. Ithelll 

of a special teletext TV. No 
modification to the Spectrum is 
necessary — simply plug in, 
switch on and enjoy instant 
access to Ceefax 1, Ceefax 2, 
Oracle and 4-Tel, provided by 
BBC 1, BBC2, ITV and Channel 
4 respectively. 

Priced at around £145 (in- 
cluding VAT and P&P) the TTX 
2000, power adaptor, ZX inter- 
face cable and full detailed 
instructions are available in one 
package direct from the makers, 
O.E. Limited, the communica- 
tions specialists of North Point, 
Gilwilly Industrial Estate, Pen- 

rith, Cumbria, CAl1] 9BN 
(phone 0768 66748). O.E. Ltd. 
are also the designers and 
manufacturers of the Prism VTX 
5000 modem that recently won 
the British Microcomputing 
Awards 1984 ‘peripheral of 
the Year’ category, and whichis 

also for exclusive use with both 
Spectrum models. 

The TTX 2000 sits directly 
beneath the Spectrum to form a 
neatand compact unit, with rib- 
bon connector to the micro and 
an auxiliary power supply lead 
to plug the adaptor into the 
mains socket It will work with 
any standard black and white 
or colour TV, displaying full 
teletext page reproduction. 

There are four channel pre- 
set controls and pages are 
called up by simply keying the 
appropriate number. The usual 
options such as Hold and 
Reveal are provided for. Tele- 
text pages can be held on 
screen, stored on a Microdrive 

for later recall, or printed out for 
a permanent record using a 
Spectrum printer or any com- 
patible unit The TTX 2000 
measures only 9” by 6” by 1.5” 
and weighs just 1.25 lbs. 

O.E. Ltd. have announce 
plans for a telesoftware pro- 
gram to allow all TTX 2000 
owners to receive and down- 
load specially broadcast soft- 
ware for use with the ZX Spec- 
trum. The BBC has just started 
software broadcasting trials for 
the Spectrum via teletext on 
Ceefax, and O.E. Ltd. states 
that the downloader facility will 
be available shortly as an up- 
grade ROM. 



THE AMSTRAD 
ARRIVES 
The first supplies of the Amstrad 
CPC464 were on sale on June 
2lst — keeping Alan Sugars 
promise made when he 
launched the home computer 
product range in mid-April. The 
Rumbelow’s chain, one of the 
nominated stockists, has re- 
ceived its first consignment and 
the other retailers — Dixons, 
Boots, Comet and the major 
mail order houses — will be tak- 
ing delivery of their supplies on 
a weekly basis, as the container 
ships reach the UK. 

Sales director Dickie Mould 
says he has been overwhelmed 
by the intensity of the retailer 
demand: The initial interest, at 
the time of the launch, was 
perhaps predictable, but this 
level has been maintained and 
I am called every day by re- 
tailers who wantto be supplied. 
Our initial run of 200,000 units 
for 1984 is already underwritten 
by our nominated stockists and 
we are urgently reassessing our 
budgets for 1985, when we an- 
ticipate bringing in 600,000 
units.” 

Rumbellows Marketing Direc- 
tor, PeterJackson, said’ We are 
naturally delighted to be the 
first in the High Street with this 
important new introduction in 
the microcomputer market. 

Bearing in mind the enormous 
interest the public have shown 
in the new product I am also 
very pleased to see that Am- 
strad are keeping to their prom- 
ised delivery schedule.” 
Meanwhile the independent 

software houses are dong their 
bit forthe machine. KumaCom- 
puters have announced the first 
program in their software library 
for the Amstrad CPC464, this 
being their ZEN Z80 Assembly 
Language Programming Sys- 
tem consisting of a Editor/ 
Assembler/Disassembler/De- 
bugger. 

ZEN is a complete system for 
the generation and analysis of 
Z80 assembly language pro- 
grams. Included are asymbolic 
assembler and disassembler, a 
text editor, machine code mon- 
itor and a debugger. The com- 
plete source code of ZEN itselfis 

supplied to every user, this pro- 
vides a valuable introduction to 
Z80 programming for the begin- 
ner while allowing the expert to 
customise it if desired. 

ZEN will be invaluable to 
users wishing to write and 
debug efficient assembly code 
programs. ZEN has been tried, 
tested and enhanced over.a 
considerable period of time, 
having been implemented on 
practically all Z80- based home 
micros to date. 

John Day, Sales Manager of 
Kuma said: “Although ZEN 
takes up only6.4K of RAM, itis a 
complete assembly code sys- 

tem with the benefit of a greatly 
extended manual, setting an 
industry standard that will be 
very hard to beat.” 

ZEN for the Amstrad is avail- 
able from Kuma Computers; 
dealer and distributor enquiries 
are welcome. ZEN is the first in 
what is planned to be a com- 
prehensive range of Kuma pro- 
ducts forthe CPC464. The retail 
price of ZEN is£19.95 including 
VAT. For turther details regard- 
ing Amstrad hardware and soft- 
ware contact Kuma Computers 
Ltd, 12 Horseshoe Park, 

Pangboume, RG8 '7JW (phone 
070357 4335). 

XCALIBUR 
UNSHEATH 
XMEM 
XCalibur have announced an 
input/output backplane for the 
BBC Micro. This unit allows 
extra input and output cards to 
be used with the BBC, so in- 
creasing its usefulness and 
range of application. The per 
formance of the machine is 
further enhanced with the extra 
64K RAM expansion built on 
this expansion chassis. 
A major reason for the suc- 

cess of the Apple II (2 million 
units worldwide) has been its 
backplane, into which itis poss- 
ible to plug an incredible range 
of I/O and expansion facilities, 
Now XCalibur offers a back- 
plane for the BBC which not 
only allows expansion, but 
allows expansion using stan- 
dard Apple cards. This means 

that the user or dealer can take 
an Apple II card off the shelf, 
plut it into the backplane and 
run it directly from BBC BASIC 
or machine code. In use, the 
input/output addresses of the 
Apple are mapped into defined 
addresses on the BBC, which 
can then drive the card(s) 
through BASIC commands or 
Assembler. All XCalibur Apple 
VO cards ae compatible and 
are documented in the XMEM 
Manual. 

The unit has five slots and 
64K of Random Access Memory 
(RAM). It plugs directly into the 
| MHz Bus expansion socket on 
the BBC and takes its power 
fromthe BBC auxilliary connec- 
tor. Typical cards readily avail- 
able are Analogue-To Digital 
Converters; Digital-to Analogue 
Converters; Multi-channel 
Counters; Multi-port Com- 
munications; Graphics  Pro- 
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cessors; Calendar/ Clocks; 

Plotters, Digitizers, Bar Code 
Wands/ Readers; Parallel inter- 
faces and so on. For further 
information contact XCalibur 

Computers Ltd, Spencer House, 
3 Spencer Parade, Northamp- 
ton NN] 5AB (phone 0604 . 
21051/4: telex 31612). > 
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LIGHTWEIGHT 
MONITOR 
XCalibur are now supplying a 
screen forthe portable Apple llc 
which doesnt give you a hemia 
when you try to carry it While 
the Apple IIc is a lightweight 
computer suitable for transpor- 
tation in a briefcase, the addi- 
tional PSU, second drive and 
screen can add considerably to 
the load. By using the 5” screen 
from the XCalibur Portable, real 
transportability is now possible 

for a llc system. 
The screen is connected 

directly from the Apple Ilc, tak 
ing both video and power 
through a single connector. 
Weightis 1 kg. The accompany- 
ing photograph shows that the 
display is fully legible in normal 
text and hi-res modes. 

Xcalibur are at Spencer 
House, 3 SpencerParade, North- 
ampton NN] 5AB (phone 0604 
21051/4: telex 31612). 

QL SOFTWARE 
Quest Intemational Computers 
Limited and Digital Research 
Inc. have signed an agreement 
whereby Quest will implement 
CP/M-68K on Sinclair's QL 
microcomputer. Quest are the 
exclusive licensee worldwide 
for the product, which will retail 
for under £50, and will be offer- 
ing a flexible CP/M implemen- 
tation on the OL to allow for the 
wide range of hardware and 
software options which will be 
made available for the system. 
Quest themselves will announce 
a range of hardware products 

covering mass storage devices 
and memory in late September. 

The impact on the OL market 
is likely to be significant as the 
combination of an advanced, 
low-cost machine backed by a 
full array of storage devices with 
access to the vast library of tried 

and tested applications pro- 
grams under CP/M will inevit 
ably speed the QL's acceptance 
by the business community (al- 
though working hardware would 
do even more to accomplish 
this goal). 

The end-user price of the 
CP/M package in the UK is 
£49.50 (including VAT), a level 

which Quest believe will make 
CP/M readily accessible to all 
OL users. Quest will shortly be 
appointing distributors inthe UK 
and will do so overseas as and 
when the Sinclair machine is 
made available. Of particular 
interestis the USA where a figure 
of 300,000 OL sales has recent 
ly been mentioned as a possi- 
bility within a short period. 

Meanwhile SagesoftLimited, 
the Newcastle-upon-Tyne soft- 
ware producer, has concluded 
an agreement with Sinclair 
Research to provide their Sage 
Accounts program for the OL. 
The program, which is being 

tes have a recommended retail 
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marketed by Sinclair, is being 
modified by Sagesoft to take 
advantage of the machine's fea- 
tures and graphics. It will be 
made compatible with the 
bundled software — where 
appropniate. 

The Sage accounts program 
is a truly integrated, three ledger 
book-keeping program which 
has many of the features of more 
expensive accounting pro 

grams. It provides sales, pur 
chase and nominal ledger 
accounting with such facilities 
as VAT retum information, aged 
debtor analysis for credit con- 
trol, monthly and annual profit 
and loss statements, cash book, 
trial balance, and so on. 

The entire program will be 
provided on a single microdrive 
cartridge with the accounting 
transactions being held on the 
second drive. Work has already 
started on this development and 
it is anticipated that the QL ver- 
sion of Sage will be launched in 
Spring 1984. Overseas versions 
of the system are also planned. 

DRIVING UP 
THE Md 

CGL have added to their soft 
ware range for the CGL Md 
Home Computer by introducing 
eight new game cassettes to 
their range. The latest games 
are packaged in the CGL cor- 
porate green and black colour 
scheme and are competitively 
priced. The single game casset- 



HARD DISCS FOR 
BEEB 
London based hard disc manu- 
facturer, Intec, have justreleased 
a range of Winchester add ons 
for the BBC micro. Intec’s Man- 
aging Director, John Groves 
says, "The range is aimed at the 
serious commercial and educa- 
tional user by offering a mass 
storage with a high degree of 

sophistication and reliability at 
a very competitive price. We 
have deliberately taken an 
aggressive stance on pricing 

so that BBC Micro users can get 
the applied computing power 
of a true business system with a 
factor of 3 to 6 saving on hard- 
ware costs.” 

The range offers mass stor- 
age in5, 10 and 20 Mbyte units 
in both fixed and removable 
cartridge configurations and, 
as well as the high speed 
accessing of files normally 
associated with Winchester 
discs, such features as logon, 
passwords and directory sub- 

LURE 

price of £5.95 and there are six 
titles to choose from: Bomber 
Run, Devil Bird, Intrigue, Slots, 
Stranded and Wheels. 

The two new triple game 
cassettes have an RRP of £12.95 
for three games on one cassette. 
Titles available at present are: 
Simon/Granny/Spiders and 
Squash/ Lander Raiders. If 
youre a software-starved M5 
owner, CGL are at CGL House, 

Goldings Hill, Loughton, Essex 
IG10 2RR (phone 01-502 0133). 

- volumes are 

ACTIVATE YOUR 
COMMODORE 64 
Activision, the independent 
manufacturer of software for 
video games machines and 
home computers, is now pro- 
ducing games cassettes for the 
Commodore 64 home com- 
puter. First titles off the produc- 
tion line are Beamrider, De- 
cathlon, HE.R.O., Zenji, Toy 

Bizarre, River Raid, Pitfall I and 

Pitfall Il. Of these titles, Beam- 
rider, Decathlon, River Raid 

included. Also 
incorporated are on-board 
diagnostics to permit low level 
communication to distinguish 
and diagnose hardware pro- 
blems, software bugs and user 
errors. From a cold start a sys- 
tem canbe setup, installed and 
ready for use in minutes, says 
Intec. Prices start at £1399 for 
5 Mbytes. Intec can be found at 
4] A- 45 Knight's Hill, West Nor- 
wood, London SE27 OHS(Phone 
01-761 5999: telex 8813271 
GECOMS G). 

BROADWAY 
STEPPING OUT 
Broadway Electronics have 
launched an Electron Owners 
Club giving members priority 
servicing, substantial discounts 
on accessories, and other valu- 
able benefits. The move follows 
the success of their BBC Owners 
Club 18 months ago, which 
now has more than 1,000 

members. 
Members of the Broadway 
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and Pitfall 1 are new versions of 
Activision's top-selling 1983 
titles, especially adapted and 
enhanced for the Commodore 
64. Pitfall I] and H.E.R.O. are 
Commodore 64 versions of 
Spring 1984 releases which are 
already high in the charts, and 
Zenji and Toy Bizarre are brand 
new Summer 1984 titles which 
are being launched simultane- 
ously for the Commodore 64 
and other systems. 
We see our continuing role 

inthe games software market as 
the major source for a regular 
supply of unique and top 
quality titles for all the top sys- 
tems’ says Activision's UK 
Managing Director, GeotfHeath. 
“We have developed versions 
of our best-selling games over 
the last eighteen months 
especially for Commodore 64 
users — they are not just adap- 
tations of existing progams — 
and in Zenji and Toy Bizarre we 
have two very hot properties 
indeed.” 

Menon notin ppobi 

Electron Club will be able to 
extend their computer's guaran- 
tee for a full year. This covers all 
parts, labour and servicing by 
Broadway's own qualified en- 
‘gineers. Work will be com- 
pleted “while you wait’ when- 
ever possible. But if Broadway 
have to keep the machine more 
than two days, they will loan a 
replacement. 

Other benetits of the club 
include: 10% off hardware and 

NEWS 

ENTER THE 
CHAMP 
Dean Electronics have signed 
an exclusive agreement to dis- 
tribute the Super Champ Joys- 
tick in the UK. This has been the 
top selling joystick in the United 
Sttes for the last two years and 
has several features not pre- 

vioulsy available to the UK 
games player. 

Ithastenfeetofcable that can 
be retracted into the base of the 
joystick when not in use. A spe- 
cial contoured handle provides 
maximum comfort for both left 
and right handed players, while 
the 360 degree swivel base with 
sunction cups allows single han- 
ded control. And, last but not 

-least, it is robustly built to withs- 
tand the severest of physical 
abuse. 

The Champ is compatible 
with Commodore, Atari, most 

Sinclair interfaces, Acorn Elec- 
tron and with an adaptor, the 
Acom BBC B. The joystick costs 
only £12.95 and is available 
from most High Street stores or 
by adding £1.00 for post and 
packing, direct from Dean Elec- 
tronics Ltd, Glendale Park, 

Fembank Road, Ascot, Berks 
(phone 0344 885661). 

accessories, apart from micros; 

15% off software; 20% off blank 

tapes; a regular club news- 
letter and exclusive special 
offers. Membership is £28.75 
(including VAT) for Electronics 
purchased from Broadway's 
shop in Bedford. For computers 
bought elsewhere, mem- 
bership costs £40.25. 

Paul Vaughan, Managing 
Director of Broadway, said: 
“Many Acom guarantees will 
be expiring soon and this is a 
very economical way to extend 
the cover. It can run either from 
the date the original warranty 
runs out, or from the date of 
membership. The discounts 
cover our existing new range of 
Mushroom add-ons." 

Already available is the com- 
bined Printer and User Port 
Card made in Mushroom’s own 
Bedford factory. Complete with 
manual and software, includ- 
ing a screen dump routine, it 
allows the use of printers, joy- 
sticks and other peripherals. 
On the way are an analogue 
port and an extension ROM 
card, opening the door to word 
processors and advanced 
graphics. 

Broadway Electronics 
are atAston Road, Bed- Ss 
ford (phone 024 55S 
58303). 

9 
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Where do 100,000 DP Managers 
obtain their computer supplies ? 

Better solutions for 
professionals-faster! 

These days, there are dozens of 
companies offering to supply your computer 
needs. They come — and they go. 

Yet more and more computer 
professionals are turning to Inmac for all their 

requirements. 
You don't need a computer to work out why. 
Inmac are themselves truly professional in 

every aspect of their business. They don't 
quote silly prices on loss-leaders — and make 
it up elsewhere. They provide competitive 

prices and top-quality service across the 

board. 

And everything carried must be quality. 

Inmac look after your bottom line — help you 
provide a more cost effective computer service 

over all. 

Inmac carries many products for leading 

name equipment like Centronics, DEC, Data 
General, Diablo, Hewlett Packard, IBM, NEC, 
Qume, Systime and Texas Instruments. 

In addition you get: 

* 30 day risk-free trial, 

* 12 months’ minimum replacement 

guarantee on most products. 

* Next day delivery and same day in the 

London area. 

( Protect it! 
Your computer system is vital — 

and vulnerable. Inmac supply a whole range of 

Safety and security devices from special fire 

extinguishers to clever security locks. 

great ideas. 
09285 6/551 or 017409540 

INMAC (UK) LIMITED 
Dept 815 , 16 Silver Road, 

INMAC (UK) LIMITED 

Dept 815 , Davy Road, 

Astmoor, 

Runcorn, Cheshire, 

WA? 1PZ United Kingdom. 
Telex: 629819 

London W12 7SG 
United Kingdom. 

Telex: 924313 
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Ring for our catalogue 
containing over 1,000 
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‘YourSstar 
DEC 

| cartridge service 
¢ Fs B, 

- 

| 3 YEAR GUARANTEE 

| 30 day risk free trial Free Advisory Service 
| Next day delivery Original DEC quality 

We also supply most other major 

manufacturers disk cartridges. Just call 
us to check your requirements. 

\ ASS ee ie ee =) 

CABLES AND CONNECTORS 
Just tell us what connections you need to make — 
we will Supply your requirements from stock today. 

We can also custom build cables to your specifi- 
Cation in only 5 days. Inmac prices can save you 

up to 20% and still give you ae tee 

next day 

delivery, no 
minimum order 

and a3 year risk-free 

guarantee. a 

al 

fo professional 
computer users. 
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| | PRINT 
PERFECT 
Whatever the make, 
whatever the type of 

printer or typewriter, 
Inmac have the right 

ribbon for your needs 

Precision manufact- 

ured, with high 
yield and quality 
results. Print 
wheels? Ours are 
compatible with Diablo, 

Qume, Olivetti, etc. 

"T’ SWITCHES 
You won't find a larger range than Inmac — 
we supply everything from a simple two device 

switch up to the super sophisticated 
Auto-I-Switch which ‘‘speaks’’ to 
you and cues you ie 

automatically. 

— 

iar. ce. Mee hte ee Pe 

'Getabetter ! 
:deal all round : 

The products described on this page are 
just a tiny selection from the total Inmac 
range. If you see what you need here — 
phone us now and we'll deliver it 

tomorrow or sooner. Just phone us and 
talk to our free advisory service — we'll 

do our best to help meet your needs. 

Name 

Title 

Company 

Address 

Posteode! = 

Telephone No. 

My computer system is 

INMAC (UK) LIMITED I 



The Key to Spectrum Machine Code Success. am 
Picturesque’s MACHINE CODE SYSTEM Is used and recommended by professional software writers, yet the excelient 

documentation and the friendly, easy-to-use programs have been highly recommended for beginners. 

You willonly buy one Machine Code System, sobuy the best, the one theprofessionals use. 

NEW IMPROVED PROGRAMS — MICRODRIVE COMPATIBLE 
ASSEMBLER 
Completely self-contained 
with its own line editor, giving 
an easy-to-read 40 column 
tabulated listing. Auto line 
numbering, line renumbering 
and auto tabulation make this 
one of the fastest and easiest 
Assemblers to use. 5- 
Character label names. 

BANS constants, SAVE/LOAD/ Tr Wit constants. 
pet VERIFY both the listing and 
SYSTEM ma Machine Code to cassette/ 

MICRODRIVE/ NETWORK. 
Assemble from cassette or 

printer Interfaces, Or RS232 (with Interface 1) for 80 column 
printout. FAST ASSEMBLY — 1k of code in 7 seconds. 
Assembler Directives:— ORG, END, DEFB, DEFW, DEFM, EQU, 
DEFL. (Microdrive and Centronics facilities 
only operate with 48K machines.) 8 50 

So 

INCL. VAT & P&P. 
Programs supplied on cassette with option to Save onto Microdrive (cartridge not supplied.) 

Existing Owners Can obtain the new programs by returning the cassette only to Picturesque, along with a cheque/PO. for 
£1.50 per program (inc. VAT & P&P). New Cassettes will be supplied by return of post. 

Available from the "SPECTRUM" chain of stores, branches of John Menzies and all good computer 

shops, or by mail order by sending cheque/PO to: 
PICTURESQUE, 6 Corkscrew Hill, West Wickham, Kent, BR4 9BB. Send SAE for details. 

We have the answer whether you need: 

e 0.1” or 0.156” edge connectors 
@ Two part Euro connectors 
@ Miniature ‘D’ connectors 
@® Ribbon cable connectors (including 

headers and sockets) 
Plus many more { 

Seat Te eS TAT ae et ae Ng ~ By: AM hagas Fag Mia Ghasghy 

The NEW Delta connector to IEEE 488 
specification is now available for either rib- 
bon or round cable connection in both 24 
and 36 ways. Metal covers are also availa- 
ble. 

MAKE THE RIGHT CONNECTIONS ( 

MONITOR 
The ideal tool to help the ~ 
beginner get started, yet it 
contains all the commands for 
the experienced programmer 
to run and de-bug machine 
code programs. Inspect and 
alter memory contents In 

ee nex oF peel Breabe 4 ats and 
= ull Register display. 

Spectrum WK EASE Serer = WITH SINGLE STEPPING 
ee eas = through RAM or ROM. 
MODE amiss Disassemble any part of 
SYSTEM PGTURE ga) =memory, RAM or ROM. Dec- 

Hex-Dec number converter. 
Printer output to ZX 

printer or via RS232 (with 
Interface 1) or customise to 

most Centronics printer Interfaces. General memory 
management commands include Hex dump, Insert, 
Delete, Filland Move. Can reside in memory with the 
Assembler (48K machines only) to give a complete 
Machine Code programming system. g 7 50 

o 
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7 
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The Key to Machine Code Be 
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For further information on these products 
and local availability, plus a copy of the 
‘Hobby Herald’, containing the full product 
range, telephone Chandlers Ford (04215) 
62829 or write to: 

BICC-VERO ELECTRONICS LIMITED 
Retail Dept., 

Industrial Estate, 

Chandlers Ford, 

Hampshire SO5 3ZR. 
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NEXT MONTH 
wh 

ont 

AMSTRAD CPC464 
One of the more remarkable machines to appear on the home 
computer scene recently has been the CPC464 from Amstrad, 
previously known for hi-fi and other domestic electrical 
equipment Coming from such a background, you may wonder 

_ how it rates against computers from other, more single-minded 
manufacturers in the field. The answer is, very well indeed. 
Amstrad have employed a music centre approach to their 
offering, which consists of a keyboard unit with builtin cassette 
deck plus a monochrome or colour monitor with a builtin power 
supply. All very neat, and only one mains plug to worry about. 

The software shows just as much thought as the hardware, 
with an innovative BASIC (interrupts are supported) and CP/M 
compatibility. Next month the CPC464 will be on our testbench, 
with an in-depth review of the computer which is already selling 
fast. Don't miss the October issue of Computing Today. 

ATARI GRAPHICS 
Considering what is it is capable of, the Atari is an oft-neglected 
machien which is deserving of wider exposure. It gets some of 
that next month, when we begin a series dealing with the versatile 
graphics facilities of the beast Player/ missile programming will no 
longer mystify once you've read the next issue of Computing 
Today. 

PSION’S FICTION? 

fing 
OCR — 

ADVANCE AND BE RECOGNISED 
W.H. Smiths have a long tradition in computing, starting with the 
stocking of magazines through to computer books, software and 
various pieces of hardware. Now they have launched their’ own 
brand’ computer, the Advance 86, a dual-purpose machine 
designed, in its A-incamation, for home use, and for business 
when expanded to the full-spec B-version. We'll be reviewing the 
Advance 86B next month and seeing how it will fare in the 
competitive business marketplace. 

DRAGONS AND SPRITES 
Dragon may have been down, but they don't seem to be out now 
that a Spanish company has bought them up. So there's certainly 
no reason to stop writing about the computer, and in the next 
issue well be looking at ways to perk up the rather dated 
graphics on this popular machine. Sprites are the name of the 
game, and we'll be checking out how well various commercial 
packages weave their magic spells on the screen. 

ADVENTURES 
Next month it's the turn of the Commodore 64 to receive the 
scrutiny of our adventurous reviewer. Among the offerings are 
Legend's version of Valhalla, originally programmed on the 
Spectrum, and Melboume House's Classic Adventure, originally 
programmed on a mainframe by the men who started the whole 
field of Adventure games rolling. / 

Almost since the genre began, one of the staples of science fiction te 
has been the pocket computer, the electronic slide rule, the . es 

database on your wrist Fact and fiction moved a step closer 
together last month, when software company Psion launched their OCTOBER ISSUE a A. 
first hardware product, a portable, solid-state database/ ON S ALE: 7 = 
calculator that slips into a shirt pocket at a price that won't 7 yO | G 
damage your trouser pocket The datapacks are interchangeable, SEPTEMBER V4 oye & 
and by buying blank packs you can create your own information a A\Y See 

bank. ] a, th / Ww o 
But that's not all. Psion’s Organiser comes with a procedure- ys Q 2 

based programming language that allows you to write and store Ps Oo» Ss 
programs in the datapacks. Next month we hope to have the first 7 \ eo 
review of this innovative product to include a hands-on test of w O © ae 
POPL, the Psion Organiser Programming Language. Don't miss it. Sf “\ S ear ff 

ae yw RY so Re EN or 

va SS oO Diag” getealteA 
a ~ os able 

“Articles described here are in an advanced state of preparation 7 g &. vos : ye 
but circumstances may dictate changes to the final contents. 7 os ES os phos yo 
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ver since the first mic- 
Ios appeared with 
their terrible manuals, 

publishers and authors have 
been busy producing replace- 
ments. _The publishing of 
introductory books on comput 
ing, as well as the publishing 
of manual replacements, has 
been further stimulated by a 
genuine demand from readers 
and computer users for infor 
mation. Since all this has been 
going on for some years now, 
we might have expected that 
there would be a range of 
good books available to meet 
these needs, but it seems that 

this is not so. I say this not only 
atter having read a number of 
them, but also in the light of 
the continuing appearance of 

books of this kind. Among the 
latest offerings is the Sereen 
Shot programming series 
from Dorling Kindersley. If we 
try to see the reasons for the 
disappointing general stan- 
dard of the existing books we 
may develop a viewpoint from 
which to judge the new ones. 

Undoubtedly, a lot of books 
have been published just to 
cash in on the computer 
boom. A lot of these have 
been written and published 
very quickly, and contain all 
the signs of this that we might 
.expect Inaccuracies, pro- 
grams that do not work, and 
so on are all to be found. 
Unfortunately, the demand for 
information on computers is so 
great that it is hard to detect 
that this has deterred con- 
sumers from purchasing the 
books. 

On this score, the Screen 
Shot series comes out very 
well. The books are carefully 
designed and well presented 

‘with plenty of colour illustra- 
tions. The programs all work 
(as far as I have examined 
them, anyway, and _ have 
obviously been thoroughly 
checked. It is indicative of the - 
care that has gone into the 
production of the books ‘that 
each one has exactly 64 com- 
pletely full pages. (Powers of 
two are good for publishers, as 
well as computers, because 
folding a large sheet of paper 
in half, and folding it again 
and again will give a number 
of pages that is a power of 
two, with the power depend- 
ing on the number of folds that . 
has been made.) 

Another problem with 
introductory books is whether 
to write a general introduction 
Or an introduction that is 

14 

BOOK PAGE > 
Garry Marshall 

One of the most prolific areas in computer books is the 
‘How to...’ tome. Our reviewer looks at some new 
additions in the field, and at anew book on Logo. 
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geared to a particular com- 
puter. The attraction of a 
general book is that it can 
deal with the underlying prin- 
ciples of computing, which is 
surely what we need to 
understand. A treatment that 
is geared to a_ particular 
machine cannot, by its very 
nature, take a broad view; it 
can also become little more 
than an account of the quirks 
of the computer. But the 
demand from the market is for 
books linked to a particular 
machine. The manual 
replacements obviously must 
be linked, but this is also the 
preference for introductory 
books. This leads to the pro- 
duction of series of ‘cloned! 
books with one for each of a 
number of computers. For a 
series of this kind to be suc 
cessful, the presentation must 
follow rather similar lines, 

while bringing out the 
strengths of each individual 
achine. 
The Screen Shot books form 

such a series. The first books 
to be issued are for’ the BBC 
Micro and the Spectrum 

They start in a fairly staid and 
familiar way with their 
introductions to BASIC, but as 
soon as they move on to 
sound and, in particular, 
graphics, the treatments are 
much more expansive and 
well judged to show off the 
capabilities of the different 
micros to the full. 

The selection of the micros 
that should be covered in 
these’ series is interesting. 
Even before the misfortunes of 
the Dragon and Lynx, most of 
the major publishers seem to 
have decided that the com- 
puters to go for are the Spec- 
tum, the BBC Micro, The 
Electron and the Commodore 
64. (I am talking exclusively 
about the lower end of the 
personal computer market, of 
course.) The reasons for this 
are not hard to find. Perhaps | 
can encapsulate them by 
quoting the results of a survey 

This month's books are: 
Step-by-Step Programming for the BBC Micro Books 1 
and 2 by Ian Graham (Dorling Kindersley), 64 pages each, 
£5.95 each 
Step-by-Step Programming for the ZX Spectrum 

of sales in the UK personal 
computer market for the first 
quarter of this year, which 
gives 43% of unit sales to Sin- 
clair, 28% to Commodore and 
10% to Acom. Besides the pre- 
sent books on the Spectrum 

-and BBC Micro, the Screen 
Shot series promises books on 
the Commodore 64, the Elec- 
tron and, interestingly, the IBM 
PC Junior. 

So the Screen Shot series 
follows the conventional wis- 
dom for such series, and cer- 
tainly avoids, at the least, the 
worst of the pitfalls. Its innova- 
tion is to use throughout, pic- 

tures taken directly from the 
screen of the displays pro- 
duced by the programs that 
are presented in the books. 
This definitely enhances one’s 
confidence in the programs. It 
is rather gimmicky when used 
to illustrate simple BASIC pro- 
grams, but comes into its own 

for graphics programs. The 
author, Ian Graham, has 
devised his programs, after 
the initial ones, to take advan- 
tage of the screen shot format, 

and the books are enhanced 
as a result In the second 
volumes, for both the Spec 
trum and the BBC Micro, the 

presentations of the games 

programs and simulations are 
better and clearer than they 
would be otherwise. 

Either as introductions to 
computing or as manual 

replacements, these books are 
far above average. I think that 
they provide treatments that 
are as good as anything else 
that is available, and that are 
far better than most. 

I would make a few further 
comments, which are not 
meant as criticisms. First, it is 

difficult to dig out the general 
principles of say, graphics 
when grappling with the way 
that they are generated by the 
Spectrum on the BBC Micro. 
But, as I have already said, 
this is true of any machine- 
dependent book. Secondly, 
the books do provide a 

Books 1 and 2 by lan Graham (Dorling Kindersley), 64 
pages each, £5.95 each 
Introducing Logo by Boris Allan (Granada Publishing), 112 
pages, £5.95 

general introduction to 
BASIC, as do almost all such 
books, but | am becoming 
increasingly dubious that the 
route to computer literacy is 
through BASIC or, indeed, 
through learning to program in 
any language. Not many 
people other than professional 
programmers will be able to 
write really useful programs. 
And the way to make a com- 
puter really useful is to load a 
database or a spreadsheet or 
whatever program meets your 
needs, just as the way to tum 
the computer into a source of 
entertainment is to load a 
games program. Information 
about what spreadsheets and 
other programs are and what 
they can do may tum out to be 
far more useful than learning 
BASIC. An awareness of pro- 
gram generators ‘might also 
prove more valuable. 

Reading Dr Bronowskis 

Ascent of Man again, | came - 
to his point that the human 
brain is not programmed for 
speech, vision and so on, but 
for leaming speech and leam- 
ing to interpret visual patterns 

on the retina. This shows us 

REVIEW : New books 

one kind of software we badly 
need for our computers — 
software that learns to do 
things (the things that we want 
it to do) and. not software just 
for doing things. 

These thoughts bring me to 
Introducing Logo by Boris 
Allan, for Logo is the best 
approach available to us so 
far for hamessing the com- 
puter to allow us to learn with 
its use. Allan quotes Seymour 
Papert (the inventor of Logo) 
quite liberally, and includes 
remarks of his about how Logo 
can not only help us to leam, 
but can also enhance our 
leaming capabilities. 
Although the book provides a 
gradual and_ easy-to-follow 
introduction to Logo, it does 
not really show how it can be 
used as an aid to leaming in 
the way that Papert intends. 
Some of the illustrations in the 
book look remarkably similar 
to the illustrations in the 
authors QOL book, which is 
rumoured to have given a tur- 
tle graphics capability 
to the OL even before 
Sinclair knew about it. 



Peter Green 

to cut off his ear. 

he BBC Micro, and 

consequently its 
younger relative the 

Electron, has just about the 
most extensive range ol 

graphics modes on any home 
computer (so far — the Enter- 
prise is still lurking in the 
wings). With these modes 
come a vast repertoire ol 

graphics commands for plotting, 
drawing, filling and generally 
manipulating the appearance 
of the TV image. Naturally, 
these are all of a fairly low- 
level form: to produce even 
rudimentary computer 
graphics requires a bit of pro- 
gramming skill and a lot ol 
patience. 

Of course, it was only a 
matter of time before someone 
produced a utility package 
that takes the hard work out of 
using graphics, by writing use- 
ful routines to perform the 
various ‘high-level drawing 
functions at a keystroke (or 
two), leaving the user free to 
exercise his visual imagina- 
tion. In this feature we'll be 
looking’ at three such pro- 
grams: Electro-Art trom Quick- 

silva, the Electron Graphics 
System from Salamander 
Software, and Sketch Pad 
from Goldstar (Dorling Kinder- 
sley Software Ltd). I tried all 
three out on an Electron, 
though the Quicksilva pro- 
gram is a version of their 
Beeb-Art and Sketch Pad runs 
on the BBC too. 

THE QUICK AND 
THE DEAD 

The first package I loaded 
was Quicksilva’s, and very 
rudimentary it is too. The pro- 
gram loads quite quickly in 
two parts, a small machine 
code block (presumably for 
the colour fill routine) and the 
main program which is in BASIC. 
Once the main program is in, 
you are asked to decide your 

16 

background colour and _ first 
foreground colour. Here we 
come to the first black mark 
against the program: once you 
have chosen your background 
colour you are stuck with it, as 
the only way to change it is to 
QUIT what you are doing, 
which takes you back to the 
start of the program and con- 
sequently wipes out your 
drawing. 

No access to the palette 
rotation facility of the Electron 
is permitted, which would 
allow you to change back- 
ground colour by redefining 
the logical colour. You can 
change your foreground 
colour to any of the eight 
available (16 if you take 
Acorn’'s line that flashing com- 
binations are a_ different 
‘colour), but once it's on the 
screen you can't use VDU19 to 
see if it looks better in a dif 
ferent colour. The foreground 
‘inks’ are chosen by pressing 
the: RG, .Y, ByviveC W sor K 

keys (K is for black which 
would otherwise clash with B 
for blue), while flashing is 
toggled with keys F and O. 
There is a text prompt on the 

ELECTRON ART 
Huddled in a tiny garret, your editor has been trying to satisfy his artistic 
urges, armed only with an Electron and three commercial graphics 
packages. Some of the results are quite impressive, even though he refused 

bottom line of the screen that 
tells you what drawing mode 
you are currently in, and as a 
reminder this too is displayed 
in the curent foreground 
colour. 

Note that I said 16 colours 
are available: Electro-Art runs 
in Mode 2. If you want to pro- 
duce graphics in some other 
Mode then you're out of luck, 
because this is the only one 
supported by Electro-Art. 

The initial drawing mode is 
called ‘using cursor, and as 
you move the cursor around 
the screen (which is done with 
the Z and X keys for left and 
right, the : and / keys for up 
and down), a trail is left 
behind in the foreground 
colour. In other words, this is 

the freehand drawing mode. 
You can change colours at 
any time, and if you want to 
move elsewhere without leav- 
ing a line, pressing I renders 
the cursors path invisible. Pre- 
ssing any of the colour keys, or 
F or O, puts you back into vis- 
ible mode. 

The mode you have been in 
all this time is P (for Paint) 
mode. D (for Draw mode) is 

A reproduction of Quicksilva’s demo pic. 

the other altemative. The dif 
ference between the two is 
that, when using the pre- 
defined shape facility P gives 
filled-in shapes while D gives 
outlines. Not surprisingly, you 
toggle between Paint and 
Draw using the P and D keys. 

The predefined shapes are 
drawn onto the screen by 
selecting the shape number (2 
to 9) followed by Shift to draw 
it The shapes are square, rec- 
tangle, four types of right 
angled triangle (the four 
‘comers of a diamond), and 
lines running vertically over 
the screen height or horizon- 
tally across the width Shape | 
selects the colour fill routine 
(in theory! See later). 

The problem with these 
shapes is that you cannot alter 
their physical size. Nor can 
you alter their orientation. This 
is, not to put too fine a point 
on it, daft 

Circles can be drawn using 
the O (zero) and — keys. Move 
the cursor to the desired /cen- 
tre of the circle and press O. 
The text prompt asks you to 
‘Go to radius length’ (by mov- 
ing the cursor again), at which 
point pressing — draws the 
circle to the selected radius. 
There are two forms of this 
function; true and abstract 

(you guessed it, press T or A). 
The former draws a normal cir 
cle as you would expect 
Abstract mode draws the cir- 
cle as a set of spokes, which 
Quicksilva’s manual describes 
as “even more exciting’. No 
comment. 

It is possible to produce 
your own outline shapes of 
any size or form using the line- 
drawing facility. This uses the 
<and> keys to select the start 

and end points of the line you 
wish to draw. 

The only saving grace of 
this package would be the 
colour fill routine. Unfor 
tunately -it doesn't work No 
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matter where I positioned the 
cursor on the screen or what 
shape I tried to fill, selecting 
fill dropped the machine back 
into BASIC (without an error 
message). Examining ERR 

gave O, which is the default at 
tum-on and corresponds to ‘no 
room’, while ERL gave the line 
which calls the machine code 
routine. There are no state 
ments in this line that could 
cause a No Room error, and 
indeed typing REPORT gave 
a blank output, so a genuine 
BASIC error had not occurred. 
I can only assume that there is 
a bug in the machine code 
that causes a jump _ into 
BASIC’s error handling 
routines, and thence back into 

command mode. The fault 
was not limited to my own 
copy — I tried others that we 
had, and they bombed too. I 

am not impressed. 
Once you've finished draw- 

ing a picture, the whole 
screen can be SAVEd on tape 
and LOARed back later. The 
tape actually contains three 

example pictures, -one of 
which is reproduced here; but 
I wasn't able to draw anything 
worth showing you with this 
package. I don't see how the 
example, which are very 
good, could have been pro- 
duced, even by a professional 

artist, unless he spent days 
painting in the pixels one by 
one. Not recommended. 

SKETCHING WITH 
GOLDSTAR 

The second package comes 
from the range of software 
from Goldstar, the brand 
name for Dorling Kindersley 
Software. Like the previous 
offering, the program only 
works in Mode 2, but the pre- 
sentation and use is much 
more professional. 

The major complaint I have 
against this package is the 
same as the Quicksilva one: 
no function to alter the physi 
cal colours that correspond to 
the given logical colours. But 
the total number of colours at 
your disposal is nine. Yes, 
nine. Goldstar have not pro- 
vided an option to select 
flashing colours (Well, Rem- 
brandt and Van Gogh made 
‘do without them!), but you can 
mix a ninth colour from any 
‘two of the other eight The 
mixed colour can be in the 
form of a checkerboard pat 
tem, or vertical or horizontal 

stripes. The eight ‘primary’ 

‘move the 

colours, the two colours to be 
mixed, and the resultant ninth 

colour are displayed as a row 
of boxes along the bottom of 
the screen, and the current 

pen colour is selected by 
pressing Ctrl-C (the Control 

key is used to access most of 
the Sketch pad functions). 

The cursor keys are used to 
‘drawing head’ 

about the screen, which is 

CHL DSTISER 

SEs 

more sensible than the Quic 

silva system, but I do have 
one major criticism. On the 
Electron, the cursor keys are 
clustered to one side of the 
Break key. The program does 
not disable the Break key; and 

once, after painstakingly 
building up a picture, my 
finger slipped and | lost the 
lot. 

Freehand drawing is quite 
easy using the cursor keys: 
you use Ctrl-P to raise and 
lower the ‘pen’ trom the 
‘paper, and to remind you 
what the current state is, 
there's a cute little graphic 
image of a pen nib displayed 
at the far right of the prompt 
box. There is a range of dif 
ferent ‘nib’ shapes available 
which are selected by Ctrl-N 
but I found most of the 
abstract ones rather useless. 

Several drawing utilities can 
be selected. Line drawing 
between two selected end- 
points (CtrlL) is the usual 
rubber-banding type of utility 
with a guideline being con- 
stantly drawn and erased, but 
when you are satisfied with its 
position you have the option 
of drawing it in solid or dotted 
form or cancelling it An 
extension to this routine, 
accessed by pressing T (no 
Ctrl) after drawing in one side 
using Ctrl-L, allows triangles 
to be drawn in any size, shape 
and position. Again, you have 
the option of drawing it as an 

REVIEW: Electron Graphics 
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outline, filling it in, or erasing 
it 

Ctr-R results in rectangles, 
where you specify the coor 
dinates of the diagonally- 
opposite. comers. The same 
three options are available as 
for triangles. Circles are 
generated by CtrlO, which 
fixes the centre’as being the 
current position of the cursor, 
and the left and right cursor 
keys expand and contract the 
radius. One point here — if 
you want a big circle things 
get a bit tedious as the 
software keeps drawing and 
erasing the ‘guidelines’. Circle 
drawing on home micros is 
generally a very slow process, 
even in machine code, 

because of the trig calcula- 
tions required, and this con- 
tinual redrawing makes things 
even worse. 

The Ctr-F command, for fill- 
ing, works. In fact it works very 
well. It's quite slow, filling a 
shape point by-point with the 
filled area expanding along a 
diamond shaped wavefront, 
rather than using the horizon- 
tal line-fill function built into 
the Electron’s operating sys- 
tem. Filling is even slower when 
using the ninth ‘composite 
colour, of course, because of 
the need to calculate which 
pixels have to be in each ol 

the two mixed _ colours. 
However, the big plus point is 
that I was unable to find any 
shape, however complex, that 

the routine couldn't fill in one 
go. This contrasts with the fina. 
program that we'll be con- 
sidering, and the previous one 
which wouldn't fill anything. 

Another excellent feature is 
the enlarge function, which 
expands a small section of the 
screen to four times its norma: 

size. This is done by movinc 
the cursor over the area o! 
interest and pressing CtrE. Ii 
is now very simple to make 
accurate pixel by-pixe. 
alterations to the enlarged 
area, then cancel the enlarge- . 
ment to redraw that section o! 
the screen back, together with 
the alterations. This is invalu- 
able for tidying up mistakes o1 
working on fine detail which is 
difficult to see on a domestic 
TV. 

~ Text can be added to the 
picture by selecting Ctr-T, bul 
take care not to make any mis- 
takes because there isn't any 
delete facility. Errors have tc 
be corrected by painting ove! 
the letters, carefully, and 
rewriting. 

Finally, the finished picture 
can be saved onto tape using 
Ctr-S and loaded back in 
using Ctrl G (for Get). 

I think my greatest criticism 
involves, not the graphics pro- 
gram itself, but the loader pro- 
gram that precedes it on the 
tape. This is a ridiculously self 
indulgent piece of code that 
‘zaps the name Goldstar ontc 
the screen in giant letters pixel 
by pixel I think you can 
imagine just how long that 

takes. The only other function 
that it .performs is a smal] 
piece of initialisation, so 1 sug- 
gest that you wind the tape 
past the first program and type 
in the following in direct 
mode: 
IF PAGE=&EOO ?0O=1 ELSE 
?0=0:*RUN SP 
This will save you a lot of time. 

SUPER 
SALAMANDER 
Finally we come to the Rolls- 
Royce of the three packages. 
Salamanders Electron 
Graphics System is based on 
a totally different type of sys- 
tem to the other two in the way 
that it works, and is much the 

better for it It also offers many 
more facilities and using it is a 
real pleasure. 

The difference is that the 
first two programs are ‘what 
you see is what you get. As 
you build up your picture on 
the screen, the screen itself is 
the only place that holds the 
picture information and if you 

make a mistake, you can't edit 
it out of the sequence: you 

simply have to try to repair the 
damage by  overpainting. 
Imagine what it would be like 
to slip with the brush on an oil 
painting, or spill paint on it. 
Salamanders software, on 

the other hand, produces pic- 
tures in such a way that mis- 
takes can be ‘edited out. 
Anything you ask the system 
to do is reproduced on the 
screen, but it is also stored in 

‘Picture Memory: a section of 
memory that contains a list of 
the commands used, the 

colours employed and _ the 
screen positions involved for 
everything youve done. Make 
a mistake, and you can delete 
the last item; the screen is 
cleared and the Picture 
Memory is ‘played back’, so 
the picture you drew reap- 
pears exactly as before, minus 
the last item of course. This 
makes Salamanders program 
a similar beast to Acom’s own 
Bitstik software. 
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This really frees the novice 
artist Although the redrawing 
takes a bit of time, it's great for 
your peace of mind to know 
that whatever you do wrong, 
you can get back to the pre- 
vious position. 

There are limitations, of 

course. Theres a _ Picture 
Memory percentage counter 
displayed in the text prompt 
window at the bottom of the 
screen, and it clocks up 

towards 100% fairly quickly. 
The beauty of the system is 
that, once its full (or nearly 
full), you can save it to tape 
without corrupting the screen. 
Clear out the Picture Memory 
and youre free to continue 
adding to the existing picture, 
and when you reach 100% 
again, save the data a second 

time and carry on once more. 
Eventually you get a whole set 
of data blocks, one after the 
other on the tape, which when 
loaded into the computer in 
sequence and executed, will 
reproduce the original picture 
exactly. 

Naturally the more blocks of 
Picture Memory make up a 
picture, the more careful you 
have to be about making 
errors since the recovery re- 
drawing procedure can only 
work with the data in the Pic- 
ture Memory, and so if you 
make a mistake in the last 
block of a picture that's taken 
20 blocks to create, you have 
to go back and re-load all 20 
blocks to edit out the error as 
far as the screen is concemed. 
Nevertheless, a system in 
which no mistake is iredeem- 

Dorling Kindersley Software have asked us to point out 
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able has a lot going for it 
(Even if you clear picture 

memory by mistake, it can still 
be recovered because only 
a pointer is moved: all the 
data is still ‘there’ until you 
overwrite it with the next 
drawing command. So if you 
decide the ‘mistake’ wasn't, 

you can un-edit it back into 
the Picture Memory). 

Another neat aspect of this 
‘picture manipulation’ techni- 
que is that you can delete an 
item from the picture memory 
but not perform a redraw — 
the screen is left unchanged. 
This allows you to add tem- 

porary guidelines to your 
work, such as lines to a 

vanishing point for true 
perspective diagrams. When 
you ve finished, you obtain the 
final picture by reloading all 
the data blocks as already 
described: the data for the 
guidelines was removed from 
memory, so the second time 

round they dont appear. 
Clever eh? 

It is also possible to draw 
picture elements whose data 
blocks are stored on tape to 
be re-loaded later in a dif 
ferent order, so that new types 
of picture can be created. 
However, care must be taken 

when using this technique: 
mixing or omitting blocks of 
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data to edit the picture can 
lead to unexpected effects, 
such as trying to fill to a non- 
existent boundary or a boun- 

dary that wasnt previously 
there. 

As if the picture manipula- 
tion facilities weren't enough, 
this package has a lot of other 
goodies to make life easier. 
Some of the facilities are 
similar to those discussed in 
the previous cases: the cursor 
can be moved around the 
screen using the cursor keys, 
and used in conjunction with 
the pre-defined drawing func- 
tions to produce boxes, cir- 
cles, lines, triangles and 

filled-in areas. But, for exam- 

ple, the box function requires 
you to specify the length and 
relative angle of two adjacent 
sides, rather than diagonally 
opposite comers: hence it is 
possible to draw any 
parallelogram in any orienta- 
tion. The arc function draws a 
curve through three specified 
points (the curve produced is 
actually that segment of a 
circle which can be drawn 
through the points). Having 
fixed the end-points of the 
arc, the third point is con- 
strained to lie on the perpen- 
dicular bisector of the 
end-points, but if anything this 
makes judging the final effect 
you will get easier, rather than 
being a limitation. 
Any box, circle or sequence 

of straight line segments can 
be re-drawn anywhere else on 
the screen using the copy 
function, making the produc 
tion of regular picture ele 
ments a piece of cake. And 
the positioning on the screen 
of anything we've discussed 
so far is made much easier by 
the inclusion of the actual cur- 
sor coordinates in the text win- 
dow, giving the X, Y positions, 
the angle the cursor is making 
with the previous significant 
line and the distance of the 
cursor from the previous 
significant point No squinting 
at the screen trying to get 
accurate positioning here. 
Moreover, a background grid 

of dots may be switched on or 
off at any time as a guide to 
cursor positioning, and the 
cursor may be automatically 

‘homed’ to the screen centre, 
the last significant cursor posi- 
tion, or one of three ‘cursor 
position memories that can be 
set by the user. 

Pictures may be drawn in 
any of Modes O, | and 2, and 

in all modes the full palette is 
not only available, but can 
have the physical colours 
rotated through the logical 
ones. If you get into too much 
of a mess, colours can be set 
back to normal with a single 
keystroke. At the end of a ses- 
sion, you have the opportunity 
to save the actual screen 
memory to tape rather than 
the Picture Memory data A 

picture saved like this cannot 
be reloaded by the Graphics 
System the way data blocks 
can, but you can use the 

screen in other applications, 
games for example, by 
*LOADing it into memory. 

The worst thing about the 
Salamander software is the fill 
function. This is obviously 
based on a very simple 
algorithm, and it can get con- 
fused very easily by jagged 
lines and sharp comers, which 
cause it to stop short of filling 
an entire area in one go. 

Complex shapes thus need 
several fill commands, and it 

gets a bit annoying trying to 
paint in all the little patches 
that get left out 

CONCLUSIONS 
I think you can probably guess 

what they are before | tell you. 
Far and away the easiest and 
most versatile program is the 
Electron Graphics nage 
from Salamander Software. | 
was able to draw a very 
detailed picture of a Japanese 
Samurai sword, with fully 
omamental handle, lying 
across a monad (yin-yang) 

symbol, with only an hours 
practice. In the same amount 
of time I was only able to pro- 
duce a simpler, geometric 
pattem on the Goldstar sys- 
tem, and very little of conse- 
quence on Quicksilva's 
Electro- Art. 

I suppose my ideal dratting 
package would consist of the 
Salamander program with the 
Sketch Pad fill and enlarge 
routines grafted on. That being 
impossible, the Graphics Sys- 
tem is the best buy with 
Sketch Pad a_ creditable 
second. As for Quicksilva — 
well, I think the'Games 
Lords’ had better stick 

to games. 
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bout the same time 

that the 6502B and 

Z80A second pro- 
cessor were released for the 
BBC Microcomputer by Acorn, 
a third eight bit second pro- 
cessor became available. The 
CUBE BeebFLEX is a 6809- 
based second processor for 
the BBC Microcomputer, and 
is manufactured by another 
Cambridge-based computer 
company, Control Universal 
Limited. It is available now at 
eround £412:00 (£358.80 
excluding VAT). 

(Note: to save confusion, 
products made by Control 
Universal Ltd are prefixed 
with the letters CU. TSC 
stands for ‘Technical Systems 
Consultants, Inc). 
When second processors 

were first considered for the 
BBC Micro, it was envisaged 
that they would either provide 
the usér-with extra memory to 
enable the development of 
much more complex software, 

or to give increased software 
compatibility with other sys- 
tems. The arrival of the 6502 
second processor relieved us 
of the memory gluttons of the 
Beeb, namely the Disc Filing 
System, Econet and Telesoft- 
ware ulilities. The Z80A 
second processor became 
available soon after, arming 
the BBC Micro with CP/M. 
The decision was left to the 
user to opt for the system 
which best suited him or her. 

Having said this, you may 
rightly question the purpose of 
the 6809 second processor. 

Narendra Vekaria 

You would be advised to note 
that the 6809-based CUBE 
BeebFLEX is not designed to 
provide the user with extra 
memory which he or she can 
use in conjunction with BBC 
BASIC. ‘so. =it could not 

possibly be a viable substitute 
for the 6502 Second Pro- 
cessor. At best, the CUBE 
BeebFLEX can offer an alter- 
native form of CP/M as it is 
capable of running the FLEX 
operating system which is 
comparable to CP/M. It is also 
a very nice system to use for 
control applications, as the 
languages and hardware for it 
are designed for use mainly in 
this field. 

CUBE'S 
BEEBFLEX 

At long last, both the promised Second Processors have 
arrived from Acorn. Meanwhile, other companies have 
been toiling behind the scenes and one of them, 
Control Universal, has produced a 6809 Second 
Processor. We FLEXed its muscles. 

THE CUBE 
BeebF LEX 
PACKAGE 
The CUBE BeebFLEX pack- 
age consists of the following 
items: 

@ A CU-NINE 6809 central 
processor card. This holds 
the 6809 processor and a 
monitor/ operating system 
ROM for use with the FLEX 
operating system (not sup- 
plied with the package). The 
front panel of this card (the 
side which is exposed to the 
user) has a 26-way connector 
socket on it through which the 
on-board 6809 can communi 
cate with the Beeb. The on- 

REVIEW : BeebFLEX 

board ROM contains software 
which enables _ industry- 
standard 40 or 80 track FLEX 
format 54" diskettes to be 
read and mn by the BBC 
Micro. 
@® A CU-DRAM memory 
card. This card contains 64K 
of Dynamic Random Access 
Memory and a 4K monitor 
ROM for general RAM 
support 

@ A metal four-slot mini- 
rack with an intemal power 
supply. The case has a beige 
finish with a black back, which 
blends very neatly with most 
BBC Microcomputer systems 
and their . associated disc 
drives. Two of the four slots are 
occupied by the above des- 
cribed cards, leaving two 
more to house the hardware 
for other applications: eg 
ROM emulation, In-Circuit 

emulation, extra analogue or 
digital I/O, high resolution 
colour video, or EPROM pro- 
gramming. Further details of 
these applications are avail- 
able from Control Universal 
Ltd. 
@ A Tube interface card for 
linking the Beeb’s Tube to the 
26-way connector socket on 
the front panel of the CU-NINE 
6809 card. The card contains 
a solitary integrated circuit 
which enables communication 
between the Beeb and the 
GUBE. 
@® A CUBE BeebFLEX 
‘sideways’ EPROM which 
contains the software enabling 
communciation across. the 
Tube. It also contains a for- 
matting routine which formats 
discs in order that they may = 
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be compatible with the 
industry- standard FLEX DOS. 
@ A six page booklet, which 
describes the system 
hardware and software sup- 
plied and also outlines exten- 
sion possibilities. Additional 
software support is also illus- 
trated in the booklet. 

The operating system ROM 
on the CU-NINE card enables 
the BBC Micro to communi- 
cate with FLEX. Without it, the 
CUBE could not access the 
disc interlace on the Beeb’'s 
PCB and thus could not con- 
trol the attached disc drives. 
Its presence means that the 
CUBE BeebFLEX can trans- 
form the BBC Micro into an 
intelligent terminal and _ file 
server controlling the 6809 
unit When operating, the 
CUBE does not impair any of 
the facilities otfered by the 
Beeb and the user can retum 
to BBC BASIC at any time. 

Although the second pro- 
cessor has 64K of RAM, only 
about 36K of it is available to 
the user when the FLEX 
operating system is being 
used. The documentation and 
the CUBE’s memory map sug- 
gests that on power-up, the 
two 4K operating system and 
monitor ROMs present on the 
CU-NINE and CU-DRAM 
cards are copied into the 
second processor RAM start- 
ing at location &EQOO (56K 
along the memory map). 
Additional memory is gobbled 
up when the FLEX operating 
system is used. FLEX resides 
between locations &COO00 
(48K along the memory map) 
and &DFFF (56K), thus taking 
up an 8K block of memory. 
Also, when operating, FLEX 

allocates the first 12K of RAM 
for its own utility workspace. 
Remember that no languages 

have yet been implemented 
and when they are, the user 
will be left with considerably 
less memory. 

FIRST 
IMPRESSIONS 
I was rather disappointed with 
the design of the four-slot mini- 
rack. The front had a large 
gaping hole on the right 
where the additional cards 
can be inserted. The opening 
provided a good view of the 
CU-DRAM PCB, but it also 
provides a perfect entry site 
through which dust particles 
may enter and cause damage 
to the exposed circuitry. The 
designers could easily have 
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rectified this problem by 
inserting a pice of metal or 
plastic just as Acom did with 
the Beeb’s ROM cartridge slot. 

The 26-way connector 
cable gives the CUBE an 
unprofessional look since it 
leads away from the front 
panel of the CU-NINE card 
rather than the back of the 
rack. It would have been very 
helpful if the designers had 
provided all cable connec- 
tions at the rear as this not 
only hides the cables but pre- 
vents them from interfering 
with the user. 

There are also two large, 
ominous heatsinks at the rear 
of the CUBE. These, however, 
are very necessary due to the 
fact that the power supply 
which is contained near the 
back generates an awful lot of 
heat This is because DRAM 
chips require a lot of energy to 
function efficiently and within 
about half an hour of use, the 
heatsinks show a considerable 
increase in temperature. The 
power on/off switch is located 
on the rear panel. There is no 
LED or lettering to indicate 
which state the switch is in, 
but the accompanying 
booklet clarifies that down is 
on, and also the CUBE emits 
an audible hum when 
operating. 

INTERNAL 
TROUBLE 
The Tube interface card is the 
most awkward piece of 
hardware supplied with the 
package. The card hosts just 
one 6522 Versatile Interface 
Adaptor IC and one small 
diode. Data lines branch 
away from some of the IC's 
pins to 26- and 40-way con- 
nector cables on either side of 
the card. The 26-way connec- 
tor plugs into the socket on the 

CU-NINE’s front panel and the 
40-way connector fits snugly 
into the socket marked ‘tube’ 
on the underside of the BBC 
Micro. I refer to it as a pest 
because, although instructions 
are provided to insert the card 
within the Beeb’s case, | can- 

not help wondering why the 
CUBE’s designers did not 
install it within the CUBE itself 
It would have greatly dec 
reased the amount of work 
that the user has to put into 
the system to set it up and 
running. 

If intemal installation 
doesn't bother you, let me tell 
you that this is not an easy 
task, especially if you have 
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Fig. 1 A programming model for the 6809. 

other peripherals like a 
sideways RAM card or an 
extra ROM board already fit- 
ted. The space required for 
the card will undoubtedly 
conflict with that required for 
the other peripherals. 

I must mention one last 
point while we are still on the 
subject of the Tube interface. 
You may be surprised to find 
that when the card is attached 
to the tube and the BBC Com- 
puter is on but the CUBE is 
switched off, the 6522 VIA on 
the interface card tends to get 
very hot This is because the 
BBC Micro's own operating 
system is continuously 
interrogating its plethora of 
hardware ports, gathering 
information from them and 
adjusting various memory 
locations and output accor- 
dingly. The 6522 on the Tube 
interlace card is _ thus 
repeatedly accessed by the 
micro causing it to heat up. A 
heatsink should have been 
attached to the IC because it 
does get extremely hot and 
could damage its own 
circuitry. 

Fitting the ‘sideways 
EPROM is an easy matter and 
most users may have already 
gained enough experience to 
do this without reading the 
instructions. Clear instructions 
are provided in the booklet, 
however, for those who need 

them. The only important point 
that the instructions provided 
forget to mention is that the 
notch on the EPROM should 
coincide with the notch 
on the sideways ROM 

socket when inserting it This is 
the only way you can deter 
mine whether the chip is cor 
rectly inserted. If other 
EPROMs/ROMs already 
occupy all of the available 
slots on the printed circuit 
board, then you will have to 
either sacrifice one of the 
installed ROMs and insert the 
BeebFLEX EPRPOM. instead 
or buy a sideways ROM exten- 
sion board. 

DOCUMENTATION 
The accompanying six-page 
booklet was found to be 
inadequate since it describes 
the CUBE's facilities super 
ficially. For example, under 

the section headed 
SOFTWARE SUPPORT, the 
documentaion simply hints 
that the operating system 
(TSC FLEX) is capable of sup- 
porting ‘convenient file 
specification defaults; but fails 
to elaborate further. One 
page only of the booklet is 
devoted to the RAM monitor 
on the CU-DRAM card and 
its commands. The monitor, 
which is a very powerful piece 
of software, does not have a 
commensurate amount of 
information in the booklet con- 
ceming it Just giving 
abbreviations, addresses and 
simple descriptions of the 
monitors commands is, in my 
view, completely unsatisfac- 
tory for a product as complex 
as this. 

Some emors crop up 
elsewhere in the documenta- 
tion. To actually enter the 
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monitor, the command you 
type is *FLEX and not *BEEB- 
FLEX which is what the 
booklet tells you. Errors like 
this may be trivial but it almost 
had me pulling my hair out 
during the half hour I spent try- 
ing to find and correct the 
fault The information and the 
way in which it is presented 
may not bother experienced 
users of the BBC Micro but it is 
definitely insufficient for any- 
one who has only gained 
about a years experience of 
using computers. 

All in all, the package could 
only be described as_ fair. 
The CUBE BeebFLEX system 
however, is an excellent con- 

cept and with appropriate 
software, could become a 

very powerful tool, for both 
programming and_ control 
applications. The extra exten- 
sion slot provided on the mini- 
rack means that once 
development is complete and 
a keyboard attached, the 

CUBE can be detached trom 
the Beeb and used as a 
‘separate eightbit computer 

operating under FLEX. 

THE PROCESSOR 
To fully appreciate the wider 
range of facilities that the 
6809-based CUBE BeebFLEX 
can offer, it is necessary to have 
some working knowledge of 
the processor. In the next cou- 
ple of paragraphs, | will 
attempt to outline some of the 
advantages the 6809 offers 
over the 6502 and Z80 CPUs. 

The 6809 is a fairly recent 
introduction to home micros, 
having been implemented 
only in the Dragon and Tandy 
Colour computers to date. 
Made by Motorola, the eight- 
bit 6809 is capable of 
addressing the usual 64K of 
memory as well as being able 
to support paged RAM/ROM. 
It is credited as being one of 
the most powerful eight-bit 
designs, having two 
accumulators and being faster 
than a 6502 or Z80 running at 
the same frequency. It outper- 
forms the 6502 in that it has 
more instructions, registers 

and addressing modes. It also 
has one extremely useful fea- 
ture which is very difficult to 
achieve on the Z80A and the 
6502B — it supports relocat- 
able code. The 6809 central 
processor is therefore a very 
complex and very powerful 
eightbit central processing 
unit and is not comparable to 
the Z80 and 6502. 

As was mentioned in the 
previous paragraph, 6809 
assembly language can be 
written such a way that it will 
run properly no matter where 
it is placed in memory. This is 
definitely a boon for machine 
code programmers as | myself 
know, when I use the BBC's 
BASIC Assembler and _ find 
that my programs will not run 
from the addresses at which 
they are assembled if they 
attempt to use any of the lower 
screen modes. This facility 
may be a major point of con- 
sideration for the serious pro- 
grammer thinking of investing 
in a second processor. 

It must be pointed out that 
the 6809 supplied with the 
CUBE BeebFLEX system 
operates at a clock rate of 1 
MHz, and is therefore slower 
than the 2 MHz 6502 in the 
Beeb. For those of you who 
would like to know more about 
the processors innards, Fig. 1 
shows a diagram of the 6809's 
registers. 

USING THE 
MONITOR 
The RAM support monitor 
installed on the CU-DRAM 
card is a simple, easy-to-use 
piece of software which is 
situated between addresses 
&FOOO and &FFFF. Written in 
6809 machine code, it is 
therefore not compatible with 
the Beeb’s operating system 
and thus has to be entered 
indirectly through a ‘sideways’ 
ROM routine. Once you 
have made all the appropriate 

connections, and _ switched 
everything on, the Beeb 
should display the following 
message: 

BBC Computer 32K 
Euro-beeb/BeebFLEX 
Acom DFS 

BASIC 

Typing *FLEX followed by 
RETURN immediately enters 
the 6809 monitor. The screen 
changes to Mode 0 with white 
text on a blue background. 
The title ‘BeebFLEX’ is printed 
in the extreme top left hand 
comer of the screen and the 
‘+>' monitor prompt is printed 
two lines undemeath. All 
screen operations from now on 
are performed in Mode 0, so it 
would be a great asset if you 
were using a monitor or a 

television/monitor. A domestic 
television is really not suitable 
as long periods of staring at 
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text on a Mode O screen can 
lead to eyestrain. The charac- 
ters are also difficult to dis- 
tinguish on a__ television, 
especially if there are inter- 
ference bands moving across 
the screen. 
An 80-column mode is 

necessary because only then 
is the screen capable of dis- 
playing a lot of information at 
the same time, and as the 
Beeb’s resident RAM is not 
used for anything other than 
handling the screen, there is 
no excuse for not taking 
advantage of this facility. The 
software in the monitor ROM, 
therefore, makes extensive 

use of the 80 columns 
available. 

Pressing the fl function key 
on the BBC Micro instantly 
throws up a list of the monitor 
commands with extremely 
abbreviated descriptions of 
their parameters (See Table 1), 
similar to the screenful you get 
when you type *HELP DFS 
when using BBC BASIC to get 
a list of the DFS commands. 
The accompanying booklet 
gives more information relat 
ing to the use of these com- 
mands, but even this is a bit 
sketchy. Having said that, | 
must also say that some of the 
monitor commands are very 
easy to use and I was quite 
pleased with their operation. 

I was also pleased with the 
screen handling of the monitor 
routines which output data to 
the screen. Other routines 
supplied within the monitor 
can transfer data to and from 
the 6809 RAM to the Beeb’s 
6502 addressed RAM, 
execute 6809 assembly code 
at a given address, examine 
and change memory loca- 
tions, and display the contents 
of all the 6809's registers. 
Some of the commands 
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(namely ‘U’ and ‘F’) are not 
usable unless you have a 
FLEX operating system disc. 

SOFTWARE 
One infuriating aspect about 
the CUBE BeebFLEX system is 
that it doesn't come with any 
‘proper supporting software. 
The code contained on the 
sideways EPROM had some 
bugs which will no doubt be 
ironed out given time. As 
examples of these bugs, | 
found that once a disc had 
been formatted to standard 
FLEX configuration by a 
routine in the EPROM (using 
*FLEX FORMAT), the software 
simply retumed control to 
BASIC instead of entering the 
monitor as the booklet prom- 
ised. Also, after entering 
*EURO (this command is 
undocumented), the screen 
switched to Mode 7 and dis- 
played a message giving brief 
details about the use of the 0 
and 9 function keys. This was 
followed by a _ complete 
keyboard disable, the only 
way out of which was to 
peform a hard reset by typing 
CTRL-BREAK. 

The ROM-based monitor 
software resident on the CU- 
DRAM card offers some 
interest as it literally invites 
you to use it to explore the 
6809's memory map. 
However, once using the mon- 
itor has become second 
nature, obtaining a copy of 
the FLEX operating system will 
become your primary 
concer. 

FLEX IN 
GENERAL 
The FLEX operating system 
provides the user with a 
powertul set of system com- 
mands to control all disc 

TABLE 1 
FLEX @. 1 

OOo 

Cadr> 

Registers 

CMAMOosar AR oh UP load FLEX 

OS 1.26 

fadris <adr2a> CRO check 
Cadri> <adr2> Dume memory 
FLEX Warm start 
fadr> Go to Hex address 
Initialise Monitor | 
Cadri> Cadras> ¢data> Fill memory 
Cadri> <adr2> <FROM> Load 6302 RAM 

Memory @examine 
fadri> <adre> Offset calculation 
€adeli> <adr2> Test memory 

fadris <adr2s <TO> xfer toa 6582 RAM 
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operations directly from his/ 
her terminal FLEX can be 
divided into three parts; the 

File Management System 
(FMS), Disc Operating System 
(DOS) and the Utility Com- 
mand Set (UCS). The FMS is 
actually the code that is 
uploaded from the FLEX sys- 
tem disc. The code controls 
such things as command entry 
and error detection. The DOS 
routines are supplied on the 
ROM on the CU-NINE card 
and the UCS routines come 
on the FLEX disc. 

As was explained earlier, 
FLEX sits in 8K of RAM and 
needs another 12K at the 
beginning of memory for 
general purpose and _ utility 
use. The system also expects 
twin single-sided disc drives 
(configured as drives O and 1) 
to be interfaced to it The 
utility which copies programs 
is on the FLEX system disc. 
Therefore, to make backups of 
the FLEX system disc (which is 
highly recommended) or any 
other disc for that matter, 
requires two disc drives. This 
is one disadvantage of having 
the UCS on disc. 

The FLEX FMS contains 
some extremely useful disc 
management routines. When 
accessing the disc drives 
through DOS, it automatically 
‘removes any defective disc 
sectors, expands and com- 
presses all text files accor 
dingly and ensures uniform 
disc wear by using dynamic 
space allocation techniques. 

USING FLEX 
To be able to use the CUBE 
BeebFLEX system with the 
wide range of FLEX-based 
software, you will need to buy 
the FLEX operating system 
package. The package 
includes two 54" floppy discs 
enclosed within plastic 
sleeves attached to a spiral- 
bound manual. The manual 
contains 200 sides of well- 
Written text on the use and 
functioning of the FLEX 
operating system, a 6809 text 
editor and a 6809 mnemonic 
assembler. The latter two also 
come supplied on the FLEX 
operating system diskettes. 
Both the 5%” diskettes are 
exact copies of each other 
except that one is for 80 track 
drives while the other is for 40 
track. The package is avail- 
able from Control Universal for 
about £75.00 (£65.00 exclud- 
ing VAT). 

Control Universal claim that 

they chose FLEX as_ the 
operating system not only 
because of the enormous 
range of existing support 
software, but also because 
(and I quote from an advertis- 
ing leaflet) ‘among operating 
sysstems designed for eight-bit 
machines, FLEX is the only 
one which is organised well 
enough to be machine- 
independent Even CP/M (for 
the Z80 processor) is machine 
specific to a_ significant 
degree’. 

To start using FLEX on the 
CUBE BeebFLEX/BBC Micro 
system, the FLEX diskette 
should be inserted in drive 0. 
Once you have’ tumed 
everything on and entered the 
monitor, simply press ‘U’. The 
monitor will bootstrap the 
FLEX operating system off the 
disc and into the second pro- 
cessor memory. Sounds sim- 
ple, doesn't it, but try as I 
might, there were times when | 
just couldn't upload FLEX. 
Sometimes the disc stuck and 
the disc drive kept reading the 
same track over and over 
again. At other times the drive 
simply kept whining and 
grunting endlessly. Admitted- 
ly, there were times when 
FLEX was booted without any 
problems at all but nine times 
out of 10 this was not the case. 
I couldn't bring myself to be- 
lieve that the disc drive was at 
fault as it functions perfectly 
perfectly with ALL my BBC 
discs and hasnt been 
responsible for curupt 
ing or damaging one yet The 
culprit could only be the disc. 
I am not blaming the suppliers 
on this issue because 
magnetic media of this nature 
can get influenced by a num- 
ber of factors during transport. 
This was probably the reason 
why the disc did not arrive in 

immaculate condition. 
You can immediately tell 

once FLEX has loaded pro- 
perly because the following 
message appears on the - 
screen: 

FLEX 9.1 
DATE (MM,DD, YY)? 

The 9.1 indicates the ver 
sion number of the FLEX. The 

date must be typed in upon 
every hard entry into FLEX 
(after uploading it off disc). 
Having typed the date in and 
pressed RETURN, the FLEX 
prompt '+-+-+’ appears on the 
screen, signifying that the sys- 
tem is now operating under 
FLEX and is ready to accept a 
command line. A command 
line is usually a name followed 
by certain parameters 
depending on the command 
being executed. There is no 
RUN command in FLEX so the 
moment you press Retum after 
entering a command, FLEX 
immediately goes to the disc 
drive and loads in the named 
disc file whether it be utility, 
language or machine code 
program. Thus, if you had a 
machine code game program 
called ‘INVADERS’, all you 
have to do to load and 
automatically run is type 
‘INVADERS followed _— by 
Return. In this sense, FLEX is 
just like CP/M. 

All filenames have three- 
letter extensions which refer to 
the language with which they 
are to be used. This feature is 
very similar to that found on 
CP/M. All filenames which 
have the extension ‘CMD’ are 
written in 6809 assembly 
language and are eigher 
utilities for FLEX or are actual 

languages or complete 
machine code programs 
which are totally independent 
language and are. either 

commands on the FLEX disc 
have the CMD extension 
signifying that they are part of 
the FLEX utility command set 
‘SAVE’ is an unusual com- 
mand and I have yet to find 
why its filename extension is 
LOW: 

If you have used CP/M 
before and ever get an oppor 
tunity to use FLEX, you will no 
doubt have an engrossing ses- 
sion. You will quickly find that 
FLEX is so much like CP/M 
that you will already have 
some experience in using it 

without even having touched 
a FLEX-based machine. But 
you will also find that FLEX is 
so much more powerful and 
such a joy to use. 

FLEX 
FACILITIES ~ 
Unlike CP/M, FLEX allows the 
user to have a versatile startup 
6ption Ones. FLEX is 
bootstrapped, it automatically 
searches the disc's directory 
for a. file called STARTUP. TXT. 
If the file is not present on the 
system's disc then FLEX out 
puts the user prompt’++-+’, If 
the file exists, however, FLEX 
automatically loads it into 
memory and executes the 
instructions it contains as if the 
user was typing them in FLEX 
command mode. Thus, if the 
user wanted to load BASIC 
immediately after FLEX was 
bootstrapped, he would build 
the STARTUP file as follows. 

+++BUILD, STARTUP 
=BASIC 
=f 
as 

The file would be saved on 
disc immediately after the 
pound sign (‘f’) is entered. 
Upon the next FLEX upload, 
the system will automatically 

SS SSS SSS SSS 
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be sent directly to BASIC. 
The STARTUP file can also 

include utility commands and 
their parameters which the 
user may wish to use straight 
after initialization (these can 
include obtaining a disc 
directory, setting up terminal 
parametes (like screen width 
and depth), assigning the sys- 
tem and working drives and a 
whole host of other functions). 
In this way the system is 
geared for the user and pro- 
vides him/her with an environ- 
ment which he/she prefers. In 
many ways the startup option 
is comparable to the [BOOT 
File which can be built onto 
BBC discs, making it very easy 
to use and pretty versatile. 
FLEX has quite a large 

number of error commands, 
most of them being associated 
with discs. All the commands 
are extended and hence easy 
to understand. This is because 
they are all stored on disc 
(under the filename ‘ERRORS’ 
and hence don't take up any 
of the second processor's 
available RAM. ‘ 

The FLEX FMS is unique 
because it is capable of doing 
a large number of things with 
files. The source of this flex- 
ibility comes from the informa- 
tion stored on each disc sector 
alongside the main data. As a 
result, 40 track 5%" FLEX for 
matted discs can only hold 
approximately 85K of actual 
program code; the rest of sec- 
tor space (4 bytes per sector) 
is‘ grabbed!’ for system use. — 

THE 6809 
TEXT EDITOR 
The 6809 text editor and its 
documentation comes as part 
of the FLEX operating system 
package. The editor itself is 
the ‘EDIT’ file on the system 
disc and once loaded in the 
correct manner, can be used 
for creating pure textual files 
for storage on disc. The editor 
is not intended to be used as 
a fully-fledged commercial 
word processor because it 
simply hasnt got the 
capabilities for that In fact, 
the code it generates is 
arranged in such a way that a 
word processor could read it 
olf the disc, justify and format 
it, and then output the results 

to the printer or screen. 
Thus the text you type in 

can be anything from a letter 
to assembly language 
mnemonics, depending on 
what the file that you create is 
to be processed by. There are 

a wide range of other pro- 
grams which use this editor to 
create files for them; they 
include language compilers 

and some interpreters. So you 
can see, the editor is a very 
useful piece of software and 
essential for the FLEX 
programmer. 

The text editor uses line 
numbers to identify lines of 
text. The first line is 1.00 and 
the maximum line number 

possible is 999.99. The 
manual reassures that this is 
hardly likely to be a limitation 
as the amount of disc storage 
space required for 10000 null 
lines (line number plus a car 
riage retum) alone exceeds 
AOK. 

The FLEX editor uses the 
disc as text storage space. 
This means that when you 
type in lines they’ are 
immediately committed to 
disc. The length of the text file 
is therefore limited only by the 
amount of disc storage space 
available. 

The manual does credit to 
the editor program. It contains 
more information about the 
functions and features pro- 
vided by the software than 
you would normally expect to 
see. The editor is a lot more 
complex than it seems. Com- 
mands relating to line handling 
include a renumbering routine 
and block shifting. General 
purpose editing commands 
are also provided. Line num- 
bers can also be tumed off in 
order to create a file for the 
assembler. 

Having written all this, you 

may be excused in thinking 
that I was able to see the 
editor. I must confess that | 
had no such luck After 
several miserable and painful 
sessions on trying to get the 
editor to load and run as it 
was supposed to, I finally 
gave up in frustration and 
concluded that the ‘EDIT 
utility on the disc was 
corrupted. 

THE 6809 
MNEMONIC 
ASSEMBLER 
Not being able to use the 
‘EDIT’ facility also meant that I 
was unable to use the assem- 
bler. The reason for this is that 
the assembler requires a pure 
text file (one created without 
any control codes or line num- 
bers) created by the editor. 
There is no demonstration file 
on disc, which would have 
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helped me a great deal in 
testing the assembler. So as 
not to completely omit it from 
the review, the information 
presented in the following 
pragraphs is mostly gathered 
from the manual. 

The 6809 assembler sup- 
plied with the FLEX operating 
system package is not cap 
able of cross- assembly 
(assembling programs to work 
on other 6800 series CPUs) 
but is suitable for assembling 
all machine code programs to 
work on the CUBE BeebFLEX 
system. The assembler 
accepts all standard Motorola 
mneomonics for the 6809 
instruction set and their res- 
pective addressing modes. 
Labelling is fully supported 
and there is also a concise 
section in the manual on the 
use of macros, giving details 
of how to incorporate them 
into your own programs. 

The remaining section of the 
manual conceming the 
assembler explains how to use 
the text editor to create files 
for assembly purposes and 
illustrates the various features 
and functions that are pro 
vided. The instructions make it 
very clear, from the outset, 

that the manual is in no way 
intended to be a course in 
6809 assembly language pro- 
gramming, but just a guide to 
using the assembler. 

The assembler, in certain 
aspects, is very easy to use. 

The minimum command 
required to make it assemble 
a text file already created for it 
is: 

+++ASMB,< filename> 

The “e+ vis. the -ELEX 
prompt and the filename is the 
name of the text file created 
for assembly. 

SOFTWARE 
SUPPORT 
To any programmer using 
FLEX on the BBC Micro, ~ 1 
would strongly recommend 
that he/she quickly obtain a 
copy of Windrush PL/9. PL/9 
is a high level compiling 
language which contains a 
co-resident Editor, Compiler 
and Debugger. Its structure is 

~ said to be very much resemble 
BBC BASIC but when pro- 
grams written on it are com- 

piled directly to independent 
machine code and then RUN, 
they are executed about four 
times as quickly. Having had 
my attention brought to a 
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review in ‘68 Micro joumal 
(written 11 years ago), I feel 
that the author of PL/Y, 
Graham Trott has done a 
commendable job. The 
language is well worth getting, 
especially now that it is avail 
able on the BBC. PL/9 is 
available from Control Univer- 
sal at £98.00 (excluding VAT). 

Other high level languages 
and compilers available for 
6809 are TSC Extended 
BASIC, Lucidata Pascal, ‘'C’ 
by Introl Corp and Norel Data 
systems SPL/M. 

Full details of all these and 
other pieces of software/ 
hardware are available from 

Control Universal Ltd whose 
address and telephone num- 
ber can be found at the end of 
this review. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Considering the outlay 
involved in obtaining the 
CUBE BeebFLEX, twin disc 
drives, FLEX operating system 
disc and other software, the 
6809 second processor option 
cannot possibly sound attrac- 
tive to most users of the BBC 
Micro. To be fair on Control 
Universal, though, the CUBE 
BeebFLEX system is being 
pushed towards industry 
rather than onto home users. 
Technological establishments 
can further their research a 
great deal by using the CUBE 
in control applications. Most 
university projects interested 
in handling robots and other 
machinery will also find a use 
for the CUBE. 

I was most impressed with 
the way in which Control 
Universal dealt with their cus- 
tomers. I recenttly had a 
telephone conversation with a 
gentleman working with the 
company. On mentioning the 
CUBE, he directly asked me 
what I wanted to use it for. 
This sort of reaction suggested 
that he wasn't prepared to sell 
me the system unless he was 
sure | could make use of it 

Of course, there were the 
usual hardware problems 
associated with most new pro- 
ducts, but Control Universal 
will soon perfect this system 
and there is no doubt that a 
lot of people in research, 

education and industry will be 
very pleased with it 

Control Universal Ltd. are at 
Anderson's Court, Newnham 
Road, Cambridge CB3 
SEZ (Phone -- 0223 
300/57). 



DOT MATRIX PRINTERS 

ALL PRINTERS HAVE CENTRONIC PARALLEL INTERFACE UNLESS 
OTHERWISE STATED. ALL PRINTERS HAVE HI-RES, DOT 
ADDRESSABLE GRAPHIC MODE, PLEASE SEND SAE FOR 
FULL DETAILS. 

EPSON 
FX 80 160 CPS. 10° wide fric & pin feed 
FX 100. 160 CPS. 15” wide. fric tract feed 
RX80 F/T 100 CPS. 10" wide frict &tract feed 
RX80T 100 CPS. 10” wide tractor feed 
LQ1500°.200 CPS Letter quality rinter 
8143: RS 23 Interface for FX and RX printers 
8148 RS232 Interface with 2K buffer. xon xoff 
Ribbon Cartridge for RX80 FX80 & MX80 
Ribbon Cartridge for FX100 & MX100 

STAR 
Gemini 10X 120 CPS. 10" widetric &tract feed 
Gemini 15X 120 CPS. 15” wide. frict. & tract 
Delta 10 160 CPS. 10” wide. frict & tract feed 
Delta 15 160 CPS. 15” wide. frict & tract. feed 
Radix-10 200 CPS. NLQ. 16K Buffer Par & 
serial interface. downloadable characters 
incredible value at 
Radix-15 15” wide version of Radix-10 

SEIKOSHA 
GP100A. 50 CPS. 10” wide. tractor feed 
GP250X. 50 CPS. 10" wide. trac feed. ser &par 
GP100VC 30CPS. 10” wide. VIC 20 & 64 interf 
GP500A 50 CPS. 10” wide. tractor feed 
GP550A 50 CPS. 10” wide friction & tract 
correspondence quality 
GP100AS Serial interface. ideal for Spectrum 
with microdrive 

SHINWA 
CP80 80 CPS. 10" wide friction & tract feed 
Spare ribbon cartridge for CP80 

RITEMAN 
Compact 120 CPS. 80 col frict & tract feed 

CANON 
PW1080A. 160 CPS. 10” wide. 27 CPS NLQ 
24 x 16 matrix 
PW1156A 160 CPS. 15” wide. 27 CPS NLO 
24 x 16 matrix 

COLOUR PRINTERS 
Seikosha GP700A: 7 colour. 50 CPS printer 
Canon PJ1080A 7 colour. 40 CPS ink jet printer 
CPP40: 40 column 4 colour battery operated 

ALL OUR PRINTERS HAVE 1 YEAR WARRANTY 

£344 + VAT 
£431 + VAT 
£261 «+ VAT - 
£234 + VAT 

£29 + VAT 
£60 + VAT 

£395 
£495 
£299 
£269 

£33 
£69 

£7 + VAT ~ £7 
£12 + VAT 

£200 + VAT 
£295 + VAT 
£327 + VAT 
£414 + VAT 

£431 + VAT 
£518 + VAT 

£156 + VAT 
£196 + VAT 
£174 + VAT 
£187 + VAT - 

£234 + VAT 

£174 + VAT 

£187 + VAT 

£13 

£229 
£339 
£375 
£475 

£495 
£595 

£179 
£225 
£199 
£215 

£269 

£199 

£215 
£6+ VAT £6 

£200 + VAT 

£283 + VAT - 

£347 + VAT = 

347 + VAT - 
£391 + VAT = 
£118 + VAT = 

DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS 

JUKI 6100 

20 CPS Bi-Directional Logic seeking 10.12.15 CP1 + 
Spacing. 2K buffer, bes selling Daisywheel 
Singer sheet feeder unt 
Tractor Unit 
RS 232 Interface 
Spare Daisywheel 

BROTHER HR-15 
13 CPS. Bi-directional 10.1215 CP1+ PS 
Keyboard Unit 
Single Sheet Feeder Unit 
Tractor Unit 

DAISY STEP 2000 
20 CPS Unidirectional 10 12 15 CP1 

SMITH CORONA TP1 
12 CPS 10.12 CP1. unidirectional 

PROFESSIONAL 
MONITORS 

“SANYO 
“MICROVITEC 
“FIDELITY 
“PHOENIX 

SANYO 
DM8112 12” Green screen 18 MHZ Hi-Res 
DM2112 12” Green screen 15 MHZ Monitor 
CD3125 14" RGB Normal Res Colour Monitor 
CD3117 14” RGB Medium Res Colour Monitor 
CD3115 14° RGB High Res Colour Monitor 

MICORVITEC CUB 
1431 MS 14° RGB Normal Res Colour Monitor 
1451 MS 14° RGB Medium Res Colour Monitor 
1441 MS 14” RGB High Res Colour Monitor 

S 
£334 + VAT 

£217 + VAT 
£95 + VAT 
£52 + VAT 
£17 + VAT 

£344 + VAT 
£139 + VAT 
£217 - VAT 
£95 - VAT 

£260 + VAT 

£208 - 

£86 + VAT 
£66 - VAT 
73 * VAT 

* VAT 
+ VAT 

> VAT 
- VAT 

7+ VAT 

£229 

£325 

£399 

£399 
£449 
£135 

£395 

£249 

£99 
£75 

£199 
£329 
£449 

£199 
£369 
£479 

BBC MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM 

WE ARE AN OFFICIAL BBC 
COMPUTER DISTRIBUTOR 

DEALER ENQUIRIES ARE WELCOMED 

Acorn Electron £199... 
WE SUPPLY FREE 30 HOUR BASIC BOOK AND A OUST COVER 

WITH EACH 8BC COMPUTER 

BBC ts the best microcomputer currently on the market, 
32K RAM. 32K ROM. 8 modes of operation. full colour. full 
size keyboard. internal expansions such as disc interface, 
speech synthesizer Econet interface — in short itis a 
personal computer capable of expanding into a smal! 
business system 

BBC Microcomputer Model B £348 - VAT £399 
BBC Mod B - disk interface £409 - VAT £469 
BBC Mod B - Econet interface £389 - VAT £447 
BBC Mod B - disk and Econet interfaces £450 - VAT £517 
BBC 100K disk drive £230 - VAT £264 
BBC dual 800K disk drive £699 - VAT £803 
Torch Z80 disk pack including Z80 2nd 
processor 64K RAM and CPN operating 
system - Free Perfect Software £696 - VAT £799 
BBC Teletext receiver (Auq) £196 - VAT £225 
BBC cassette recorder and lead £26 - VAT £29 
Disk interface kit (free fitting) £84- VAT £96 
Mod A to Mod B Regge ki £70 - VAT £80 
Fitting charge for A to B upgrade kit £20+ VAT £23 
16K memory upgrade kit £30- VAT £34 
Games padgdles £11-VAT £12 
12° Monochrome monitor incl cable £89 - VAT £102 
14” Colour monitor incl cable £199 - VAT £22 
User guide £10+ VAT £10 
Econet interface (free fitting) £60: VAT £69 
Speech interface (free fitting) £47 -VAT £54 
BBC disk manual - formating disk £30- VAT £34 
Parallel printer cable £10'* VAT :€£11 
BBC word processor (view) £52 -VAT £59 
BBC Fourth language cassette Libis) VAT £17 
BBC Lisp lanquage cassette £15- VAT £17 

APPROVED ECONET SERVICE CENTRE 
WE STOCK A LARGE RANGE OF SOFTWARE FOR BBC MICRO 

INCLUDING ACORNSOFT BBC SOFTWARE LONGMANS SOFTWARE 
PLEASE SEND LARGE STAMPED ADDRESSED GNVELOPE 

FOR FULL DETAILS 

TORCH Z80 2nd PROCESSOR 

For only £347 + VAT 
Torch 2nd Processor Z80 1s sUppeS with perfect writer (a powerful Word 
Processor) perfect speller (spelling chasing picaren -| should have used 
one for making this advert'). Perfect Filer ( atabase Program). Perfect 
Calc (Spread Sheet) It includes 64K memory (Almost 60K available to user) 
Fits inside BBC Computer 

£347 + VAT ~ £399 

£695 + VAT — £799 

Z80 2nd Process + Perfect Software 
Z80 Processor + Perfect Software + Dual 800K 
Disk Drives 

GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES 

100% BBC COMPATIBLE MITSUBISHI 

AND TEAC SLIMLINE DISK DRIVES 

NEW LOWER 

PRICES! 

These drives are supplied ready cased with all the necesary cables. 
formating program and User Guide 
There are some very useful utilities included on formating disc e.g 
~ DISASSEMBLER: This is 6502 machine code disassembler 
* DUP: To copy and rename a file on disc 
*‘ FORMAT. Formating program for 40 & 80 tracks 
* FREE: This utility provides a disk usage analysis 
“ MDUMP Enables you to display and modify any part of BBC memory 
* MERGE Merge a number of text files into one file 
* RELOCATE Downloads a basic program to &E00 
* SDUMP. Screen dump for EPSON in all graphic modes 
* VERIFY Verifies every sector on a disk 
* MENU A flexible menu program 

Single drive 100K 40 trks. single Sided £147 + VAT - £169 
Dual drive 200K. 40 trks. single sided £286 + VAT ~- £329 
Single drive 200K. 40 trks, double sided £173 + VAT ~— £199 
Dual drive 400K. 40 trks. double sided £330 + VAT £379 
Single drive 400K 80 trks. double sided £199 + VAT - £229 
Single drive 400K 40/80 trks. switchable. DS £217 +VAT £249 
Dual drive 800K 80 trks. double sided £382 + VAT — £439 
Dual drive 800K 40/80 trks. switchable. DS £408 + VAT £469 

All above drives are low power slimline. (O03 Atyp at+ 12vand04Aat+ 5v 
per drive) Normally extra power supply is not required. the BBC Computer 
Powe Supply is designed to drive two low power drive (IT IS NOT 
ESIGN O DRIVE INTERNAL ROM BOARD) 

40 Track SS/DD disketts (10/Box) £18 + VAT ~~ £20 
40 Track DS/DD disketts (10’Box) £23 + VAT - £26 
80 Track SS’DD disketts (10’Box) £28 + VAT £32 
80 Track DS/DD disketts (10 Box) £30 + VAT - £34 
ALL ABOVE DISKETT ARE CERTIFIED EITHER MEMOREX OR DETALIFE 

YOUR CONTACTS AT AKHTER ARE 

HAMAYUN MUGHAL 

PAULA HAYES 

DEALER/BULK ENQUIRIES 

TELEPHONE ORDERS 

BUSINESS SYSTEMS 

APRICOT — SIRIUS — SANYO 
IBM — TEXAS — TORCH 

APRICOT ‘Portable Executive Computer". 16 Bit Micro, 256K RAM. up to 
1.44 Mag ha tes floppy disk storage. 35" Sony disks. Portable brief case 
Styling odem with auto dialler (optional) hard disk optional. Vast software 
library (compatible with Sirius 1) 
Apricot with Single Drive and Motitor £1690 + VAT 
Apricot with Double Drive and Monitor and 
Free Printer or 2nd Monitor £1890 + VAT 

SANYO PROFESSIONAL COMPUTER 
16 Bit Micro 128K RAM expandable to 256K. Single or Double Disk Drive 
built in full colour graphics (ey x 200 pixels in 8 colours) IBM compatible 
Free software. Sanyo MBC 550 128K RAM single drive and free software 
Including Wordstar and Calcstar £749 + VAT 
Sanyo C555 128K double drive and free software including Wordstar, 
Calcstar. Inforstar Datastar etc £999 - VAT 

SIRIUS 1 Sirius 1 Computer with 128K RAM and 1 2 megabyte Floppy 
disc storage including CP/M 86. MS DOS and 
Microsoft Basic £2195 + VAT 

9e ~ Sirius 1 Computer with 256K RAM and 2.4 megabyte Floppy disk stora 
Including C C/M 86 MS DOS & Microsoft Basic £2895 + V 

TORCH 
CF500 COMPUTER with colour monitor includes Twin 400K disks. Torchnet 
Operating System free perfect software (perfect writer. perfect speller 
perfect calc perfect filer) Torchmail Plus (Electronic Mail) Torch Mars 
Fina modelling with graphics) Torchtel (Viewdata Access System) 
xecutive Aid (Menu System) 

Datel 600 (Link to outside mainframe services i.e 
Telecom Gold) £2950 + VAT 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS PROFESSIONAL COMPUTER 
T! 502 Dual 320KB Drives 256K RAM Up to 10 megabyte on board storage 
persis Tl speech command hardware option brings a new level of user 
riendliness to computing Allows voice operated keyboard control 

Price £2650 + VAT (Optional) 

MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS ARE AVAILABLE. 

COMPLETE WORDPROCESSING 

SYSTEMS 

INCLUDING DAISYWHEEL PRINTER 

From £695 + VAT 

SYSTEM 1BBC Micro model B. Wordwise, Phoenix monitor. Smith Corona 
TP1 Daisywheel Printer, Cassett Recorder + all the necessary cables and 
documentation £696 + VAT = £799.25 

SYSTEM 2. BBC Micro model B + Disk Interface. Phoenix Monitor. 100K 
ane Disk Drive. Wordwise. Smith Corona Daisywheel Printer. 
+ all the necessary cables and documentation 

Price only £895 + VAT = £1029.25 

SYSTEM 3. BBC Micro model B + Disk Interface. Phoenix Monitor. Dual 
Disk Drives 200K. Wordwise. Smith Corona Daisywheel Printer + all the 
necessary cables and documentation 

Price £999 + VAT ~ £1148.85 

SYSTEM 4. BBC Micro model B + Disk Interface, Sanyo High-Res Green 
Monitor. Wordwise (or view), Juki 6100 Daisywheel Printer. Single 400K 
Disk Drive + all the necessary cables and documentation 

£1049 + VAT - £1206.35 

SYSTEM 5. BBC Mod B Micro + Disk Interface. pe High Res Green 
Monitor. Wordwise (or view) Juki 6100 Daisywheel Printer. Dual Disk 
Drive 800K + all the necessary cables and documentation 

Price £1195 + VAT = £1374.25 

SYSTEM 6. Sanyo 16 Bit. IMB pc Compatible Micro, 128K RAM, Single Disk 
Drive 160K, Wordstar. Calc Star, Sanyo High Res. Green Monitor, Juki 6100 
Daisywheel Printer + all cable and documentation 

Price Only £1145 + VAT = £1316.75 

SYSTEM 7. Sanyo 16 Bit. IBM pc Compatible Micro 128K RAM. Dual Disk 
Drives 360K. Wordstar. Calc Star. Mailmerge. Infostar, Spellstar Datastar. 
Sanyo High Res Green Monitor. Juki 6100 Daisywheel Printer + and all 
necessary cables and documentation 

Price £1395 + VAT = £1604.25 

SYSTEM 8. All the components of System 6 but with Sanyo High Res Colour 
Monitor and Wordstar with Colour Facilities 

Price £1,445 + VAT - £1661.75 DEALER ORDERS TONY GLOVER 

FIDELITY Colour Monitor 
CM14 14" RGB RGBY Composite sound col * VAT £215 

PHOENIX 

BUSINESS SYSTEMS ENQUIRIES 

EXPORT ENQUIRIES 

ACCOUNTS 

ECONET SYSTEM TECHNICAL ENQUIRIES 

DENNIS SUTCH 

MAHAMAD EDIB 

ALAN LAFFOLEY 

CARON ANDREWS 

SYSTEM 9. All the components of System 7 but with Sanyo High Res Colour 
Monitor and Wordstar with Colour Facilities 

Price £1695 - VAT = €1949.25 

WE CAN ALSO SUPPLY PACKAGES WITH COMPONENTS OF YOUR 
OWN CHOICE. PLEASE SERGE 412639 AND ASK FOR 
HAMAYUN MUGHAL FOR A PRICE. 

Phoenix High Res 12" Green Monitor ‘VAT £75 
Phoenix High Res 12” Amber Monitor VAT £79 

DESPATCH PAUL SWIFT 

REPAIRS JOHN MAULE 

AKHTER INSTRUMENTS LTD TA 

if Access ) 

ae 
ORDERING INFORMATION: 

We accept official orders from UK Government and Education 
establishments. Carriage is Free (UK only for normal delivery. If express 
delivery is required please add £8.00 + VAT per parcel We eee rik telephone 
orders on Barclay and Access Card please rin MA 1 (10 lines) 
All cheques made payable to “AKHTER INST Ss 

VISA LOMPUTER GROUP 
28/29 BURNT MILL 
HARLOW, ESSEX. CM20 2HU U.K. 
Tel. HARLOW (0279) 443521 Telex: 818894 AKHTER G 

N.B. ALL VAT INCLUDED PRICES ARE THE CORRECT PRICES, Nee cal 
EXCL. VAT PRICES HAVE BEEN ROUNDED UP TO NEAREST POUND. 

OPENING HOURS: MON-FRI 9am-6.30pm, SAT 10am-5pm 

We welcome callers, no parking problems. 
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MICROTANIC COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD. 

For less than £60 you can start building your own Computer 
that truly suits your needs and, of course, eventually far more 
superior to any Computer available off-the-shelf. 

MICROTAN 65 comes in kit form, complete with manual, full 
instructions, board with components, (kit form or fully built) 
our full back-up service, and your own Microtan World 
Magazine available on subscription. 

2 
Board with components 
(built or kit form) 

Your 
Binder 

SHOWROOM: 16 UPLAND RD 
DULWICH, LONDON SE22 
TEL: 01-693-1137 

MAIL ORDER: 

LONDON SE22 

Datapen 

MICROTANIC COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD 

235 FRIERN RD. DULWICH 

MICROTAN 65 40 O7HER COMPUTER I$ AS PERSONALS 
FLEXIBLE & EXPANDABLE SYSTEM — 1K to 256K! 
Just look at the options: 
1 DISK CONTROLLER 

2 REAL TIME CLOCK 

3 EPROM PROG. CARD 

4 SOUND BOARD 

5 SERIAL 1/0 BOARD 

6 PARALLEL 1/0 BOARD 

FULL RANGE OF SOFTWARE 

Languages available: Machine Code, He A 
Assembly, Basic, Forth, orld Magazine 

and Pilot 

HOW TO ORDER: 

7 MASS EPROM STORAGE BOARD 

8 INDUSTRIAL CONTROLLER BOARD 
9 40K RAM BOARD 

10 HIGH RES. GRAPHICS 256x256 
11 PRINTER FACE BOARD 

12 ASC11 KEYBOARD MK ROTAN SE \PANDING,’ 

Enter details in the coupon below, enclosing 
your cheque made payable to: Microtanic Com- 
puter Systems Ltd. Prices include VAT add £1.50 
p&p. Please allow 14 days for delivery. 

Post to: 
MICROTANIC COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD 
16 UPLAND RD. LONDON SE22 
Tel No. 01-693 1137 

BUILD | Please rush me my starter kit: | 
on ae (Please tick) 

Low | | 
AS YOU (1 kit form —| will build myself £59.95 
LIKE! | O Fully Built £69.95 | 

| [2] Complete system wall chart | 

| enclose my cheque/P.O. for £ 

Full | NS ING is ics Serer creme cee 6 Sa cee siere | 
instructions 
manual | Company costc 22 eo Niios ts:8'e weenie 

AGGIOSS ... Fc hehe wiehlen eAR Wore paatse | 
Also available from: 

WaltinatinrOresuGompUutenGentren. tp rr eNes | 
BSS LES SHGGORGS FF) ig sasaunie bop onan cleats wets clams coetaeencnetnnh 
Nr Whipps Cross, Walthamstow E7 | wee. LEU AY) vite ba caicinwe oe ne onde | 
Tel: 01-520 7747 EN MGUCEEVG)) co carostesrae etnies cee aaee 

| CT/9 | 

A QUALITY LIGHTPEN 
for use with the SPECTRUM computer 

The DATAPEN lightpen enables 
you to create high resolution 
pictures and technical layouts 
directly on your T.V. screen. The 
accompanying software allows 
you to draw any shape or filled 
area you wish, to pixel 
accuracy, in full colour and the 
results may be utilised within 
your own programs, e.g. for 
animation, orto illustrate your 
title pages. At just £29 inclusive, 
the Datapen lightpen package 
represents superb value — just 
look atthe actual screen 
photographs and you will agree 
thatthis must be the best value 
formoney onthe market. 

e Incorporates features not provided 
with other pens. 

@ Push button operation on pen—no 
need to use keyboard. 

e Works under any lighting conditions. 

e Plots to pixel accuracy. 

e 20 pre-defined commands allow 
plotting of geometric shapes, 
including triangle, lines, circles, etc., 
text, or user-defined characters. 

Send cheque orP.O. for £29.00 to: Dept. 

or ask at yourlocal computer shop. Send S.A.E. fordetails. 

COMPUTING TODAY SEPTEMBER 1984 

0256 770488 

pLUS: 3 SOFTWARE 
PROGRAMS 

@ Routines and ideas for your 
own programs. (Menus, 
games, music, etc.) 

e User-defined graphics 
creation program. i 

e Superb full colour drawing 
program as illustrated in 
these actual screen 
photographs. 

eS Sia) 
Ss 

AAA? 

e Uses all paper and ink colours. 

e Ascreen grid may be turned on and 
Off, at will, to assist drawing. 

e Flexible erase capability. 

e All drawings can be saved to tape for 
further use. 

e Plugs in direct—no batteries, additional components, or adjustments needed. 
e Handbook, plus printout of routines for use in yourown programs. 

DATAPEN MICROTECHNOLOGY LIMITED (CT2), Kingsclere Road, OVERTON, Hants RG25 3JB 
Lightpens and software are also available for BBC B, Dragon, CBM-64 and VIC-20. 
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hese days most 
computers have 
internal timers which 

can be configured to count and 
display in hours, minutes and 
seconds, but they can't tell you 
the date and the day of the 
week. Yes, | know you probably 
know what day of the week it is, 
but your software doesn't 
Futhermore, if you disable your 
computers interrupts, the 
chances are that it will lose all 
sense of time completely. 

This project describes the 
construction of a Real-Time 
Card with battery back-up. 
Designed to interface with an 
eight-bit output latch and an 
eight bit input buffer, it should 
prove suitable for a host of 
micros. The software and port 
addresses given in this project 
are for the powerful MTX 500/ 
512 Micro, which has the 

advantage of an uncommitted 
16-bit I/O socket nestling on its 
PCB! 

THE MM58174 
The MM581774 has a total of 16 
internal registers which hold 
time and control data (see 
Table 1). Normally you would 
use the CPU address, data and 
READ and WRITE lines to 
access these registers as 
though they were any normal 
memory location, but in the 
design presented here it is 
software acting through the I/O 
port which communicates with 
the chip. For the present, 
though, it is easier to assume 
that straightforward READs and 
WRITEs are being made to the 
timer chip. 
When the timer is _ first 

powered up it is necessary to 
enter the correct data into the 
device registers and start the 
clock running. A nibble (four 
bytes) onthe data pinsis used to 
pass BCD data to a correctly 
addressed register and in this 
manner all the intemal counters 
are set to the desired time. 
When the _ time-keeping 
registers have all been set, the 

clock is started by sending a 
high on DO to register 14. 
Conversely, a low written there 
will stop the clock counting. 
Incidentally, all starts reset the 

seconds counter to zero. 
Don't forget to write data 8 to 

register 15 if you're building this 
card in 1984 (Table 2, the leap 
year status register). By some 
strange oversight there is no 

Richard Sargent 

REAL-TIME 
CLOCK 
If you want to know the time, ask an MM58174. OK, it 
hasn’t got quite the same ring about it but it can be 
very useful to your micro. 

solution to this problem which 
will be considered later. 

Reading data from the other 
registers is done by 
interrogating the low nibble for 
a valid clock or calendar value. 

A simple READ is_ not 
quite sufficient because a timer 

register might be updated 
during the actual read 
operation, and when | this 
happens the MM58174 will 
deliberately retum the illegal 
BCD code 1111. This enables 
the detection of a faulty READ 
situation. Software running 

TABLE 1 
MM58174 INTERNAL REGISTERS 
No Name 

Not used 
Tenths of sec 
Units of sec 
Tens of sec 
Units of mins 
Tens of mins 

Units of hours 
Tens of hours 
Units of days 
Tens of days 
Day of week 
Units of month 
Tens of month 
Years 

Stop/ start 
Interrupt 

OONOOFPWN-O 

R/W 
R/W 
R/W 
R/W 
R/W 
R/W 
R/W 
R/W 
R/W 
W 
W 
R/W 

TABLE 2 
YEARS STATUS REGISTER 

DB3 
Leap year ] 
Leap year+ |] O 
Leap year + 2 O 
Leap year+ 3 O 

DB2 DBl DBO 
O OQ 0 
] 0 
0 l 
OQ 0 

This register is a shift register and the contents are rotated 
to the right every 31 st December. 

TABLE 3 
INTERRUPT READ/WRITE REGISTER 
Function 
No interrupt 
Interrupt at 60sec intervals 
Interrupt at 5.0s intervals 
Interrupt atO0.5s intervals 

Write mode: 

DB3 DB2 DB1 DBO 
0 0 OQ 
C/o 0 
Of 0 0 
Of], 0 ] 

slowly under BASIC will tend to 
pick up quite a few "1111" 
codes, andthey must, ofcourse, 
all be trapped. 

Register 15 can be 
programmed as an interrupt 
timer giving 0.5, 5.0 or 60 
second intervals and can be 
coded for single or repeated 
operations. The open drain 
interrupt output is pulled to 
ground when the timertimes out 
and reading the interrupt 
register provides status and 
intemal selected information. 
See Table 3. 

CIRCUIT 
DESCRIPTION 
Points TO-T7 are the eight inputs 
of the host computer's inputport 
which will typically be a 
74LS244 (tri-state buffer) or a 
PIA/VIA configured as a tri- 
state butter. The MTX uses a 
74LS373, a transparent latch, 
and this may be considered as 
an ordinary tri-state bufferin this 
application. 

Points LO-L7 are the eight 
outputs from: the host 
computer's output port. This will 
usually be a 74LS374 (octal 
latch), as is the case of the MTX, 

oritmight be the otherhalf ofthe 
PIA etc. The outputs must be 
latched so they maintain the 
same state until told by software 
to change. 

The outputs LO-L3_ pass 
through another latch, IC4, 
which holds their value and 
thus stabilises an address on 
the AO- A3 pins ofthe timer, IC1. 
An ALE (address latch enable) 
pulse achieves this. While this is 
happening, READ and WRITE 
will be held high, thus 

ie ee ms preventing the same data from 
DB3=0 single interrupt DB3=1 repeated interrupt enema al ie DG-be pits of 
Read mode: abe 
DB3=0 no interrupt DB3=1 no interrupt | ICI. Woiting data LS IC] 

involves enabling the four tri- 

readout capability on this 
register, so the micro can't tell if 
the current year is a leap year! 
However, there is a hardware . 

i NS RL SET SS a ee EE SN SS - IS aNES SESENOT TT 
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MEMOTECH SOCKET ‘J7’ 

Fig. 1 Circuit diagram of the Real-time clock. 

IGNORE 
INT 

Fig. 2 Component overlay. 

IC] 
Ic2 
I@3 
IC4 

Rl 
R2-10 

Ci 
CV] 
XTALI 
D1-3 

NiCad 

IC sockets 

PARTS LIST 
MM58174 CMOS timer 
4069B CMOS inverter 
4502B CMOS tri-state inverter 
4076B CMOS latch 

10k Y4W 5% 
2k2 YaW 5% 

10uF 16V tantalum capacitor 
5-60 pF trimmer (Cirkit O6-60001) 
32,768 kHz crystal 
1N4148 diodes 

3V6 (Cirkit 01-03100) 
three off 16-pin, one off 14-pin 

One 20-pin header 
18 or 20-way ribbon cable 
PCB 

COMPUTING TODAY SEPTEMBER 1984 

PROJECT: Real-time clock 

NOTE: 
IC1 IS MM58174 
IC2 IS 4069B 
IC3 IS 4502B 
IC4 IS 4076B 
D1-3 ARE 1N4148 

state buffes in IC3 with a PWR 
(pre-write) pulse and then 
allowing the data through to 
IC] with a WR pulse. 

The inverter is needed on the 
READ line to guard against a 
situation where zero is written to 
the output latch LO-L7. The host 
computers ROM might do this 
as an initialisation, or it might 
occur after a system crash. 
Without IC2 an _ all-zeros 
situation would . set the 
MM581'74 to a simultaneous 
‘READ and WRITE and that's not 

agoodidea.... 
If you want to permanently 

disable the WRITE line you 
should cut link LK] on the PCB. 
The clock data cannot now be 
accidentally overwritten. 
Access to the interrupt register 

is also denied but periodic 
interrupts may still be read. 

The TO-T7 lines read the timer 
directly, and it may prove 
convenient to tie the four most- 
significant bits to ground so that 
the complete eight-bit number 
represents the time value. 
Personally, I would rather 
allocate T7 as a leap-year 
indicator, and T6 as _ the 
interrupt reader, in which case 

the software must unscramble 
the information contained in 
those eight bits. 

The 2k2 pull-up resistors on 
the LO-L7 are a necessary 
requirement when driving 
CMOS from TTL. The timer's 
clock is formed using a 
standard 32.768 kHz crystal 
across pins 14 and 15 and it is 
recommended that a 5-6pF 
trimmer be used to fine-tune the 
oscillator. 

The remaining gate in IC2 is 
used as a buffer on the interrupt 
line, and its output may be fed 
to extemal equipment, if 
desired. 

IC1's Vp is connected to the 
battery supply line and the chip 
will maintain its data in standby 
mode on voltages down to2V2. 
The MTX 5 V rail is capable of 
supplying the 1mA needed to 
trickle-charge the small NiCad 
battery which provides a 
nominal 3V6 standby voltage 
to ICl. Running the computer 
for a few hours every week will 
keep the battery charged, and 
should you go on holiday the 
timer will retain its data. A fully 
charged NiCad should be 
capable of running the 
MM58 1774 for three months. 

CONSTRUCTION 

The integrated circuits are all 
CMOS devices so take extra 
care of them until the board is 
fully built They should, of 
course, be the last items to go 
onto the board, and they must 
all go into IC sockets. The best 
way to bend the pins prior to 
pushing the chips into their 
sockets is tolay the IC onasheet 
of kitchen-foil and exert the 
necessary pressure, having first 
removed any harmful static 
electricity by grounding 
yourself and the foil on the 
nearest water- pipe. 

A PCB foil pattem is given for 
this project, so you shouldn't 
have any difficulties with the 
board itself, providing that you 
purchase the specitied 
components. What you will 
have difficulty in making or 
obtaining is a 20-pin header to 
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PROJECT: Real-time clock 

Fig. 3 The pin designa- 
tions of the MM58174. 

Fig. 4 Pin connections of 
the MTX parallelI/O port 
(port 07). 

go into the 20- pin I/O socket on 
the MTX PCB. The socket is a 
standard 20- pin IC socket but it 
seems there isn’t much call for 
20-pin headers. I would 
suggest making one by splitting 
a24-pin header into two 10- pin 
lengths. A short length of ribbon 
cable connects across to the 
Real Time board which is small 
enough to fit somewhere in the 
case of an unexpanded MTX. 

Alternatively, itis butasimple 
matter to pass the ribbon cable 
out through the convenient 
gaps at the rear of the MTX 
case, in which case the timer 

can be housed inatiny box Blu- 
Taked to the computer. The 
pin- outs of the MTX I/O socket 
are given in the user manual, 
but in case you have mislaid 
that, they are reproduced here 
as Fig. 4. Note that the +5 V pin 
on the MTX J/O port is only 
guaranteed to deliver 20 mA, 

so don't be tempted to replace 
IC2, 1C3 andIC4 with TTL chips 
with their higher supply current 
requirements. 

SOFTWARE 
To read just one register of the 
clock/ calendar from BASIC is a 
fiddle and a waste of time since 
for virtually the same length of 
code the whole set can be read 
at once. A numeric array, V(), 
accepts the data from the clock 
and asubroutine does the work: 
see Listing 1. 

The numbers sent to the port 
on the OUT command are 
made up as follows: 
RisanumberbetweenO and 15 
representing one of the 16 
possible registers in IC]. 
16 is added whenever a high 
impedance output from ICS is 
required. 
32 is added whenever a WRITE 
toIC]l is not required. 
64 is added whenever the ALE 
signal is required. 
128 is added whenever a READ 
to IC] is required. 

Because of the hardwired 
leap-year indicator, the data 
received by INPut 7 will either 
bein therangeO-15 or1 28-143. 
The code at line 8062 corrects 
this, and also sets V(13) to zero if 
it isn't a leap year. 

Note the check for valid date 
at line 8070. If the data is 15, 
then the read occurred during 
one of the timers update cycles 
and another reading must be 
taken immediately, line 8080. 

For computers other than the 
Memotech, you will have to 
change INP to IN and the port 
values L and T must have port 
numbers appropriate to the 
machine. If IN and OUT 
commands don't exist, the port 
facilities may be mapped into 
memory and so a POKE will 
replace OUT and a PEEK will 
replace IN. 

All that remains to be done 
now is to set the timer chip to 
GMT. ‘For this. a. WRITE 
subroutine is required. Variable 
R passes the register number, 
and D passes the data, to the 
subroutine given in Listing 2. A 

Fig. 5 Actual size PCB foil pattern. 

REM —— READ THE TIME 
GOSUB 8000 
PRINT V(7)3V(6)s"2"sVC5) sV (4) 
REM HOURS AND MINUTES DISPLAYED 

100 DIM V(13): LET L=7: LET T=7 
8000 REM — TIME READING SUBROUTINE 
8005 LET V(13)=0 
68010 FOR R=1 TO 12 
8020 OUT L,Rt+16+32 
8030 OUT L,Rt+16+32+64 
8040 OUT L,16+32+128 
BOSO0 LET V(R)=INP(T) 
8060 OUT L,16+32 
8061 REM — STRIP AWAY 
8062 IF V(R)>15 THEN 
8070 IF V(R)<15 THEN 

LEAP YEAR FLAG ZEROED 
12 TIME REGISTERS 
OFFER ADDRESS TO IC4 
LATCH ADDRESS INTO IC4 
READ ICi 
ACCEPT DATA FROM ICi 
FINISH READ 
SETTING LEAP YEAR FLAG 

LET V(R)=V(R)-128:LET V(13)=1 
GOTO 8090 :REM — DATA VALID ? 

8080 OUT L,16+32+128 =: LET V(R)=INP(T) = OUT L,14+32 
8085 IF V(R)>15 THEN LET V(R)=V(R)-128 
8090 NEXT R 
B095 RETURN 

Listing 1. Subroutine for reading the time. 

8100 OUT L,R+16+32 : REM 
8110 OUT L,R+16+32+64 :REM 
8120 OUT L,D+16+32+64 :REM 
8130 OUT : REM 
8140 OUT :REM 
8150 OUT : REM 
8160 OUT L,D+14+32 ~=—s s F 
8170 RETURN 

:REM - 

OFFER ADDRESS TO IC4 
LATCH ADDRESS INTO IC4 
PRESENT DATA TO IC3 
PASS DATA 
WRITE DATA 
FINISH WRITE | 
IC3 TRISTATE AGAIN 

Listing 2. Subroutine to write to the timer. 

10 LET R=14:LET D=0:GOSUB 8100:REM — STOP THE TIMER 
20 FOR R=4 TO 14 
30 PRINT "REGISTER "sR 
40 INPUT "VALUE —- "sD 
50 GOSUB 8100 
60 NEXT R 
70 sToP 

Listing 3. A loader program using the subroutine aX 

Listing 2 to load the GMT values. 4 

simple loading routine can then 
be used to set the timer See 
Listing 3. 

The response to Register 14 
should be 1, the start-timer 

code, and the carriage-retum 
you make atter that starts the 
clock “on the pips’ if you're 
listening to TIM on the ‘phone. 
Seconds are automatically 
zeroed whenever register 14 is 
used, so in theory _ total 

accuracy can be achieved. 
However, dont necessarily 

expect your timer to be 100 % 
accurate from the word go. You 

must be prepared to test it over 
a period of a few days and to 
tweak the trimmer if necessary, 
although I should think any 
software using the clock would 
accept an accuracy of +60 
seconds a week. 

The whole board is best left 
outside the Memotech case for 
a few days until you are happy 
with the clock's timekeeping. 
When its OK, I would suggest 
you cut the link on the WRITE 
line, and pop the unit inside the 
computer case or in its own little 
plastic box. The link on input 
line D6 should not be made 
unless you. are going to 
experiment with interrupts, in 
which case you will need 
machine-code driving routines 
rather than the simple BASIC 
routines presented here. 

Finally, a reminder to all 

computer buffs — its late 
evening on December 31st 
and the revellers are abroad in 
Tratalgar Square and Scottish 
programmes are on all 
television channels: 
what must you Qo to link LK2 on 
your real-time board? 
Answers please on a 
postcard... 
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INNOVATIVE SOFTWARE 
from the projessionals 

uel was Tandy TRS-80 

And Then 
came Genie 

Followed 
* by 

Penultimately 
we added |{ummlf 

| ul Mt 

And Now a SANYO 

From the original Tandy Model | in 1978, Molimerx now supply software for fifteen different 
machines and close to fifty different configurations. A 180 page Catalogue is available for the Tandy 
and Genie ranges. We have to charge £3.00 for this, although £1.00 of this is for postage and is 
refundable on the first order. For the BBC we have a 28 page Catalogue which is available for a 
stamped addressed A4 size envelope for 17 pence. For the IBM and Sanyo machines we have lists 
which are available free of charge. | 

Trade Mark Credits: As apparent from the manufacturer's name. 
nS ee ee eee —————————————— ee 

TEL: [0424] 220391 / 223636 MOLI! Mi ERX LTD TELEX 86736 SOTEX G 

A J HARDING (MOLIMERX) 
1 BUCKHURST ROAD, TOWN HALL SQUARE, BEXHILL-ON-SEA, EAST SUSSEX. 
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ai ly he SX64 consists of the 
popular Commodore 
64 home computer, a 

five inch colour monitor and a 
1541 disc drive all contained 
in one case. It falls into the 
transportable or ‘luggable’ 
category as it requires mains 

power — no battery facilities 
are available and none are 
planned (the monitor requires 
too much powe?). 

With the SX housed in a 
smart grey and silver plastic 
case, the extemal appearance 
is very pleasing. Other leading 
portables are cased in metal 
which, although providing 
greater strength, especially 
when moving the computer, is 
not strictly necessary and also 
far heavier than the plastic 
used by Commodore. Plastic 
does have other advantages 
such as absorbing vibration, as 
well as being far cheaper! 

The back of the SX is a huge 
(metal) heatsink and _ the 
machine feels and looks more 

than strong enough to endure 
the sort of battering that any 
computer should (or should 
not) go through. 

Incidentally, a salesman 
from Kaypro (one of the 
leading portable business 
computers in this country) told 
me that the vast majority of his 
customers buy a machine, 

install it and never move it 
Apparently, it is the 
compactness of the complete 
system which appeals to them 
rather than the portability. 

Hidden behind a small flap 

Grahame Davies 

to the right hand front of the 
machine are controls for the 
volume, contrast, brightness, 

colour and vertical hold, all 
giving a good range of 
adjustment There is also a 
disc drive reset switch located 
here but it is of limited use. The 
drive reports an enor by 
flashing its single red LED at 
an imitating rate; the reset 
switch does at least stop that 
However, if a read error occurs 

while loading a program, 
pressing this switch will reset 
the drive but leave the SX 
hung up. The spring eject 
mechanism on my model has 
broken — sadly, a common 
falt with this drive and one 
which should have been 
rectified by now. 

CARRY A | 
COM MODORE 
The Commodore SX-64 has now been available for 
several months — depending on who you listen to, it’s 
either moderately successful or selling like hot cakes. 
Exactly who is buying the SX? Our reviewer looks at 
the Commodore with an identity crisis. 

The monitor is located next 
to the storage space and the 
disc drive. Presumably there is 
no problem with static from the 
screen, but I would not rely on 
this and would store my discs 
well away from the machine 
even though there is a small 
shield behind the monitor and 
the disc drive itself The SX 
may be connected to an 
extemal monitor directly or to 
your television set via an RF 
converter which should cost 
just a few pounds. The 
intemal speaker provides 
plenty of sound for normal use 
but will distort badly at the 
higher volume levels. 
Altematively, you can connect 
your? SX. jot yourss hifi 
equipment The cartridge slot 
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is located on the top of the 
unit, hidden behind a pair of 
sprung loaded flaps which 
help to keep foreign objects 
out and also make locating 
the cartridge far _ easier 
Anyone who has tried to push 
a cartridge on to the back of a 
Commodore 64 will 
appreciate this feature. 

INSIDE STORY 
Opening the SX _ involves 
undoing several screws and 
removing slithers of plastic: it's 
certainly not easy, but that can 
hardly be an _ important 
requirement for a computer in 

this price range. What's inside 
is more surprising. Having 
designed the 64 on one board, 

it seems strange that the SX 
has been split up, but this must 
have been necessary due to 
the dimensions of the case. 
This in itself does not matter so 
much, -but the mass ~ of 

connecting wires and more 
importantly the connectors on 
the end of those wires may 
well lead to unreliability. I can 
only say that this is a little 
disappointing, especially in 
the light of the latest business 
machines from Commodore. 
One of these, the 8296, is the . 
neatest and best produced 
machine yet to be released by 
Commodore. If you have seen 
inside an 8032 with a 64K 
upgrade board and all its 
wires and connectors, then 

looking inside the 8296 
becomes a delight This makes 
comparisons with the SX all 
the more disappointing. 

Typically, all the advertising 
for this machine, especially the 
photographs, generally give 
the impression of a one-box 
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away. This is 

machine, implying you can 
just remove the plug and cart it 

actually 
misleading as Commodore 
also supply a separate purse 
in which to carry the mains 
lead and cartridges and so on 
that is essential to the average 
user. There is a little space 
above the disc drive which is 
labelled ‘storage’ but you 
could not get a simple thing 
like a joystick or a box of 
floppies in it 

The SX weighs in at a shade 
under 25 pounds (plus the 
extra purse). Very reasonable, 
you might think; but carry it 
any distance, especially up 
and down stairs, and the 
ridiculous tubular handle with 
its specially designed painful 
grooves soon starts to dig into 

the palm of your hand. Its 
amazing that it was ever 
produced with this handle. At 
only five inches wide, the SX is 
easy to get through doors or 
walk through crowded 
corridors — _ the overall 
dimensions are 14.5 by 14.5 
by 5 inches. 

CARRY ON 
COMPUTING 
To test its portability, I took the 

SX to an exhibition. It was 
held inside a leisure centre 
and wasnt associated with 
computers — so there was not 
an abundance of mains power 
points available. This meant | 
had to take a mains extension 
cable along with all the other 

accessories, so that neat little 

purse went out the window to 
be replaced by a larger bag. 
Having found a table and a 
power point, plugged in the 
power cable and _ the 
keyboard connector, we were 
up and running. If you were 
doing the same with a 
standard home computer you 
could easily spend three times 
as long plugging in all the 
cables, use three times the 
number of power points and 
end up with a tangle of messy 
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cables — not forgetting that in 
twenty minutes you may have 
to move because you have 
just blocked a fire exit or 
similar (as happened to me). 
The idea of a portable starts to 
look quite promising. 

The handle is a multi- 
positioned device with 
horrible fiddly locking devices 
on either side. This means that 
the angle and the height of 
the machine may be adjusted, 
enabling the keyboard to be 
positioned as near to the 

REVIEW : SX-64 

computer (or even under) as is 
required — cutting down on 
the desk top space used. The 
keyboard is in the cap of the 
computer and is held on by 
two rather fragile-looking, but 
in fact quite secure catches at 

the top. The bottom is just 
slotted in so that the keyboard 
is not connected to the body 
when in use. 

The keyboard lead is of 
adequate length — a bit too 
short for every conceivable 
use, perhaps, but too much 
cable can be as much of a 
nuisance as too little. It plugs 
in firmly to the SX and to the 
keyboard itself — a step 
forward from the Commodore 
SK business machines which 
have a very poor and loose 
connector to the computer. 

The keyboard can, in fact, 
be refitted to the body without 
unplugging the cable, 
although if you now want to 
move the SX a short distance, 
releasing the locks to 
straighten the handle means 
the latter now hits the 
keyboard connector that you 
left in for convenience. 
Incidentally, there is no 
waming about plugging the 
keyboard connector in and 
out while the machine is 
running, but If don't 
recommend doing so as on 
certain models of the business 
machines, this has caused a 

problem with the monitor. 
The power cable plugs in to 

the back of the SX but with the 
straightin connector supplied 

.evdoamnnroonrtaionennsteginnsannanaancens Seen aan 
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with my machine, this meant 
that you could not stand it on 
its end. Even if an angled plug 
was supplied, the other leads 

that plug into the back such as 
the joysticks and serial cables 
would get squashed and most 
probably damaged. 

THE USER’S VIEW 
Having established what the 
SX is like to live with, let's see 
if it is your sort of machine. 
First of all, it has no cassette 

port and the ROMs have been 
altered to return messages 
such as ‘Illegal Device Num- 
ber if you try to access the 
tape channels. But then, who 
needs a cassette port on a 
business computer? Next 
question, then: is the SX a 
business computer? Ask Com- 
modore and you will get a 
very non-committal reply. 
After all, they want to sell it to 
anybody who will buy it The 
glossy sales pamphlet accom- 
panying the machine shows it 
in all sorts of environments — 
in the office, in the home, on a 
building site — on a building 
site? There is man standing 
with a metal hat and his SX by 
his side — it's a good job that 
he forgot to take his power 
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cable and keyboard connec- 
tor with him as there is no 
mains supply in sight! 

So, having been given no 
clue so far, we are further con- 
fused by the name on the front 
of the computer — ‘Executive’. 
Maybe it just hints at being a 
business computer? Assuming 
that it is a business computer 
for the moment, let's take a 

look at what it has to offer, 
starting with the disc drive. 
This is the good old (bad old?) 
Commodore 1541 which has 
been compared in speed to 
certain cassette systems and 
snails. To be fair, the main 
problem with the speed of the 
1541 is the serial bus connect- 
ing it to the computer. It is not 
suited to any database but is 
certainly convenient for 
individual files, program files, 

word processing files, financial 
planning files and so on. The 
capacity of the disc is 165K 
and it is compatible with the 
1540 and 4040 disc drives. 

The other thing about the 
drive is that there is only one 
of them — something which is 
very rare in true business sys- 
tems, be they portable or not. 

In my opinion, twin drives 
are virtually essential: they 
provide ease of backing up, 

greater reliability (one drive 
may be able to read important 
data whereas the other one 
may not, due to mis- alignment 
of the heads perhaps) and far 
better flexibility. There is a 
twin drive version of the SX 
available in the USA called 
the DX, but there has been no 
hint to date from Commodore 
as to the likelihood of it being 
available over here. 

The colour monitor is very 
good, especially if you have 

been used to runniig a com- 
puter on an old television set. 
However, being only five 
inches, it has the obvious 
drawback of being tiring to 
use. You could, of course, 
plug the SX into a RGB mon- 
itor but then it loses its port 
able appeal. The other 
problem with the screen is that 
it is still the standard 40 col- 
umns, the same as the Com- 
modore 64. This is an 
important drawback as all 
business machines (including 
portables) recognise the need 
for 80 columns. Eighty column 
adapters are available for the 
64, but whether they could fit in 
the cartridge slot on the SX is 
another question, and a 
separate monitor would then 
be essential as 80 columns on 
the standard screen does not 
bear thinking about Still on 
the business side of things, the 
SX has the same user ports 
and serial ports as the 64: thus 
printers, plotters, disc crives, 
modems and so on may be 
added if required. The only 
other port is the joystick port 
— who needs a joystick on a 
business computer? Its only 
use in a business sense is that 
of allowing protection keys to 
be fitted, although some pro- 
tection keys (see below) 
require the cassette port 

The keyboard, it seems, has 
been designed to be as thin 
as is practical. It is, in fact, the 
same size as the 64's 
keyboard except that the gap 
between the function keys and 
the main keys has been 
reduced and although it con- 
tains the same keys as the 64, 
they do not travel as far and 
seem less positive. The keys 
are white, with black and light 
brown lettering and _ the 
characters are easy to read. 
The graphic characters are 
still shown (unnecessary with a 
business computer) but are in 
a light brown colour and 
only on the front of the keys, 
thus leaving the tops nicely 
uncluttered. The letters on the 

top of the keys are offset to the 
top left comer, perhaps so that 
they are not easily obscured 
by dirty fingers (when you are 
‘out in the field’). 

The keyboard layout is con- 
sistent with business purposes, 
with letters, numbers and 
mathematical signs easily 
accessable (they do not have 
to be ‘shifted’). The one glar- 
ing omission, though, is that of 
a numeric keypad. A numeric 
keypad is essential to virtually 
all business uses and without 
one, entering data is not only 
slow and laborious but also 
leads to a drastic increase in 
the number of errors made. 

SOFTWARE 
All non- cassette based 
software for the 64 should run 
perfectly well on the SX, so 
business software is 
immediately available. In fact, 
Commodore supply business 
software valued at £210 with 
the SX — they sometimes 
have a_ strange sense of 
values. It's at this time that | 

thought | could benefit from 
one of the few definite and 
positive changes from the 64. 
On the 64, pressing SHIFT/ 
RUN causes the first program 
from the cassette to be 
loaded. On the SX, the same 
action causes the first program 
from the disc to be LOADed 
(G@AD**"  8)Salis your are 
familiar with © Commodore 
BASIC, you may or may not 
know that the above state- 
ment loads the first program 
from the disc and if the colon 
was omitted, the next program 
on the directory following the 
last file accessed, would be 
loaded. So I put in one of the 
business discs supplied and 
pressed away — and got a 
syntax error in the program. 

In fact, all of the software 
supplied either produced a 
syntax error when using this 
command or just hung up the 
machine. The software 
actually requires the same 
command but with ‘I’ added, 
which relocates the machine 
code being loaded to the 
address given by the first two 
bytes of the file. Therefore, the 
change to the machine was 
totally useles, being suited 

only for BASIC files. This is 
doubly ridiculous as BASIC 

files will still load if the ‘,I' is 
added — there’ s nothing like 
being given half of a good 
thing! 

It would seem then, that the 
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SX is a long way from being a 
particularly competent busi- 
ness machine. However, it can 

hardly be directed at the 
games and home market The 
vast majority of games 
software is still only available 
on cassette and as already 
stated, the machine does not 
support cassettes. 

The SX may complement an 
existing Commodore business 
system nicely and also is a 
good home computer. Its por 
tability allows the entering 
and editing of data with the 
minimum of fuss, allowing the 
same data to be transferred 
(from home to office for 
instance) by storing it on the 
floppy disc. As with the 64, it 
may be used in conjunction 
with a modem but this is 
unlikely in a business applica- 
tion, being far more useful for 
home users using one of the 
up and coming networks such 
as Compunet. 

Another point to note is that 
the location of the cartridge 
slot means that a lot of the 
extra hardware available for it 
(aside from standard games 
cartridges) may well not fit in 
and .so some sort of adaptor 

belediotwl | 
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will have to be found. The 

most likely buyers of the 
machine would seem to be 
the wealthy home user — at 
£395. it is not a cheap 
machine although there are 
rumours of a dramatic price 

drop being circulated. If this 
does happen, | think the SX 
will sell extremely well. 

VIVE LA 
DIFFERENCE 
For those of you who are 
familiar with the 64, I will go 
through the few differences 
between the operating system 
on that and the SX. It is widely 
felt that Commodore missed a 
great opportunity (deliberately 
or otherwise) to improve on 
the 64. Factors that would 
have been useful to improve 
include getting rid of the serial 
bus in exchange for IEEE 488 
and expanding the number of 
BASIC commands to include 
hi-res and sound commands 
and so on to the standard 
of BBC BASIC. 
On powering up __ the 

machine, the monitor takes a 

few seconds to warm up, and 
the first difference found is that 
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FACTSHEET Commodore SX-64 
CPU 
RAM 
ROM 
Language 
Keyboard 

6510 
64K 
20K 
BASIC v2 

62 keys (QWERTY) plus four function 
keys (Shift gives eight functions) 

Display Text 24 lines of 40 characters 

Graphics: 320 by 200 pixel resolution in 
high-res mode; programmable, multicolour 
graphics; eight sprites; block graphics 
from keyboard in text mode. 

Sound Three channels with four waveforms, plus 
programmable filters and envelopes 

Cassette None 
Disc 

YO 
Integral 5%" floppy disc 
Parallel user port, serial interface, two 
joystick ports, cartridge port, - 
monitor/sound port 

Bundled 
Software 
Size 
Weight 

the default colours have 
altered to sensible, readable 
and nicely contrasting colours. 
The background colour is 
white, the border colour is 
light green and the character 
colour is black Also the words 
‘SX-64' appear on the screen. 

As mentioned earlier, press- 

ing SHIFT/RUN loads the first 
program from the disc. The 
BASIC used is still BASIC 2, 
which is a great shame 
because an upgrade to 
BASIC 4 with its associated 
disc handling commands 
would make the machine far 
nicer to work with The new 
home computers from Com- 
modore (the 16 and the Plus/ 
4) will have BASIC 3.5 which 
has a lot of extra and useful 
commands. 

Other features of the SX are 
unchanged — there is the SID 
chip (sound interface device) 
which has three channels, four 
waveforms, envelopes and 
filters and is perhaps the most 
extensive sound generator on 
the market. There are the 
eight sprites (or MOBs — mov- 
able object blocks), mul 
ticolour graphics and a 
resolution of 320 by 200 pixels 
in hires mode. The CPU is the 
6510 (an updated 6502 still 
using 6502 operands), there is 

64K of RAM (38K. for BASIC 
programs and variable/string 
storage) and 16K of ROM 
available 
tridge slot. 

The lack of cassette port 
means that you can't use any 
program requinng a protec- 

tion key to be fitted to this port 
(such as the popular DTL 

through the car- 

Easy Script, Easy File and Future Finance 
14%" by 14%” by 5” 
25 lbs 

compiler). A program requir 
ing a protection key on one of 
the joystick ports should run 
perfectly well. However, there 
appears to be some contusion 
about this regarding the other 
major compiler, Petspeed. I 
have heard trom different (reli- 
able) sources that Com- 
modore say that Petspeed will 
not run on the SX due to tim- 
ing differences on the joystick 
ports. I have been told by 
others that Petspeed has been 
run without any trouble! 

In an effort to establish the 
true situation, I ran this com- 
piler on the SX but was forced 
to give up due to read errors 
from the disc drive and then a 
lack of time. This was incon- 
clusive as on the 8032 com- 
puters, this compiler will crash 
anywhere between pass 1 
and pass 3 if there is no pro- 
tection key. Therefore, the 
only safe thing to assume is 
that it is unlikely to run Of 
course, programs that have 
been compiled and do not 
require a protection key, will 
run perfectly well on the SX. 

CONCLUSIONS 
To summarise, the SX is a very 
elegant machine. It is nicely 
finished and tastefully 
coloured, making a_e very 
neatly packaged home com- 
puter with reasonable -por 
tability. As far as business is 
concemed, it has the same 
potential as a standard 64 
(which is after all just a home 
computer) and I cannot see it 
making much of an 
impact on the business = 
market. == 
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ALL SORTS OF SOR 
M. Vivian 

In any system designed to handle the storage and retrieval of data, one of 
the more useful abilities is that of sorting the information alphabetically. 
There are slow sorts and fast sorts, here we look at a mixed assortment. 

orting is a@ very com- 

mon data processing 
technique. A file must 

be sorted from physical(orderof 
entry) state into some logical 
order (usually alphabetic) to 
allow for searches on the file, 

respectable looking print-outs 
and so on. But what kind of sort 
do you use for the particular 
application that you are con- 
sidering? An analysis of a small 
number of alphanumeric sorts 
follows, and this will hopefully 
help you to make your mind up, 
should you face such a deci- 
sion. 

BUBBLE SORT 
This is perhaps the most com- 
mon type of sort in existence, 
primarily because of its sim- 
plicity. As the name suggests, 
data items are ‘bubbled’ up to 
their correct ordered places in 
the array concemed, by means 
of comparisons with neighbour- 
ing items. The array is passed 
over a finite number of times 
until the entire aray can be 
designated ‘sorted’, ie each 
data item has been bubbled to 
its correct place. 

This is perhaps better ex- 
plained with the use of dia 
grams. Consider the array 
shown in Fig 1. Listing 1 is an 
example program. 

For those mathematicians 
amongst you, the program 
makes n-1 factorial com- 
parisons and this should be 
taken into consideration when 
looking at the other sorts in this 
selection. 

Being one of the simplest 
sorts in existence, the Bubble 

Sortis also one of the slowest its 
best asset probably being thatit 
is most effective when just one 
record needs to be placed in a 
previously sorted file. The new 
recordcanbe placedatthe end 
of the file and then just bubbled 
up until it reaches its proper 
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place(ie no swap needs to take 
place with the item immediate- 
ly above). 

RIPPLE SORT 
This is the same as the Bubble 
Sort in principle, except that 
instead of ‘bubbling’ items up 
the array or file, the Ripple Sort 
‘ripples’ items down. 

With this program, however, I 
have introduced a flag called 
MARKER, which tells us that 
one or more exchanges have 
taken place on any single pass 
of the aray, if set If an ex- 
change has not been made, the 
variable MARKER willnotbe set 
and the array must be sorted. 
Thus, an early exit from pro- 
gram execution can be made, 

reducing the run time. Taking 
our original example, we can 
see how the Ripple Sort works 
and appreciate the use of this 
flag (see Fig 2). 

In this case, the early exit 
didnt make much difference 
(one comparison) but on larger 
files, this could make an appre- 
ciable difference in the time 
taken to sort, especially ifthe file 
were to be partially sorted (ie 
just one record out of place) as 
the maximum of n-1 factorial 
comparisons is reduced. If 
however, all comparisons are 
made, this sort is fractionally 
slower than the Bubble Sort, as 

time is taken assigning and test- 
ing MARKER within the nested 
loops. 

SELECTION SORT 
The Selection Sort is slightly 
superior as a sorting technique 
over those previously men- 
tioned. As vefore, a number of 

passes of the array in question 
are made and these get pro- 
gressively smaller as the sort 
proceeds. However, instead of 
comparing the item in question 
with the one above it, itis com- 

pared with that item currently at 

REM ** BUBBLE SORT 
REM ** ENTER DATA 

OPEN "R",#1, "RANDOM. DAT" ,16 
FIELD #1,16 AS I# 
PRINT CHR#(12) 
INPUT "ENTER NUMBER OF DATA ITEMS ";NUM 
DIM IMF#(NUM-1) 
FOR LOOP=1 TO NUM: GET#1,LOO0P: IMF#(LOOP-1)= 

I#: NEXT LOOP 
9@ PRINT "DATA LOADED..." 

102 REM ** SORT 
11@ FOR LOOP=i TO NUM-i 
120 FOR LOOP2=NUM-1 TO LOOP STEP -1 
130 IF IMF#(LOOP2)<IMF#(LOOP2-1) THEN SWAP IMF#( 
LOOP2) , IMF#(LOOP2-1) 

140 NEXT LOOP2,LOOP 
15@ FOR LOOP=@ TO NUM-1: PRINT IMF#(LOOP): NEXT 

LOOP: END 

ee 

Listing l 

(a) 

DOG 

ZEBRA 

ANT CATT ANT 

CAT MOUSE{CAT — NO SWAP 

MOUSE — NO SWAP 

DOG ANT<DOG 

ZEBRA ANT<ZEBRA — SWAP 

ANT — SWAP 

CAT 

MOUSE 

(b) 

ANT (sorted) ANT (s) 

DOG DOG 

ZEBRA ZEBRA CAT<ZEBRA 

CAT rape MOUSE¢CAT CAT — SWAP 

MOUSE — NO SWAP MOUSE 

ANT (s) 

DOG CAT<DOG 

CAT — SWAP 

ZEBRA 

MOUSE 

(c) 

ANT (s) ANT (s) 

CAT (s) CAT (s) 

DOG DOG Sai MOUSE¢DOG 

ZEBRA MOUSE< ZEBRA MOUSE — NO SWAP 

MOUSE — SWAP ZEBRA 

(d) 

ANT (s) 

CAT (s) 

DOG (s) 

MOUSE ZEBRA< MOUSE 

ZEBRA nt — NO SWAP ARRAY SORTED... 

Fig 1 Bubble Sort 
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REM ## RIPPLE SORT 
REM ** ENTER DATA 
OPEN "R",#1, "RANDOM. DAT",16 
FIELD #1,16 AS I? 

PRINT CHR#(12) 
INPUT "ENTER NUMBER OF DATA ITEMS ";NUM 
DIM IMF? (NUM—1) 

FOR LOOP=1° TO NUM: ‘"GET#1,LO0P: IMF#¢(LOOP—-1)= 

I#: NEXT LOOP 
98 

120 
118 
128 
138 

140 
LOOP2) , IMF$(LOOP2+1)5 

15@ 
168 
178 

188 

198 

LOOP: 

Listing 2 

MOUSE 

ZEBRA (sorted) 

ANT 

CAT 

DOG 

MOUSE 

PRINT “DATA LOADED..." 
REM #*# SORT 
FOR LOOP=@ TO NUM-2 
MARKER=@ 
FOR LOOP2=0 TO NUM-LOOP-2 
IF IMF#(LOOP2) >IMF#(LOOP2+1) THEN SWAP IMF? ( 

MARKER=1 
NEXT LOOP2 
IF MARKER=@ THEN GOTO 180 
NEXT LOOP 
REM #* OUTPUT DATA ARRAY 
FOR LOOP=@ TO NUM-1: PRINT IMF#(LOOP): 

END 

NEXT 

DOG}ZEBRA 

— NO SWAP ZEBRA>ANT 

— SWAP 

ZEBRA>CAT 

— SWAP ZEBRA>MOUSE 

— SWAP 

DOG>ANT 

— SWAP DOG>CAT 

— SWAP 

MOUSE 

ZEBRA (s) 

DOG MOUSE 

— NO SWAP 2a 
ZEBRA (s) 

DOG ic DOG 

MOUSE MOUSE (s) 

ZEBRA (s) 

MARKER = 1, THERFORE PROCEED TO NEXT PASS 

ANT}CAT ANT 

— NO SWAP CAT CAT$DOG 

— NO SWAP See 

ZEBRA (s) 

MARKER = 0, THEREFORE ARRAY SORTED —ESCAPE 

Fig 2 Ripple Sort 

SOFTWARE: All sorts of sort 

REM ** SELECTION SORT 
REM ** ENTER DATA 

OPEN "RK" ,#1, "RANDOM. DAT" ,16 
FIELD #1,16 AS I*# 

PRINT CHR#(12) 
INPUT "ENTER NUMBER OF DATA ITEMS 

DIM IMF#(NUM-~-1) 
FOR LOOP=1 TO NUM: 

"= NUM 

GET#1,LOOPs IMF#(LOOFP-1)= 

i$: - NEXT LoaGr 

98 

140 
110 

1208 

1308 

PRINT "DATA LOADED..." 
REM ** SORT 
FOR LOOP=@ TO NUM-2 
FOR LOOP2=LOOF+1 TO NUM—1i 
IF IMF#(LOOP2)<IMF#(LOOP) THEN SWAP IMF#(LOO 

P2) , IMF? (LOOP) 

148 

158 
160 

LOOP: 

Listing 3 

(a) 

DOG 

ZEBRA 

ANT 

CAT 

MOUSE 

ANT 

ZEBRA 

DOG 

CAT 

MOUSE 

(b) 

ANT (sorted) DOG 

ZEBRA 

DOG 

CAT 

MOUSE 

ANT (s) 

CAT 

ZEBRA 

DOG 

MOUSE 

(c) 

ANT (s) 

CAT (s) 

ZEBRA 

DOG 

MOUSE 

(d) 

ANT (s) 

CAT (s) 

DOG (s) 

ZEBRA 

MOUSE 

NEXT LOOP2,LOOP 
REM ** OUTPUT DATA ARRAY 
FOR LOOF=@ TO NUM-i: PRINT IMF#(LOOP): 
END 

NEXT 

ZEBRA{DOG 

— NO SWAP 

ANT<DOG 

oa] oe — SWAP 

CATLANT MOUSE ANT 

— NO SWAP 

— NO SWAP 

ANT (s) 

CAT<DOG 
DOG<ZEBRA ZEBRA 
— SWAP CAT 

) MOUSE 

aa] — SWAP 

MOUSE¢.CAT 

— NO SWAP 

ANT (s) 

CAT (s) 

DOG<ZEBRA DOG 

— SWAP ZEBRA 

MOUSE 

MOUSE¢DOG 

— NO SWAP mas 

ANT (s) 

CAT (s) 

DOG(s) 

MOUSE (s) 

ZEBRA (s) 

MOUSE<ZEBRA 

— SWAP qa SORTED ARRAY... 

Fig 3 Selection Sort 

the top of the list on that par- 
ticular pass and exchanged 
with it if necessary. In this way, 
the name ‘Selection Sort is 
appropriate to the way in which 
it works, as the top item on each 
pass is selected from those 
below (and including) it. This 
can be demonstrated with ref- 
erence to our miniature array as 

in Fig 3. 
In this way, the same number 

of comparisons are required as 
the Bubble Sort but on the 
whole, less actual exchanges 
have to be named. In this way 
the overall time taken by the 

Selection Sort is less than that 
taken by previously described 
methods, for the same number 
of records. 

QUICK OR 
BINARY SORT 
The previous three methods of 
sorting items in an array of data 

relied on the same basic princi- 
ples: two nested loops, which 
had the effect of causing the 
program to pass over the data a 
finite number of times, the result 

at the end of each pass being 
one element that was in its cor- 

COMPUTING TODAY SEPTEMBER 1984 

rect place and could therefore 
be discounted from further 
passes. This continued until 
there were no more items left 
to consider. 

The Quick Sortrelies on a dif 
ferent concept from these pre- 
vious methods. The first item in 

_the array is taken as a‘starting 
block’ (or pivot) with which to 
compare further items. All items 
that are less than this pivot are 
placed above it and all that are 
greater than it are placed 
below it In this way, the record 
that was originally first has found 
its place in the array and the 

other records are on the correct 
side of this. The whole pro- 
cedure is then repeated for the 
items above and below this 
pivot, considering each as a 
separate entity and for the sub- 
sets within them, until a single 
item is left in a subset, where- 
uponitcan be dismissed. When 
there are no.subsets left to con- 
sider, the array is then sorted. 
Figure 4 will best explain this 
method. 

You will notice the use of 

pointers in this diagram: one =m, 
marks the current record, whilst 

the other marks the available => 
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SOFTWARE: All sorts of sort 

REM ** QUICKSORT 

REM ** INITIALISE VARIABLES 
OPEN "R",#1, “RANDOM. DAT" ,16 
FIELD #1,16 AS If 
FRINT CHR#(12) 

| INPUT “ENTER NUMBER OF DATA ITEMS “;NUM 

DIM IMF#(NUM-1) 
DIM STACK (10,1) 
REM * ENTER DATA 
FOR LOOP=1 TO NUM: GET#1,LO0OP: IMF#(LOOP—-1)= 

I#: NEXT LOOP 
PRINT "DATA LOADED... 

REM ** INITIALISE STACK 
STACK (@,@)=@: STACK (@,1)=NUM-1i: SP=0 
IF SP<@ THEN GOTO 26@: REM ** ARRAY SORTED 

P1i=STACK (SP,@): P2=STACK(SP,1): SP=SP-1 

REM *## QUICKSORT 
PIVOT#=IMF#(P1i): OLDP1=P1i:. OLDP2=P2: P2=P2+1 

P2=P2-1: IF P2=Pi THEN GOTO 220 
IF IMF#(P2)<PIVOTS THEN IMFS(P1)=IMFS(P2): G 

OTO 20@ ELSE GOTO 188 
200 Pi=Pi+i: IF Pi=P2 THEN GOTO 220 
210 IF IMF#(P1)>PIVOTS THEN IMF#(P2)=IMFS(P1): G 

OTO 18@ ELSE GOTO 200 

220 IMF#(P1)=PIVOT? 
230 IF OLDP1<P1i-1i THEN STACK(SP+1,@)=OLDP1i: STAC 

EXSP+1 71) =P1i—-f: Sr=sP+1 
240 IF P2+1<OLDP2 THEN STACK (SP+1,@)=P2+1i: STACK 

(SP+1,1)=OLDP2: SP=SP+1 

224 GOTO 1408 
260 REM ** OUTPUT SORTED ARRAY 
270 FOR LOOP=@ TO NUM-1: 

LOOP: END 

> 

Listing 4 

space in the array. In the first 
instance, the pointers are placed 
at either end of the set and the 
element pointed to by P] is 
stored in aseparate variable, so 
that this space can be over 
written. The comparisons now 
commence atthe element poin- 
ted to by P2: MOUSE < DOG, 
hence detrement pointer P2, 
CAT < DOG, hence place 
ZEBRA at Pl, now work down 

from this point. ZEBRA > DOG, 
hence place ZEBRA at P2. Now 
work upwards from P2 again, 
ANT< DOG, hence place ANT 
at Pl. the pointers have now 
metand the pivot, DOG, canbe 
placed at this point. Two sub- 
sets are now in evidence, one 
above and one below this point 
these must be individually sub- 
jected to the Quick Sort routine. 

This method is clearly more 
involved than those considered 
previously, asthe size of the pro- 
gram (Listing 4) indicates. 

More memory is required for 
this method of sorting, not only 
because of the relative size of 
the program but also because it 
uses more variables: a stack is 
employed to store the para- 
meters of the subsets that have 
yet to be sorted (remember that 
only one subset can be con- 
sidered at once). 

However, the overriding fac- 
toris the speed at which this sort 
operates (see timings below). 
Wheras the first three sorts in- 
crease exponentially in the 
time they take as the number of 

PRINT IMF#(LOOP): NEXT 

TYPE GR SORE 

Bubble 

Ripple 

Selection 

Quick 

items increases, the Quick Sort 
takes approximately the same 
time per item as the size of the 
list increases. With this know- 
ledge, we can accurately esti- 
mate the time the Quick Sort 
would take for a list of a pre- 
viously untested length. This 
type of sortis atits most effective 
on a totally randomly ordered 
file but is likely to be somewhat 
slower on a partially ordered 
file. 

NB Allofthe sorts in this selec- 
tion have the ability to handle 
duplications of any particular 
item in the array being sorted. 

TIMINGS 
The programs shown above 
were written on the Superbrain 
QOD in MBASIC. Each program 
uses a common data file called 
‘RANDOM. DAT, whichcontains 
16 byte records created at ran- 
dom using the RND function. 
The timings in Table 1 are those 
taken by the program men- 

(a) DOG 

DOG —-P1 

ZEBRA ZEBRA 

ANT ANT ANT 

ZEBRA —P2 

MOUSE 

CAT CAT —P2 

MOUSE —P2 MOUSE 

MOUSE¢DOG ZEBRA>DOG 

CAT<DOG 

(b) CAT 

CAT —P1 ANT 

ANT —P2 ANT —P1+P2=CAT 

ANT<CAT 

(c) ZEBRA 

ZEBRA —-P1 

MOUSE —P2 

MOUSE 

MOUSE<ZEBRA 

Fig 4 Quick or Selection Sort 

TABLE 1 

NUMBER OF RECORDS 

ao 50 I) 100 

H@3al 

1:07.07) .2:30;4 

Sue 299 52a 

OF Su/ 10.9 

She, SOS) 

oi/ Seu 

tioned to sort increasing num- 

bers of records from this file. All 
timings in Minutes: Seconds. 
Tenths of seconds. 

CONVERSION TIPS 
It is important to note that in the 
programs listed, all array sub- 
scripts start at zero, hence DIM 
IMF$(10) reserves eleven places 

forIMF§$. All zero elements have 
been used in order to save 

memory and it is important to 

CAT —P1 CAT 

ZEBRA —P1 ANT 

MOUSE —P1 + P2 = ZEBRA 

CAT 

ANT —P1+P2=DOG 

ZEBRA 

MOUSE 

ANT<DOG 

—SUBSET ONE RECORD LONG —SORTED 

—SUBSET ONE RECORD LONG —SORTED 

150 = O00. 356 
2:19.0 4:04.2 6:19.23 

4:23.2 6:55. 
1:58.0 3:25.0 5:21.0 

Wem 26.7. 38.9 

allow for this when using 
machines that start subscripts 
from one. 

The other major point con- 
cems the use ofthe SWAP state- 
ment, which exchanges the 
contents of the two variables 
which follow it. On machines 
wthout this statement, SWAP 
IMF $(X),IMF$(Y) can be sub- 
stituted with: 

TEMP$ = IMF$(X):IMF$(X) = 
IMF$(Y):IMF$(Y) = TEMPS. 

SUMMARY OF USAGE 
Bubble sort @ partially sorted files 

@ particularly small files 
@® conditions where memory capacity doesn't 

permit more elaborate methods 

Ripple sort @ as above 

Selection sort @® small/medium tiles 

@ conditions where memory capacity doesn't 
pemnit more elaborate methods 

Quick sort @ mainly medium/large files 
® preferably not partially sorted 
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_, 8B CBM64 SPECTRUM ORIC1 LYNX Nz 
So 

P, % Trapped in a fiendish Level 9 Adventure? 
yKolUi a r-lanlemeltiaaliale mon ram AU -la'm-) dime llt-|ce(-\0 ig 

You need escape plans! Send for one of Level 9’s great 
new clue sheets for help. The clue sheets are free and 
each answers hundreds of questions: follow the 
Takata cen ccelaromes ey ey evit-Com Ti daim coluiam-Voh(-Tanqvig- Mm Comet -) aelal-m 
(Don’t forget to send a stamped self-addressed 
envelope and tell us which game you have.) 

NEW REVIEWS: ‘‘Level 9 are fast establishing a name for 
themselves among computer adventurers as the Number 1. . 
producers of quality adventure software. All their adventures are 
(> 4 areola] hmm oLU] ay of =Yor-]US-Y- Wo) mr-M-j ol-Yeqt-] Mecolel late mm dal-\ mar) -me(-n-1 (0) o]-1e B 
the amount of description and the number of locations packed in 

_ 32K in truly amazing.’’ 
— Midweek, 10 May 84 

‘‘Quicksilva call themselves the ‘Game Lords’. That 
alielatam ol: Me) el-laM Com-leelUliil=1a) em 10] a dat-)a-Mer-lalm ol- ale) 

- doubt that Pete Austin and the team at Level 9 are 
the ‘Lords of Adventure’. | 

— Central Press Features, April 84 

‘*Play Lords of Time and get nine times the pleasure!’’ 
— Your Computer, May 84 

0odo3o< SOOO SOS OSS SGN S SS 

WSS SSS SS 
=) 3 

= ~ 

~<SBD 

AVAILABLE FROM: WH Smith and good computer 
shops nationwide. 

Mm colU] am (ofer:] me l-y-](-lamelol=\-Jn le ary Coled qa -)-) ie) 
adventures yet, ask him to contact us or: 
Centresoft, Drake Distribution, Ferranti & Craig, | 
Hi-Tech, Lime Tree, Microdeal, R&R or 
Wonderbridge. 

Level 9 Computing 
Colossal Adventure: the original mainframe 
adventure with 70 extra locations 

Adventure Quest: an epic journey across the 
weird landscape of Middle Earth 

Dungeon Adventure: a truly massive game 
which completes the Middle Earth Trilogy 

LJ 

Oj 

Snowball: could this be the biggest SF 
adventure in the world? OC 

h 
a 

Lords of Time: an imaginative romp throug 
World History 

| ENCLOSE A CHEQUE/PO FOR £9.90 
EACH 

—— 

MIVeIAnING sos: .cbteacs s-s sauio cee weet rere aon 

| | 7m a yi MVADGKESS2 i: (cae... ..cteney Siar eee ML ga 

- Vga! (one of those listed on the arch above, 
see with at least 32K of memory). 

Contact: 

LEVEL 9 COMPUTING 
Dept. ©, 229, Hughenden Road 

High Wycombe, Bucks. HP13 5PG 
Telephone: (0494) 26871 
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Personally, we think you'll like our approach to microcomputing. 
Each month, we invite our readers to join us in an abundance of 
feature articles, projects, general topics, software listings, news and 
reviews — all to help committed micro users make more of their 
microcomputers at home or at work. 

However, if you've ever missed a copy of Computing Today on the 
newstands, you'll not need us to tell you how valuable a subscription 
can be. Subscribe to CT and for a whole year you can sit back, 
assured that each issue, lovingly wrapped, will find its way through 
your letter box. | 

And it's not difficult! All you have to do is fill in the form below, cut it 
out and send it (or a photocopy) with your cheque or Postal Order a 
(made payable to ASP Ltd) to: 

COMPUTING TODAY Subscriptions, 
Infonet Ltd, 
Times House, 
179 The Marlowes, 
Hemel Hempstead, 
Herts HP] 1BB. 

Alternatively, you can pay by Access or Barclaycard in which case, 
simply fill in your card number, sign the form and send it off. Please 
don't send in your card. 

Looking for a magazine with a professional approach with material 
written by micro users for micro users? Why not do yourself a favour 
and make 1984 the year you subscribe to Computing Today and we'll 
give you a truly personal approach to microcomputing. 

ts 3 I am enclosing my (delete as necessary) 4 
cheque/ Postal Order/ International Money 

| SUBSCRIPTION Onderifor £206.05 3 tis 
| ORDER FORM (made payable to ASP Ltd) | 

or 
| Debit my Access/ Barclaycard“ 
| (“delete as necessary) | 

Cut out and SEND TO: | 

| COMPUTING TODAY Subscriptions (TT]T[IITITI111...1) | 
| a Please use BLOCK CAPITALS and include postcodes. : 

| 179 THE MARLOWES, NAME (Mr) Mri: Mise)... so ates ote Soe ed on Te eat | 
| HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, delete accordingly | 

| HERTS HP] 1BB. RDDAESSE ee se 

| Please commence my subscription to Computing cece deseceeduvneueueesecceeceteeetsstens | 
| Today with the .......... issue. I 

| SUBSCRIPTION £73790 Fors TWO issUleS) eek. renee ho > PRR crane otc ona rogers POSTCODE, 0ocis0cd wotnn hoe 7 

UK CL) ‘ 
| Pee £17 55 for 12 is4tide SIQNGtUTe Asi s.yscch ety ek = Oe eae PS Pw eRe l 

| a aah) Overseas Surface De Date ..c. Sie cant as RT ae. . atten. ommae 
sees £37.20 for 12 issues 

ieee Cs, het Ra Overseas Airmail 2 CT Aug ‘84 ad] 
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SOFTWARE: Beeb disassembler 

BEEB 
DISASSEMBLER 

Wayne Henderson 

In the April 1984 issue, CT presented an article by Don Thomasson on 
Disassembly Techniques with examples based on the BBC operating 
system version 1.2. That was the theory... This program gives you the 

necessary tool to put that theory into practice. 

niques, Don Thomasson 
specified the necessary 

tools for disassembly as: 

|: Disassembly Tech- 

@ A disassembly routine to 
display both Hexadecimal 
and Alphabetical interpreta- 
tions of data with an optional 
printing facility. 
@ A sorting program to sort 
the accumulated list of entry 
points into the correct 
sequence. 

While I can't help on the 
second _ point, I have 
managed to produce a dis 
assembler specifically for the 

Beeb which does a little more 
than the nommal ‘run of the mill 
disassembler. This program 
not only disassembles the 
machine code in ROM but 
undoes the actions the inter- 
preter performs when storing a 
BASIC program. 

I hope this program will not 
only be a useful utility but also 
give programmers a_ better 
idea of what happens to their 
BASIC programs as they are 
typed in. 

OBJECTIVES 
When I started to write this 
program I had the following 
objectives in mind: 

COMPUTING TODAY SEPTEMBER 1984 

£4480 

1 4 

Lois 

168s 

lf 

iS 

ies FAS TEND ANT Bebe x 

ig 

LOWie 2S AND fi 

[ PS Be 
—, nocd 

? p, oy. ' age i” 1 toe it en | fe 
PU Py ty ed oo x aces aS wp Sad DI fly Bex ay "at Re” LEE tt 

Example 1 How coded lien numbers and tokenised keywords 
are stored in user memory. 

tare. return 

CLiLNE NOw? 

f S58) } 

4h Poy th ecs 

RESTORE 

23.0 Gun & 

coded Line 

i } 

( 1640 ? 

ic } 
‘ < 

FOR 
[3 akc co 

REA 

SO ace 
—, 
ong 

* 

SEG a Cl Go 

care. return 

CLT NE shila > 

{ 668 } 

y bytes 

NEXT 

ENDFPROC 
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EVAL 

nothing 

Sac 

DREN IN 

fal 

printer 

J 
FOINT ¢ 

WIDTH 

JSF OSNEWL <a SAC 

TF 

BCS &DCAD 

JMF DEBS 

Example 2 One of the routines explained in Disassembly 
Techniques by Don Thomasson. 

CF INDY? 

btext window 

per kere or 

(GEREN 3 is ee | 

defot window 

: printer an 

CBREUTY LS al 

= groh,. window 

preinker on 

(BOE TY: Las) 1 

ne | =6mode 6 Select 

meat er 

i 

derault coal 

printer an 

CF TLE) j 

gphs col 

nreanter on 

i 

clear gohs. 

F printer on 

Hea a bes ves 

bess Care. rehburn 

PAGE (riaqht) 

by ee [5 

ERM 

down i line 

eon Tad eee feats 

DSWROH 

OSWRCH 
at 

HED dito: alee 

1S Gare. return 

(WRCHY) eat if 

a page an 

printer on 

(WORDY 3} 1 Ly 

lea clear text 

printer an 

1 

chown 

back Space 

printer 

nothing 

Carr, return 

Example 3 Part of the top of the Operating System ROM 
showing the vectored jumps to service routines. 

Sage 
Bi 
a2 

amas 
“4 
as 

REN é 

SUA iA ASL 42 

“ig ivi 
ae 

cols, 

tPA 

BAL? 

BWA 

AGIF 6E ee ADA 
LE 
17 
le Bet 

BB@ikt 

is 

Move cue sor 

md D) 

Le 

EET 

Vertis 

fa 

page on 

nething 

i 

fy 

3 

Mf 
7 

nothing 

3 

down 1 line 

care. return 

RS Rea kine) a 

Example 4 Acorn’s copyright message at the start 
of the Interpreter. 

@ In addition to the normal 
hexadecimal and mnemonic 
display, it had to provide the 
name of Operating System 
routines and vectors, from a 

look up table, whenever these 
appeared as an operand. 
When this was done it would 
be easy for the user to name 
the routines he himself found, 
while poking around in the 
ROM area, in the same table. 

The program would then do 
some of the work of identifying 
where jumps and_ branch 
instructions were going to. 

@ The program had to cope 
not only with ASCII characters 
but also with: 

1 The Tables of data so that 
the disassembler did not slip 
out of sync when it came to 
the end of a table. There 
really is no way round this 
except to display each loca- 
tion on a single line — if an 
instruction is wrong then the 
user will have enough space 
to alter it. 
2 The tokenised keywords 
which are used by the 
interpreter. 

3 The special way that the 
Beeb stores program line 
numbers. 

These last two would allow the 
disassembly of BASIC pro- 
grams in their stored format. 
As the program is unable to 
distinguish between different 
types of data, I decided to dis- 
play the information in as 
many forms as possible. The 
intelligent user does all the 
thinking and the dumb micro 
does all the tedious manipula- 
tion. If your machine isn't too 
user friendly then it may be 
the other way round! 

@ Adding a bit of colour. This 
not only looks good but is 
functional as it helps to dis- 
tinguish between fields of 
data. Mode 7 seemed 
appropriate as I only needed 
to display text. 
@ Adding a printing facility 
(which presented a slight pro- 
blem as my Epson printer did 
not like teletext control codes, 
but more about that later). 
@ Incorporating a certain 
amount of user control over 
the display, ie single step, 
scrolled, paged and so on 
while the program was 
running. 

@ Allowing the use of pseudo 
variables like PAGE as input 
to the ‘start address’ and ‘end 
address’ prompts. 
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SOFTWARE: Beeb disassembler 

N MEMORY LOCATIONS 

TABLE | 

4096s 2048s 

Fig 1 How the memory locations are stored in a line of n length. 

nwo 

BaD 

6E 
SOF , 

sla 7 i 

B7S 

7E 
Ba7 
pil 
BQ7E oe 
saea 

B1 

EAB & 

BMS? 

BMS 

eh 

BBE 

8B 

g(t 

RISD 

BSE 

SWer 

i 

be haf 

SAG IS 

sr 

SA? 4. 

BAPE 

CHAS & 
7 
CA, 

IMF &8Aeo 

EOR 

LR 

ECR CZs a 

DEC &1@ 

e 

AND 

TAR ¢ 

hs 

D 

AMD 

nothing 

re 

K 

2 

ARS 

noething 

ACS 

nothing 

my 
8) 
<f 

fi 

is 

ADVAL 

nabkhing 

a 

=) 
i 

ASC 

nothing 
: 

S 

i 

ASM 

nathing 

iy 

T 

ie 

ATM 

nothing 

fi 
Li 

Ag 
“4 

ALTO 

clear gpohs. 

Example 5 The start of the interpreter’s look up table of 
keywords and their tokens. 

16384s OQ 

As 2s 

5125 256s 

TOKENS AND 
BASIC STORAGE 
Whenever a line of BASIC is 
typed into the BBC machine 
and the RETURN key is 
pressed, the resident inter 
preter changes the line into a 
more condensed format to 
save user memory space. The 
line is stored in the format 
shown in Fig 1. 
Any keywords that are pre- 

sent in the line are changed 
into hexadecimal codes 
called tokens (see pages 483- 
484 of the User Guide for a full 
list of tokens). For example, 
every time the keyword PRINT 
appears in a program it is rep- 

resented by the byte &F1l. To 
make things more complex, 
all line numbers after GOTO, 
GOSUB and RESTORE are 
stored in a special way. The 
line number is replaced with » 
byte 141 (or &8D in hex) and 
three bytes of code to repre- 
sent the value of the line num- 
ber. These bytes can be 
calculated from Table 1. The 
bits with a bar above their 
value are zero if the line num- 
ber does contain their value 
and one if it does not This 
type of approach speeds up 
the execution of GOTO and 
RESTORE and so on and is 
one of the reasons why BBC 
BASIC is so fast. 
A more detailed explana- 

tion of these principles and of 
the way in which the Beeb 
stores variables can be found 
in either The BBC Micro 
Revealed by Jeremy Rushton 
or The BBC Micro : An 
Expert Guide by Mike 
James. Both books contain a 
lot of useful information but 
Mike James doés not cover the 
topic of coded line numbers 
and Jeremy Rushton has made 
a slight mistake in describing 
the format of BASIC lines. His 
book describes the line num- 
ber following the carriage 
retum as being in the order 
LSB MSB, when in fact it is the 

other way round. We could 
also mention here that the 
Acom User Guide is not infal- 
lible. There is a mistake in the 
6502 instruction set on page 

908. It lists JMP (indirect 
addressing) as &8C when it 
should be &6C; the code &8C 
represents STY (absolute 
addressing). 

USING THE 
PROGRAM 
When running the program 
you will be presented with the 
prompt ‘start address. You 
may enter the address in 
decimal or in hexadecimal if it 
is prefixed by ‘&’. It will also 
accept the psuedo variables 
PAGE, LOMEN,  HIMEN, 
BASIC (&8000) and MOS 
(&COO0). If you press RETURN 
instead then the start address 
will default to €O0000. You will 
then be asked for an ‘end 
address. The same rules 
apply but the default is now 
GFFFF. The program will not 
accept an end address which 
is less than the start address. 
You will then be asked if you 
require a hard copy, reply 
with a Y or N answer. When 
the program is running, the 
following keys will produce 
the effects listed below. 

No heading 
Restores heading 
Reduces height of heading 
Enlarges height of heading 
Makes program scroll 
continuously 
Makes program scroll 
single step 
Puts program in paged 
mode (use shift keys to 
move on) 

40 Maoh mor@y ucts ela ne. 

The program will stop when it 
reaches the specified end 
address or the Escape key is 
pressed. You will be asked if 
you want another disassembly 
— N will end the program and 
Y will take you back to the 
start address prompt with all 
format preserved. In this way, 
you can wander round the 
memory without ever having 
to restart the program. 

FEATURES 
@ Notice how error handling 
is used at the start of the pro- 
gram to trap the emors 
generated by EVAL when the 
user gives silly inputs. It also is 
used to inform the user of any 
possible programming enrors 
at line 1890 yet doesn't allow 
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10 REM DISASSEMBLER / DETOKENISER 

20 REM Copyriaht (C) Wayne Henderson 

50 REM written FER. 1984 

40 *TYV 255,0 

5@ MODE7 

:FROCdri ver 

tFormat#="H" 

:Scrolls="F" 

:VDUL4 

POMS. 

6@ ON ERROR GOTO 1880 
70 VDU1I3S 

:INPUT" Start address "“,Loc# 

84 IF Loc#="PAGE" LZ=PAGE 

:GOTO16a 

$96 IF Loc#="LOMEM" L%Z=LOMEM 

:GO0TO168 ; 

100 IF Lect="HIMEM" L.”=HIMEM 

:GOTO1S68 

110 IF Loc#="BASIC" LZ=28000 

:G0TO146 

120 IF Loct="MOS" Lv%=2.cooo 

:GOTOisa 
130 IF Loct="" LZ=0 

:GOTO16a 

140 ON ERROR GOTO 62 

150 L“~=EVAL Loct 

160 ON ERROR GOTO 1880 

170 IF L“Z<@ OR LZS&FFFF THEN 48 

180 VDU1IS4 

: INPUT" End address ",End¢ 

190 IF End#="PAGE" End“%=PAGE 

:GOTO27a 

200 IF End?="LOMEM" End%=LOMEM 

. : GOTO270 

210 IF End#="HIMEM" End%=HIMEM 

:GOTO270 

220 IF Endt="BASIC" End%=%8000 

:GOTO270 

230 IF End#="MO0S" End%Z=2.C000 

2 GOTOL7@ 
240 IF End$="" End“zsxkFFFF 

: GOTO278 

25@ ON ERROR GOTCG 168 

260 End“z=EVAL End+ 
2708 ON ERROR GOTO 188a 

280 IF End%#<6 OR End%>kFFFF THEN 160 

290 IF End%<L.% GOTO460 
ELSE NC“Z=L% 

> Lnxz=L4-4 

:GTZ=L%-4 

304 FRINT 
:VDULS@ 
SeRINT 4) “Hardcopy “Yo or oN@s 2 

310 At=GETS 
:1F ASS S"V" AND AF<>"N" THEN 310 

ELSE FRINTAS 
:IF At="Y" CALLZADC 

:VDU2 

spraintout=1 

ELSE printout=0 

320 PRINT’ 

: REPEAT 

:PROCuser 
338 TF Format#="H" AND LZ MOD 3S2=6 

340 IF Serollt="S" ANY#=GETS 

35a PROCLocation 

:FROChex 

:PROCmnemonic 

>PROCdec 

:PROCasciil basic 

:FROCupdate 
UNTIL NC%ZSSFFFF OR LY“ End% 

360 FRINT’ 

> VDUISO@ 
:FRINT" END OF DISASSEMBLY" 

370 FRINT 

:CALL&AES 

tprintout=0 

2:VDUS,131 
!FRINT"ANOGTHER DISASSEMBLY ‘Y° or 

S80 *FX21,0 

390 At=GET# 
IF A$Se"V" AND AF >"N" GOTOSBA 

400 IF At="Y¥" PRINT’ 

: GOTO4Sa 

ELSE PRINT 

:ON ERROR OFF 

410 END 
420 DEF FROCmnemonic 

430 MNS=" sd 

:OP$="" 

:LEZ=1 

:IF NCZ<2LA%~ VDU 131 

=PRINTSFC (13) 5 

: ENDPROC 

440 IF HiZ=&FF MNS="?" 

»>MCZ=1 

ELSE RESTORE 1488 

:FOR X=@TOH1% 
:READ MNF ,MCZ% 

: NEXT 

450 RESTORE 1680 

:FOR X=1 TO MCZ% 

:READ LEX 

>NEXT 

:FROCOper and 

:FROCroutine 

>PROCvector 

>=FROCsymbols 

2VDULS1 
SPRINT” "“sSMN#;" “3 0P%35FPC C22-P0S) ; 

: ENDPROC 

460 DEF PROCupdate 

470 IF L%SNCZ NCZ=LZ+LEZX 
480 IF H1iZ=2@D AND L%>Ln4+3 AND LZ« 2-&DFF PROC]ine_no 

:Ln%Z=LZ+1 

490 IF H1Z=&8D AND LZ>GT“+3 PROCG 

:GTAZSLA+1 

SOO 1 %=L “+1 

sENDFROC 

S18 BEF PROC Line reo 

we LINZASH2%4256+HS4 

sLit="¢(LINE NO.>" 

2: ITF H2%=2£FF 1L1it="FROGRAM END" 

gawd Leg 

:LSS=STRE CH4%) 

= LS$=LSt+STRINGS (4—LEN(LS#) " "+" 

> ENDPROC 

S44 DEF FPROCoOper and 

SS@ [F LE*Z=1 ENDFROC 

960 TF LEZ=2 OPZ=H24 

37M IF LEZ=3 OP“=H2A+ (HSZLZ#256) 

S30 [F MOy<211 THEN 600 

590 IF H2%7127 OPZ=L“Y%+H2%4-254 

ELSE OFPZ=LZ+H2%4+2 

600 OPS=STRE~ (OFX) 

bytes 

0 7 ae 

PROCheading 

CUE STRS (LINZ +STRING# (7-LEN(STR# (LINZ) ) ," 

r1P LEN(OR#)=3 OR LEN(OPS)=1 OPS="O"+0F4 
610 OFF="2"+0R 4 

: ENDPROC 

620 DEF FPROCrOutine 

630 IF LEZ=1 ENDFROC 

640 IF OFF="" OR OFXZ<%FFB9 ENDFROC 

650 RESTORE 1660 

:FOR X=1TO1% 

>READ RA, RA 

IF R4Z=OFP% OFF=FS 

660 NEXT 

: ENDFROC 

670 DEF FPROCVvector 

680 IF LEZ=i ENDFROC 
690 IF OPS="" OR GP4<&200 OR OPFZ>&234 ENDPROC 

742Q@ RESTORE 1640 

:FOR X#LTO27 

=READ RE,RY 

: IF R“Z=-OFXZ GFS=RF 

71G NEXT 

:ENDFROC 

720 DEF PROCSsymbols 
730 IF MC%=1 OR MCZH=S OR MC%=4 OR MCZ=11 ENDFROC 

740 IF MCZ=2 OFF="A" 

» ENDE ROC 

750 IF MC%=5 OPS="#"+0PS 

=: ENDPROC 

760 IF MC%=6 OR MC%=10 OFS=OPF+", X" 

>: ENDPROC 
770 IF MC%Z=7 OR MCA=135 OFF=OPS+",Y" 

: ENDF ROC 

780 IF MCZ=8 OFS=" ("+OR$+",xX)" 

>: ENDPROC 

790 IF NCK=? OPS="("+OP$+") ,Y" 

> ENDP ROC : 

800 IF MOZH12 ORFS" ("+0R$+") " 

> ENDFPROC 

810 DEF PROCLocation 

He (LArL? 

: =? (LZ~+2) 
sH4%2=7 (LZ+3) 

:IF L%=NCZ THEN 3850 

BAO Le=STREY(LY MOD 25S) 

:IF LEN(L$)<2 L$=" O"+LF 

ELSE ts=" “+L$ 

B40 YOULSS 

=f NTL; 

: ENDPROC 

85@ L#=STR#* (LZ) 

860 IF LEN(LS)=1 Lé="O0O"+L4 

870 IF LEN(L$)=2 L#="00"+LS 

880 IF LEN(L#)=3 L#="O0"+Ls 

870 VDULSS 
:PRINTLSs 
:ENDPROC 

900 BEF PROCdec 

$10 Dect=STRE(H1I%) 

: Dec#=STRINGS (S-LEN (Dec#) ," ")+Dec# 

: VEBULS@ 

:PRINTDec#; 

: ENDPROC 

920 DEF FROCascii basic 

930 Base="" 

:IF L%ZS=FPAGE AND LZ<LOMEM AND (L%<Ln%+3 OR L“z<GTA+S) 

> VDU1L29 

“PRINT: Bast 

:ENDF ROC 

940 IF H1%4=127 VDLUI2? 

=PRINT "delete" 

: ENDFPROO 

950 IF H1%=2FF VDUI29 

PRINT 

> ENDPROC 

960 IF H1%=32 VDULSS 

=PRINTS space" 

: ENDFROC 

970 IF Hi%2127 PROCKeyword 

: ENDFROC 

980 IF H1%<32 PROCcontrol 

> ENDPROC 

992 Bast=CHRE(H1%) 

:YVDULSS 

:PRINTBas} 

: ENDPROC 

1@@@ DEF FROChex 

iMtW Hext=STRE™ (HLA) 

:IF LEN(Hex$)<2 Hex$="O"+Hext 

1020 VDU 134 

;PRINTHex +; 

:ENDPROC 

1230 DEF PROCkeyword 

i1@4@0 RESTORE 14690 

:FOR X=%89 TO H1i% 

:READ Bast 

= NEXT 

IF HiZ%Z=%8D VDUL29 

ELSE YDU1ISS 

if@5@ FPRINTBas+ 

: ENDPROC 

1@6@ DEF PROCcontroal 

1070 REMRESTORE 146@ 

2A——1 

>: REPEAT 

2:READ Asct 

> A=X+1 

>UNTIL X=H1IZ 

iM@8@ IF H1i%<210 RESTORE 17390 

ELSE RESTORE 1790 

10° %=-1 

>: REPEAT 

:READ Bast 

oXsA+1 

PROCLine string 

UNTIL ¢H1%<&10 AND XSH1%) OR (H1Z>&RF AND X+&10=H17%) 

11096 VBU129 

:PRINTBast 

> ENDPROC 

1110 DEF PROCS 

112@ 81%=H2%-64 

2B =HS%-64 

rs H4%-64 

273 

1130 IF B1“Zs=32 TA=T4+128 

:B1%=B61 

1149 IF B2 “Z=TA+32 

1150 IF BS 

2BSz 

11460 IF BS T“ZA=TA+LS 

> B2%=BR224-16 

1170 1F BS2Z>=16 TH=TX+4096 

>: BSYA~=BS32Z-16 

1180 IF Biz<ié& TA=T£H+64 

ELSE BiZ=B1ix%-16 

1190 IF B2Z>=8 TZ=T4+8 

24-8 
>=8 TX=TAZ+2048 

: BSZ=H3~%-8 

1210 IF B2%>=4 THZ=T%+4 

> B2%=B2%-4 

1220 IF BSAZ3=4 TY=T4+1024 
: BS%~=B3%-4 

1230 IF B1ix%<4 Tx=T%4+16384 

ELSE Biz=B1%-4 
1240 IF B24>=2 TX=T%+2 

:B2 4-2 
1250 IF B3Zr=2 TZ=T4+512 

> BSAZ=BS4-2 
1260 IF B2%4=1 TZL=TL+1 



” 

~~? 

1270 IF BS%=1 TA=TX%+256 

1280 Lit="( yu 
:L2$="( "+STR#(TZ) +STRINGS (7-LEN(STR#(TZ)) " ")e"D" 
piss" 4 3 
: ENDPROC 

1290 DEF PROCline_ string 

1500 IF L%=Ln% OR L“Z=GT% Bast=Li+ 
> ENDFROC 

1340 IF L%=Ln%+1 OR L“=GT%+1 Bast=L2+ 

> ENDFROC 

1320 IF L“Z=Ln~+2 OR LZSGT%+2 Bas$=Lae 

: ENDFROC 

ELSE ENDFROC 

1330 DEFPROCuser 
1340 USERS=INKEYS (@) 

:IF USER#="P" VDUI4 

: Scroll $=USER* 
Pip eles at ot OR USER#="S" VDUIS 

: Scroll $=USERS 

1360 IF USER#="H" OR USERS="N" Format #=USERS 

1370 IF USERS="R" printout=1 

1380 IF USERS="E" printout=0 

1390 *FX 21,0 

1400 ENDFROC 

1410 DEF PROCheading 

1420 IF printout=1i THEN 1458 

1430 IF (LY%«<FAGE OR LZ%>TOF) FOR X=17TO2 

:VDU141,133 

sPRINT"Loc"; 

:VDU 1234 

:PRINT"Hex ''s 

:VDU 131 

tPRINT’ Mnemonic 24 

:VDU139 

sPRINT"Dec"; 

:VDU1SS 

tPRINT"A" Ss 

:VDU1L29 

SPRINTS" s 

:VDUISS 

:PRINT"C"s 

: VDU129 

SPRING IT: 

:VDU1SS 

:PRINT"I" 

: NEXT 

: ENDPROC 

1440 IF L“Z>=PAGE AND L“%<=TOP FOR X=1TO2 

-VDU141,133 

:PRINT"Loc"s; 

:VDU 134 

: PRINT “Hex”s 

:VDU i331 

=: PRINT “Mnemonic HAC} 

: VDU1S8 

:PRINT*Dec"; 

:YDU1ISS 

:PRINT"B"; 

:VDU129 

:PRINT™“A"s 

:VYDBU135 

:PRINT"S"; 

:VBULI29 

:PRINT"I"s: 

:YDUISS 

:FPRINT"C" 

> NEXT 

: ENDPROC 

1450 IF (L“~XPAGE OR L4%>TOP) VDULS3 

SPRINES Coc %s 
:VDU 134 

tPRINT"'Hex "ss 

:YDU 131 

: PRINT! Mnemenic ees 

:VDUL3@ 

SPRINT" Dec's 

:VDULISS 

SPRINT“ A'S 

:VDULZ9 

:PRINT"S"s 

> VDUISS 

:PRINT"C"; 

:VDU129 

SPRINT obs 

:VDUISS 

SPRING EL? 

> ENDPROC 

1440 [F L%>=PSGE AND LZ<=TORP VDUISS 

tPRINT"Loc "3 

*VDU 134 

7 PRINT" Hex 

: PRINT" Mnemonic 4 

sVDULS8 

tPRINT' Dec" s S 
:VDUISS ra 
PPRINT! EY 
:VDUL29 
sPRINT"A"s 
:VDU1ISS 

:PRINT"S"s 
: VDULE9 
:PRINT"I"s 
:VDUIS5 
:PRINT’C" 
:ENDFROC 

1470 ENDPROC 
1480 DATA BRE.1,0RQ,8,7,1,7,1,27,1,0RA,4,ASL,4,7,1,PHP,1,ORA,5,ASL,2,7,1,27,1,0RA4 
pale Wiig tah : 

1490 DATA BPL,11,0RA,9, 
A,6,A8L,6,7451 

(S@aQ DATA JSR 
LAND, 3,ROLS 3,7? 
1510 DATA BMI.11,AND, 9,7,1,7,1,27,1,AND,1@,ROL,10,7,1,SEC,1,AND,7,7,1,7,1,7,1,AN 

D,6,ROL,6,7,1 
1920 DATA RTI,1,.E0R,8,7,1,7.1,7,1,E0R,4,L5R,4,7,1,FHS,1,E0R,5,.5R,2,7,1,3MF,5,6 

OR, 3,LSR,3,7,1 
1930 DATA BYC,11,EOR,9,7,1,7,1,7,1,E0R,10,L5F,10,7,1,CL1,1,EOR,7,7,1,7,1,7,1,E0 

R,6,LSR.4,7,1 
154@ DATA RTS.1,ADC,8,7,1,7,1,7,1,ADC,4,ROR,4,7,1,FLA,1,ADC,5,ROR,2,7,1,J0MP,12, 

ADC, 3,ROR,3,2.1 
i55@ DATA BYS.11,ADC,9,7,1,7,1,7,1,ADC,10,7,1,7 

atisilseitigel 
156@ DATA 7.1,57T4.8,7,1,7, 

BE SHEK Goes ek 
1570 DATA BCC,11.5TA,9.7,1,7,1,5TY,10,STA.i10,STX,13,7,1,TYA,1,STA,7,TXS,1,7,1,? 
pheSlAy G.2, 1. 2.4 
1586 DATA LDY.5,LDA,8,LDX,5,7,1,LDY,4,LD4&,4,LDx%,4 
3 LDA, Ss DX, 35751 
"1590 DATA BES 11. DAS 5 Py dy Bist gLDY, 10, CDA,1O. xX ose ee CET DAL 7 TSX 4 hg Pets 
DY,6,LDA,6,LDX,7,7,1 
1694 DATA CFY,5,CMP,8,7,1,7,1,CPY,4,CMF,4,DEC,4,7,1,INY,1,CMP,5,DEX,1,7,1,CFY,3 

,QMP 53, DEC,S, 7,4 

1614 DATA BNE,11,CMP,9,7,1,7,1,7,1,CMP,1@,DEC,10,7,1,CLD,1,CMF,7,7,1,7,1,7,1,CM 
P,6,DEC,46,7,1 
1620 DATA CFX,S,SHC,8,7,1,7 

,SBC,S,INC,%, 27,1 
1630 DATA BEG@,11,SBC,9 y?qyly?el,?741,SBC,10, INC,10,7,1 ,SED,1,SBC,7, 2515 2.14 751,55B8 

C,6,1INC,4,7,1 
1640 DATA. USERV ,&200,BRKV, £202, IROIV,&£204, IRO2ZY ,&206,CLIV,&208, BYTEYV, &20A, WORDY 

»&20C ,WRCHY,&20E ,RDCHV,&210,FILEV,&212, ARGSV ,&214, BGETY, u216, BRUTY, &218, GBPBV, &2 
BO ANDOU S aU CURE aa eEE ENNTY 8228 5 UPTV ,&222 

650 DATA NETV,&224,VDUV,&226,KEYYV, 228, INSV ,&224,REMV,&22C0,CNPV,&22E,INDIV,&23 
Ean &2352,1NDSV,&234 

Py15?y 15% 91 ,0RA,10,ASL,10,7,1,CLC,1,0RA,7,2,15751,7,1,0R 

3,AND,8,7,1,7,1,BIT,4,AND,4,ROL,4,7,1,PLP,1,AND,5,ROL,2,7,1,BIT,3 

MAP SET 1 SADC; 7 4%, 152414 29d ADESA 

1,5TY,4,57A,4,51X,4,7,1,DEY,1,7, 1 »TXA,1, Pai STY,3,5TA 

57,1, TAY, 1,LDA,S, TAX, 1,251;,LDY 

,1,CPX,4,SBC,4,INC,4,?7,1,INX,1,SBC,5,NOP,1,7,1,CFX,3 
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1660 DATA OSCLI,&FFF7,OSBYTE,2FFF4,O0SWORD, &FFF1,OSWRCH,&FFEE,OSNEWL ,2FFE7,OSASC 
I, &FFES,OSRDCH, &FFEQ@,OSFILE,&FFDD,OSARGS,&FFDA,OSBGET ,&FFD7,OSBFUT,&FFD4,0SGBFB, 
&FFD1,OSFIND,&FFCE,NVRDCH,®FFCB,NVWRCH,&FFCS,GSREAD,&FFCS,GSINIT,&FFC2 
1670 DATA OSEVEN, &FFBF,OSRDRM, &FFR9 
1680, DATA S phistSy ee 2S. 36212. 2.2.3.2 
1690 DATA AND,DIV,EOR,MOD,OR,ERROR,LINE,OFF,STEP,SPC,TAB(,ELSE,THEN,coded line, 
sFPTR(Lett > 

1700 DATA PAGE (left ),TIME(left ),LOMEM(left ),HIMEM(left ),ABS,ACS,ADVAL,ASC,A 
SN,ATN, BGET,COS,COUNT,DEG,ERL,ERR 

1710 DATA EVAL ,EXP,EXT, FALSE, FN,GET,INKEY, INE TR Gy ais LEN,LN,LOG,NOT,OPENIN, OFEN 
Oe FI 

720 DATA FOINT(,FPOS,RAD,RND,SGN,SIN,SOR,TAN,TO, TRUE, USR, VAL, YFOS,CHR#, GETS, INK 
ane 

173@ DATA LEFT#,MID#,RIGHT#,STR#,STRING#,EOF,AUTO, DELETE,LOAD,LIST,NEW,OLD,RENU 
MBER, SAVE, ,PTR(right) 

1740 DATA PAGE (right) , TIME (right) ,LOMEM (right) 
IN, CLEAR, CLOSE, CLG,CLS,DATA,DEF,DIM, DRAW 

»HIMEM (right? ,SOUND, BFUT,CALL,CHA 

1750 DATA END,ENDPROC,ENVELOFE ,FOR,GOSUR,GOTO,GCOL,IF,INPUT,LET,LOCAL ,MODE ,MOVE 
»NEXT,ON,VDU 

1760 DATA PLOT,PRINT,PROC,READ,REM,REFPEAT ,REPORT,RESTORE,RETURN,RUN,STOFP,COLOUR 
> FRACE ,UNTIL,WIDTH, 

1770 DATA NUL,SOH,STX,ETX,EOT,EN@,ACK,BEL,BS ,HT ,LF ,VT ,FF ,CR ,SO ,SI ,DLE,D 

C1,D02,DC3,DC4,NAK,SYN,ETB,CAN,EM ,SUB,ESC,FS ,GS ,RS :US . 

178@ DATA nethangepeeiter Baearinier Sap off, sep. curs’s,join curs’s,e 

nable VDU,beep,back space,fwd. space,down 1 line,up 1 Maeteiesr text,carr. retu 
rn,page on,page off 

1798 DATA clear gphs.,def text col,def gphs col,def log. col ,default col,disabl 

© YDU,mode select,reprog.char.,grph.window,"Flot K,x,y 

window,grph. origin,home cursor,move cursor 

1800 DEF PROCdriver 

1810 V%=%20E 

XLZ=PVZ 

sYA=VZ7 1 

Dwrechv=X“Z+256"Y% 

1820 FOR PASS=4 TO 6 STEP 2 

1830 PZ=2ABD 

1840 C 

:OFT FASS 

> PHA 

:CLC 

: CMP#&.80 

:BCC end 

>: LDA#&1 

:JSR wrchv 

: LDA#%20 

:JSR wrechv 

:LDA#&1 

:JSR wrechv 

>: LDAHR 20 

2J3SR wreehy 

:LDAKSS 
2JSR wrehy 

?FLA 
:JSRF wreechy 
:LDAHR2 

SJMF wreehy 

z:.end FLA 

:JMF wrechy 

1850 PHG 

: LDA#EBO 

:STA Vz 

> LDAHYOA 

STA VA+tl 

RTS 

: FHA 

tL DARX% 

:STA VA 

:LDARY™” 

:STA Va+4 

PLA 

rRITS 

od 

1868 NE XY 

1870 ENDFROC 

1860 #FxX21,0@ 

1890 IF ERR<>17 REPORT 

SPRINT San SERIE 

: Z=GET 

1982 SGOTOS66 

the program to crash. Good 
error handling can greatly 
enhance a program and is a 
boon for the programmer and 
non specialist user. 
@ The small machine code 
routine set up by the PROC- 
driver shows how interrupting 
the operating system vectors 
can get you out of an 
awkward situation. Here I 

have interrupted the writer 
character routine vector 
WRCHYV in order to prevent 
the teletext control codes 
going to the printer. If this is 
not done, my Epson printer 
becomes quite demented. All 
I have done is to intercept 
codes greater than &7F, send 
two spaces to the printer, tum 

off the printer, send the code 

to the screen and tum the 
printer on again. Two spaces 
are sent to the printer in order 
to space out the data and 
make it more legible. With 80 
character per line printers, this 
leaves plenty of room for 

hand-written comments. 

sdef ‘t window,escape,text 

EXPANSION 
POSSIBILITIES 
There is room for expansion. . 
For example, you could get 
rid of the decimal numbers in 
the display and change 
PROCmnemonic to cope with 
names up to 10 letters long. 
The user could write a PROC 
similar to PROCroutine or 
PROCvector and incorporate 
his own names, for modules he 
finds in memory, in the data 
lists. When the disassembler 
comes to the start of a valid 
module, the variable NC% 
must be set to the start of the 
location of the start of the 
module, as NC% holds the 
location of the next valid op- 
code. If this is not done, the 

first byte of the program may 
be interpreted by the program 
as part of the operand of the 
op-code it met The disassem- 
bler would then be out of syn- 
chronisation until it met the 
next op-code with no 
operand. 
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AUGUST 1983 
Speeding up the Sharp, Premier Dragon disc 
drive, Sord M5 review, BBC String Store, 
Planetfall. 

SEPTEMBER 1983 
FELIX knowledge shops, Software protection, 
Torch disc pack, ZX81 Backgammon, Dragon 
character generator, Three Tandy computers. 

OCTOBER 1983 
Slingshot game, Sharp MZ-700 review, Sharp 
MZ-3541 review, Z80 Disassembler, A better 
TRSDOS, Improved VIC-20 editor. 

NOVEMBER 1983 
BBC Word Processor, ZX LPRINT review, Laser 
200 review, Writing Adventures, Leaming 
FORTH Part 1, PET tape append. 

DECEMBER 1983 
MIKRO assembler review, Getting More from 
the 64 Part 1, Adventures part 2, Curve-fitting, 

BACKNUMBERS 
MAY 1983 
Spectrum Book Survey, Oric-1 Review, Going 
FORTH Again, Jupiter Ace review. 

JUNE 1983 
Interrupt handling, Rubic simulation on the 
Spectrum, Beating the RS232 Blues, Lynx 
review, Indexer. 

JULY 983 
em | Atari renumber, 16-bit micros, Bomb-proof 

Tandy, Olivetti Praxis 30 review, Ikon Hobbit 
een tape drive review. 

MARCH 1983 
Colour Genie reviewed, Epson HX-20 review, 
PEEKing the Spectrum, Into Ataris BASIC, 
Terminology translated. 

APRIL 1983 
Froglet on the BBC Micro, PC-1251 hand-held 
review, Valley Variations, Galaxy reviewed, 
Micro Database, Lower case UK101. 
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SERIES : Modifying CBM 64 BASIC 

Tony Cross 

us see them too). 

ROM routines as they relate io particular features of the 
Commodore 64's BASIC (floating point numbers, strings and 

so on). In this final part Fm going to tidy up the loose ends by 
looking at the remaining routines that didn't fit into any of these 
PIGEON Noles. 

I n the earlier paris of this series I have described the various 

There are three general purpose’ print routines in the ROM, for 
printing both strings and numbers. (I've called them print routines 
but they actually output to the current device). PRTSTG, at 
address $AB1E, prints the string pointed to by the A/Y registers 
high byte in Y, low byte in A). The string mus? be terminated by a 
null byte (which is not printed), and all the registers are modilied. 
PRINUM, at address $BDCD, prints the integer number in the A/X 
registers (high byte in A, low byte in X). All the registers are 
modified by PRTNUM. PRTFPA, at address $AABC, prints the 
floating point number in FPA]. All the registers are modified by 

PRTFPA. 
The PRTSTG routine can also be used to print special ‘non- 

standard’ error messages. This is done by simply calling PRISTG 
to print the text of the error message, and then calling the PRTERR 
routine at address $A437. PRTERR prints the “ERROR” message 
plus an “IN (line number)” clause if the error occured while a 
program was running. 

For example, the following simple program will print the 
message "COMMAND ERROR’: 

LUA #< ERRMSG 

LDY #2ERRMSG 

JSR PRTSTG 

JMP PRTERR 

ERRMSG BYT “C0, °O. “NM, “MM, “Ae “Ms “D0, $88 

Note: PRTERR should only be used for ‘fatal’ error messages 
because it resets the stack and program pointers, which is why it's 
jumped to and not called in the program above. 

TEXT SCANNING ROUTINES 
There may be occasions when you want to know how many 
characters there are to the end of the current program line (for 
stepping over keywords like REM, for example). The following two 
routines will help you do this. M2 

EOLSCN, at address $A909, scans from the current TXTPTR 
location looking for the next end-ot line character (null). On 
retum, the Y register contains the number of characters to the end 
of the line. The value of TXTPTR is not changed but all the 

XTENDING THE 
64'S BASIC PART 5 
Finally, and sadly, we arrive at the last of our articles on improving the 
Commodore 64 by adding new keywords. OLD and DELETE are on offer 
this month — if you want any more you ll have to write them yourselves (let 

registers are modified. 
EOSSCN, at address $A906, scans from the current TXTPTR 

location looking for an end of statement character (colon or null. 
Note: colons in quoted strings are ignored). On retum, the Y 
register contains the number of characters to the end of the 
statement The value of TXTPTR is not changed but all the 
registers are modified. 

Should you want to actually move TXTPTR to the end of the 
line/ statement (or to any location in fact) then SETEND is the 
routine you need. SETEND, at address $A8FB, adds the offset in 
the Y register to the current TXTPTR value. The A register is 
modified but the X and Y registers are not. 

For example, to move TXTPTR to the end of the current 
statement/ line use the following two calls: 

JSF EQSSCH 

JSR SETEND 

OPERATIONS ON THE PROGRAM TEXT 
In the first part of this series I described how BASIC text is stored 
as a linked list, and there are two routines in the ROM which 
operate on the BASIC text. 

FNDLIN, at address $A613, searches the program text for a 
line with a particular line number. The line number in question is 
specified in locations $14/$15 (high byte in $15, low byte in 
$14). On return, the carry flag is set if the line has been found and 
locations $5F/$60 contain the address of the start of the wanted 
line (high byte in $60, low byte in $5F). If the line was not found 
(carry flag reset), then locations $5F/$60 contain the address of 
the start of the next higher line number. All the registers are 
modified by FNDLIN. 

LNKPTR, at address $A533, re-links the link pointer bytes in 
the program text It is mainly used by the Editor when inserting or 

. deleting program lines, but it can be called whenever you need 
to re-link the program text. 

‘SOME NEW KEYWORDS 
The final two routines (OLD and DELETE) both operate on the 
program text As its name implies, OLD restore a program that 
has been NEWed. It works by restoring BASIC’s pointers to point 
to the program currently in memory. 

DELETE start line, end line “=, 

DELETE erases a block of program lines. The lines erased are = 
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SERIES: Modifying CBM 64 BASIC 

CORRECTION 
Please note that there were two errors in last month's 
article (Part 4). On page 68, second column, line 7, the 
address of the ASCII routine is actually $B78B. On 
page 71, second column, last line, the ‘number of ele- 
ments’ bytes should be $00 $0D. 

from ‘start line’ to‘end line’ inclusive. For example, a DELETE 
30,50 statement will delete all lines of code between (and 
including) lines 30 to 50. 

THE OLD KEYWORD 
The NEW keyword works by resetting BASIC’s pointers to point 
to the start of the program text area. In addition, the first two link 
pointer bytes are set to null. So, although the program is still in 
memory, BASIC can no longer see it. Restoring a NEWed 
program is therefore a two stage process: first the link pointers are 
restored, and then the end of program pointers are replaced. 

The OLD keyword routine restores the link pointer bytes by 
calling LNKPTR. Before this can be done, however, the null in the 
high byte of the first link pointer must be removed (because it 
indicates the end of the program). OLD does this by writing a $01 
byte in there (you can in fact put any value in there as long as it's 
not null). 

To find the end of the program OLD calls FNDLIN. However, at 
this stage we have no idea of what the highest line number might 
be. So, to guarantee finding the highest line, OLD searches for a 
line with the highest possible line number, that is, 65535. 

The address that FNDLIN retums is two bytes short of the end 
of the program, so OLD increments this address by two. This 
modified address is then copied into the end of program and 
variable pointers. 

With all the relevant pointers replaced, the NEWed program is 
now completely restored. 

THE DELETE KEYWORD 
Basically, DELETE calls FNDLIN to get the address of the ‘start 

line’ and ‘end line’. It then copies the rest of the program (from 
‘end line+1’) up to the address of ‘start line’ (ie over the lines to be 
deleted). 

The ‘start line’ number is extracted using the NUMEXP/ 
POSINT technique that we've looked at before. After calling 
FNDLIN the carry flag is tested to make sure that the line exists. If 
it doesn't then a special error message is given (see later). If the 
line exists then its address is saved on the stack. 

The ‘end line’ number is then extracted, and FNDLIN is called 

Listing 1. The OLD keyword. 

| HHERFHHHHHHAHHHAEE HS HSE HEE EH EHS E 

if OLD KEYHORD 

VERSION 1.6 -- 16,6284 

A.L.CROSS 1984 # a, as ! 

| # 
'# COPYRIGHT “<C> 
1% 

CO) Oh 

1 

SS 
HHH HAHHHHH AHA ARHH EAR 
| 
| 
¥=$C5C3 
| 
| 
'VARIABLES AND EQUATES 
! 

<a s 

MH Git tm cm) ce LNKPTR $ASS3 
FNULIH the1s 
FRTSTG FABLE 
! fei wt ce 

SCz EGO © OLD PM BO 
ot3 FabS EG DOOLD 

1P $AFGS 
1S tr 

ICHECK STATEMENT FLAG 

IMME GWM WHO Bde 

l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
i 
1 

Pe 

DOOLD 

'OVERWRITE HULL BYTE 
'RE-LINK PROGRAM 

: (SET MAK LIHE HUMBER 
STH #13 
Se FHDLIW 'FIWD LAST LIHE ADDRESS 

2 'ADD 2 TO LAST LINE 
‘ADDRESS 

iSET MEW END OF FROGRAM 
('AHD VARIABLES 

(oD ’ it:ay 1 ape oe] 

to) ITS me oo PS 

Listing 2. The DELETE keyword. 

” | HPRRREHHHRBRHHHHRHHHRAE AHHH HH HHEES 
| # # 
1% DELETE KEYHORD 
'# 
'# 
1# 
'# COPYRIGHT “<C> ALL.CROSS 1394 
1 

VERSION 1.4 -- 10/62/84 

# 
+ 
# 
# 
+ 
+ 
# EL LULLLLULULLL LTT TTTrTt CLT tat, 

! 

#=SCSF 1 
! 
! 
i' 

VARIABLES AND EQUATES 
1 

LHKPTR: 
FHOILIW 
MUMERP 
POSINT 
TSTCoM 
PRTSTG 
PRTERR 
| 

$AS33 
A613 
¢ADBSA 
$BTF? 
$AEFD 
$AB1E 
$465 

ESB DELETE Ps #20 
FQB3 EG DODEL 

2 4CQSAF * SAF GS 
& 263AAD DODEL iF HUMEMF 

eds] ara R POSIT 
SR FHDLIH 

LIHERR 
$65 ISTACK ADDRESS 

1 | | | 

CHECK STATEMNEHT FLAG 

IGET START LIME 

'GET LINE ADDRESS 

A SSF 
Sk TSTCOM 

ISR HUMEMF 
JSR POSTHT 
Sk FHOLIM 
ICC LIHERR 

GET EMD LIME 

ICHECK THAT LIHE EXISTS 

$14 1THC LINE NUMBER 
GETEND 

C $15 
SR FNDLIN SAS GETEND 'GET END LINE+1 

(RECOVER START ADDRESS 

C F568 'CHECK. THAT START 
CHELOL lADDRESS IS LESS 

 ADRSOK !'THAH EMD ADDRESS 
CS LINER . 

CHKLOW $14 

SBC $5F 
S LIHERR 

ADR SOK #F5 
LF AH $Z2£ 

CMF $66 (EHD OF FROGRAM? 
E MUTENMD 5 $20) 

» $5F 
EQ PRGEND 

NOTEND IMOVE ONE BYTE 
| DICH 

DODEST 

PRGEMD 'SET HEM PROG END 

"6H Cesc & 
A CBSE 

” LINERR 

281EHE 
fA 4+CESA4 
B73 BDUBAGC ERRMSG 

SESS41 

SR PRTSTG 
> PRTERR 
. $00) $0R. “Ls “1. °M, “E, $28 

“MH, “UM, By ER, $08 

to check that the line exists (by testing the carry flag). Now, since 
the ‘end line’ must also be erased, what we really need is the 
address of the next line. This can easily be found by incrementing 
the line number by one (‘end line+1’) and then calling FNDLIN to 
find its address. | 

A check is then made to ensure that'end line+1’ is greater 
than (or equal to) ‘start line’. A special error is given if not (see 
later). 

It is then simply a case of copying the rest of the program, from 
‘end line+1’, up to the address of'start line’. When this has been 
completed, locations-$14/$15 (which were used as a pointer 
during the copying process) contain the new end of program 
address. This address is written into the end of program and 
variable pointers. Finally, LNKPTR is called to restore the link 
pointers. 

A special error message is printed if a non-existent line 
number is specified, or if'end line+1’ is less then ‘start line’. The 
PRTSTG/PRTERR technique is used to print the message “LINE 
NUMBER ERROR". 

AND FINALLY 
Sadly that brings us to the end of this series on the Commodore 
64 BASIC. I hope you've found it both informative and —— 
useful, and I'll look forward to seeing some of your = 
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keyword routines in future issues of Computing Today. 
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have finally done it Ihave 
finally spent some of my 
own money on a home 

computer. Up until now I have 
never felt the need for any per- 
sonal outlay in this area, for 
several reasons. Not the least 
of these is my mortgage; and 
with a large number of 
machines of various types that 
we have in the office, it's 

always been possible to 
borrow one for a while when 
Ive needed to test software or 
write some programs. 

More importantly, I'm some- 
thing of a perfectionist when it 
comes to items that hit my poc- 
ket. And I've always found that 
there's something about every 
home computer that I didn't 
like. The BBC and Electron 
have a nice BASIC but are 
very tight on memory. The 
Spectrum is capable of some 
amazing feats of graphics 
given its price, but the 
keyboard is almost impossible 
to work with. The Commodore 
64 has excellent sound and 
graphics, provided you can 
work out how to use them and 
don't mind a machine that has 
disc drives that are as slow as 
cassettes. And so on, and so 

forth, There's always some- 
thing I'm not happy with. 

Well, the Amstrad isn't a 
perfect machine either, but it's 
close enough, and at the right 
price, to make me reach for the 
chequebook. 

NICE ONE, ALAN 
There isn't any doubt in my 
mind that Alan Sugar, com- 
pany chairman of Amstrad, 
has got a winner on his hands. 
People who have come into 
the offices and seen the com- 
puter here have all remarked 
on what a nice machine it is. 
Several contributors to Com- 
puting Today, as well as staff 
here, have expressed a desire 
to buy one (several of us 
already have). A colleague 
tells me her local Rumbelows 
is selling Amstrads as fast as 
they can get them out of their 
warehouse. _ 

There will be a full bench 
test of the Amstrad in the next 
issue of Computing Today, but 
I can let you know a little bit 
about it to be going on with. 
First, its available now. It was 
the availability of the Dragon 
32 at a time when Spectrums 
and BBCs were hard to come 
by that fuelled its success, and 
I think the same will be tme 
regarding the Amstrad and the 
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PROCOPINION 
Peter Green 

More ramblings from the editor. This month he’s 
actually dipped his hand into his wallet, and has some 
thoughts on Acorn, Sinclair, and a certain software 
company. 

QL. Amstrad have reversed 
the industry trend of broken 
promises and receding 
delivery dates with a 
vengeance. 
When the computer was 
announced, it was stated that 
it would be on sale in the 
shops in July. It was on sale in 
July. I ordered mine direct from 
the company on a form stating 
28 days delivery. I sent my 
cheque on a Tuesday and the 
equipment was delivered the 
following Thursday; that's 
seven working days. When 

Amstrad say that the disc 
drives will be available in the 
Autumn, I believe them: they 
haven't put a foot wrong so far. 

The whole concept of the 
machine is a nice change for 
people fed up with untangling 
masses of cable. There is a 
monitor unit containing the 
power supply for the keyboard, 
and the keyboard unit itself 
containing the data recorder. 
One mains cable for the whole 
lot, no separate power supply 
to trip over or trailing cassette 
leads all over the desk: this 
alone makes the use of the 
machine a pleasure. 

The BASIC is very rich, and 
has some unusual features that 
are very powentul, such as the 
ability to transfer program con- 
trol in response to interrupts. 
There is a WHILE-WEND con- 

Alan Sugar and his sweet little computer... 

struct (rather than REPEAT- 
UNTIL), arrays may be erased 
once they are of no further use, 
there are extensive sound and 
graphics commands, and use- 
ful things such as conversion of 
a string to all upper case or 
lower case letters. 
One of the things I like least 

is that Amstrad BASIC is fussy 
about spaces. It insists that all 
BASIC keywords have spaces 
separating them or it won't 
recognise them. The reason for 
this is that Amstrad have plum- 
ped for unlimited variable 
names, including names that 
begin with reserved words. For 
example, you could have a 
variable called TOTAL, which 
most BASICs would not allow 
because TO is a keyword. 
Having spent a lot of time writ 
ing in BBC BASIC over the last 
few months, and _ training 
myself to leave out all 
unnecessary spaces in order to 
conserve memory, | now find I 
have to relearn putting them in 
again. C'estlavie... 

Actually the easy way to do 
this is to type your programs in 

lower case letters only. The 
editor will convert anything it 
recognises as a keyword to 
capitals when listing, so you 
can scan through the program 
when youve finished, check- 

ing for errors quite easily. 
There are three screen 

modes, cormesponding to the 
BBC’s Modes 0 to 2. They all 
take the same amount of 
memory, but make a trade-off 
between colours available 
(maximum 16) and characters 
per line (maximum 80). The 
screen, therefore, doesn't 
encroach on the user memory 
like the BBC — at powerup 
you have 42.5K free, and it 
doesn't change with mode. 

Amstrad promised that 
games software would be 
available when the machines 
were, and it is, although\to be 
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Meanwhile, back at the BBC, 
it's another four-year contract 
for Acorn. From left to right we 
have Dr. Herman Hauser and 
Chris Curry of Acom; Bryon 
Parkin, Managing Director of 
BBC Enterprises Ltd; and the 
BBC's Chairman, Bill Cotton. 

fair I have to point out that 
what we've seen so far is pretty 
dire. However, this is set to 
change quite rapidly as the 
large software houses are very 
interested in the machine. For 
example, Jet Set Willy is billed 
as being ‘available soon’, and 
[m sure many other popular 
titles will be following in its 
footsteps. The fact that the 
Amstrad cassette recorder has 
a protected save facility 
should go a long way to cut 
ting down on software piracy, 
making the programmers a lot 
happier. (I wish Amstrad would 
explain why the Welcome 
tape supplied with the 
machine is protected: surely it 
would make sense to let users 
see how the demo programs 
were written? Ho hum. . .) 

So the future looks bright on 
the games front, and when the 
disc drives arrive later this year 
the door to CP/M will be open, 
providing business users with 
thousands of offthe-shelf pro- 
grams to run. (A tip: if you are 
planning mainly business use, 
I suggest the monochrome 
monitor. Eighty column text on 
the colour monitor is not kind 
to the eyes after a while.) 

I think the CPC464 has an 
outstanding career ahead of it 

QUEUE HELL 
Meanwhile the sory Sinclair 

story drags on. Back at the 
press launch (January 12th, 
remember?), I almost decided 
to buy one. I'm glad I didn’t At 
the time I went into print saying 
that the QL would run and mun: 
but it wasn't the Comedy of 
Errors that I had in mind when I 
said that Sir Clive has done 
great damage to the stockpile 
of goodwill and respect that 
people had for Sinclair, and 
the computer press in par 
ticular has been munning 
increasingly hostile articles 
recently. 

If the premature launch was 
done in an attempt to get the 
QL considered for the BBC 
contract when it fell due for 
renewal, it was badly mis- 

judged and has come to noth- 
ing. People are cancelling 
their orders, and I know of one 
long-standing customer who, 

having finally received -his 
machine, had it break down 
totally after only two weeks. I 
feel sorry for Sinclair, but they 
really have no-one to blame 
but themselves. 

Meanwhile the position of 
this magazine remains 
unchanged. If a complete, un- 
dongled, production line OL 
becomes available to us, we 
will review it We are not 
interested in reviewing pre- 
production prototypes, which 
is what most customers are 
getting. 
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IT’S ACORN AGAIN 
It probably won't come as 
much of a surprise to leam that 
BBC has signed an agreement 
with Acorn Computers to 
extend their manufacture and 
distribution of the BBC Mic- 
rocomputer for a further four 
year period. There was much 
speculation in the press as to 
whether Acom were going to 
be axed, and Sir Clive in par 
ticular has made no secret of 
his desire to land the contract, 
but did anyone seriously think 
the BBC would change horses 
in mid-stream’? Consider the 
BBC makes schools programs. 
There have been 350,000 
BBCs sold to date, and a lot of 
them are in schools and 
universities. The Corporation 
would have been mad to 
throw away that user base. 

At Sinclair, apparently, they 
are putting a brave face on 
things and muttering that their 
chance will come the next 
time round when extensions to 
an existing machine will no 
longer be - sufficient The 
attitude seems to ignore the 
fact that the whole design con- 
cept of the BBC Micro is of a 
flexible I/O device capable of 
almost indefinite expansion. 

DON’T DO ASI 
DO... 
Some weeks ago a letter was 

OPINION 

circulated among the com- 
puter press by software house 
Microdeal. The subject was 
piracy, and the letter made 
accusations about computer 
clubs being formed simply to 
copy commercial software. So 
you might be interested in the 
following press release which 
we have just received: 

“Activision Inc instituted pro- 
ceedings in the High Court in 
London on 6 July 1984 against 
Microdeal Limited on the 
grounds that Microdeal's com- 
puter game ‘Cuthbert in the 
Jungle’ was a copy of Activi- 
sions game ‘Pitfall’. Activision 
claimed damages for infringe- 
ment of their copyright in the 
program and visual presenta: 
tion of ‘Pitfall’ and applied to 
the Court for an Injunction to 
prevent Microdeal selling 
‘Cuthbert in the Jungle’. 

“The proceedings were 
resolved late last week when 
Microdeal gave undertakings 
to the Court that they would 
not make any further copies of 
‘Pitfall’ or sell any more copies 
of their game ‘Cuthbert in the 
Jungle’. 

“Activision views the 
infringement of copyright very 
seriously and will not hesitate 
to take action again should the 
occasion arise,” says Geoff 
Heath, Managing 
Director of Activision in 
the UK. = 
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here are a great many 
books around _ that 
deal with the subject 

of machine code program- 
ming, both as a_ general 
treatise on one type of micro- 
processor or as a specific work 

which relates to one particular 
computer. The drawback with 
any type of book, whatever its 
nature, is that programming is 
best leamt by doing, not read- 
ing. There really is no sub- 
stitute for sitting at the 
keyboard, typing in numbers 
and watching what happens 
next 

While it is possible to POKE 
bytes of machine code direc- 
tly into memory, this is not 
exactly the easiest of systems 

that you can have. It is very 
tedious to use, even if you are 
using a loadertype program 
that accepts the data byte by 
byte at the keyboard and 
automatically puts it into con- 
secutive memory locations. It 
is not at all easy to keep track 
of where you are in the pro- 
gram, or what the code you've 
already entered means. You 
cant check what the microp- 
rocessor is doing when you 
execute the code. And the 
code itself is likely to contain 
a lot of bugs since converting 
to hex by hand is not a job 
suited to the average human 
brain (hackers excluded, of 
course). 

More _ to 
boring. 

ASSEMBLY POINT 
It is at. this’ péint that you 
realise an assembler is 
needed. A decent assembler 
will allow you to type in the 
machine code mnemonics, 

such as LD A,H (LoaD the 
Accumulator with the contents 

of the H register), instead of 

the point, its 
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insisting on 7C. It will allow 
you to identify memory loca 
tions by label rather than by 
absolute address, to make 
program writing even simpler 
and easier to follow. It will 
calculate relative jumps for 
you and wam you if you try to 
exceed the maximum jump 
allowed. And so on. 

Unfortunately, of the lead- 
ing machines in the home 
computer field, only the BBC 
Micro contains a_ builtin 
assembler as standard. And in 
this case, the accompanying 
explanation of how to program 
in machine code has to fit into 
just one chapter of the User 
Manual, so it's understandably 
brief. Most instructions and 
addressing modes are only 
given a cursory treatment. 

Into this gap have stepped 
New Generation, with their 
range of Complete Machine 
Code Tutors. Initially this con- 
sists of a range of four: for the 
BBC Model B, the 48K Spec 
trum, the Commodore 64 and 
the Atari. 

WHAT YOU GET 
In each of the versions you get 
two cassette tapes, the tutor 
requiring all four sides. The 
first side contains a com- 
prehensive editor/assembler 
plus the first block of lessons 
and examples, with the other 
examples and lessons spread 
over the remaining sides. 
Spectrum owners get 100K of 
data, with ‘7OK on the other 
machines. 

Although the structure of 
each Tutor is broadly similar, 
naturally the Spectrum ver 
sion is completely different in 
content because it alone uses 
the Z80 processor (the other 
three machines being 6502- 
based). The other main dif- 

MACHINE CODE 
THE EASY WAY 
New Generation have turned from the likes of Trashman and 3D Tunnel 
to produce some very nice educational software. We've put their Complete 
Machine Code Tutor under the microscope — here’s our opinion. 

ference is that the Spectrum 
version allows a much greater 

- amount of memory to be used 
to store your Own program: 

6912 bytes on the Spectrum, 
but only 1K on the BBC. 

I chose to concentrate on 

the Spectrum tape, although | 
looked at the BBC version for 
comparison (the two other 
tapes were not available at 
the time of review but have 
since been released). The 
Spectrum tutor has 33 lessons, 
each of the others has 27: the 
Z80 is a more complicated 
processor with extra instruc- 
tions, sO more lessons are 

needed to cover all its fea 
tures. Although it's capable of 
separate use, the beginner is 
advised not to use the editor/ 
assembler first, so we too will 

start’ with the lessons. The 
editor/assembler must be 
loaded before they can be 
run, however. 

HERE BEGINS 
THE LESSON 
Initially you are asked whether 
you want to load a batch of 
examples. Once they are in, a 
menu appears for that batch 
showing the subject of each 
lesson and the associated 
examples. Selection has been 
made foolproof — a_high- 
lighted cursor is moved down 
the menu by pressing Space, 
followed by Enter to run the 
chosen section (confusingly, 
this is the opposite of the BBC 
version). 

Once a lesson has been 
selected, a block of text 

appears on the screen des- 
cribing the action of the group 
of machine code instructions 
that you've picked. So far, not 
too different to an ordinary 
book. The difference comes at 
the end of the lesson (which 

may run to two or three 

screenfuls of text), because 

the example part of the pro- 
gram sets up the assembler 
with a demonstration program 
which features the instructions 
just covered. Again, a high- 
lighted bar indicates the 
current instruction, and a des- 

cription of its action is dis- 
played below the program. 
Beneath this are displayed the 
current contents of the flags 
register, each of the other on- 
chip registers and any rele- 

vant memory locations, plus a 
portion of the assembler's 
stack area. When you RUN 
the demo, you actually step 
through it in single-step mode, 
with the new contents of the 
registers appearing each time. 
In this way you can try to work 
out what should happen, then 
check your guess 
immediately. 

This sort of feedback is 
obviously going to speed up 
the leaming, but the Tutor pro- 
gram goes further. It is poss- 
ible to edit the example 
program and see what effect 
this has on the way the pro- 
gram runs, or even wipe it 

completely and write your 
own. This is completely safe: 
the assembler has a com- 
prehensive set of error 
messages built in so that you 
cannot crash the machine. 
Among the usual sorts of 

error such as “Offset too big’, 
there are errors specific to the 
simulator. These include “You 
are about to affect memory not 
allocated to you" (ie youre 
mucking about outside the 
safe limits set by the 
simulator), and “You are trying 
to run code in an allocated 
storage area’ — the simulator 
will prevent you causing the 
program counter to jump to an 
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ack when adventure 

B was invented, people 
programmed on main- 

frames and home micros were 
still just a twinkle in their 
designers eye. You didnt 
communicate with these 
things using a VDU, you typed 
your commands in on a 
teletype, and received output 
the same way. Thus the first 
Adventure was, of necessity, 
text based, and in order to 

maintain the complexity of 
that early, classic effort, 
adventure programs for mic- 
rocomputers have tended to 
follow suit. 

However, technology 
marches on, and with startling 
speed the graphics capa- 
bilities of even the cheapest 
home micro have become 
quite sophisticated, with high 
resolution and colour just 
about standard. Human 
nature and programmers 
being what they are, it was 
inevitable that people would 
want to exploit these facilities. 
So we are seeing a new breed 
of adventure appearing more 
and more frequently — the 
graphics adventure. 

DRAWING 
THE LINE 
The problem with writing 
about graphic adventures is, 
where do you draw the line 
(figuratively, not literally!). The 
distinction between arcade 
games and adventures is not 
getting pretty blurred, with 
elements of logic and strategy 
binding the two. Graphics can 
be approached in sevral 
ways. 

The most basic approach 
is to take a normal text adven- 
ture and just add_ the 
occasional user defined 
graphic character here and 
there. This method is used in 
Incentive Software's Ket trilogy, 
of which the first two parts are 
now available. 

The next step is to add a 
small graphical depiction of 
each (or some) of the 
locations to the text display. 

This ‘window’ is normally at the 
top of the screen and is quite 
popular now on Spectrum 
adventures. The program that 
started the bal! rolling was 
Melboume House's Hobbit, of 

course, and it's still among the 

best. The Phipps Associates 
adventures reviewed a few 
months ago in this magazine 
use the technique, and more 
recent examples that I've seen 
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that to good use. 

include Invincible Island by 
Richard Shepherd Software, 
and the Odyssey of Hope by 
Software | Communications. 
The more venerable Mys 
terious Advantures by Brian 
Howarth, which are sold for 
the Spectrum by Digital Fan- 
tasia, have a variation on this 
theme — you can toggle bet- 
ween a graphics display of 
your current location, or a 
plain text display for speed 
(and extra information). 

Finally there are adventures 

that are almost totally 
graphics-based, and it's hard 
to know where these end and 
arcade games begin. Things 
like the War of the Worlds 
from CRL and _ Lothlorien's 
Special Operations are 
obviously adventures, but you 
can make a good case for 
including something like 
Ultimate’s latest game, Sabre 
Wult 

SABRE WULF 
The reason why I feel this 
deserves the benefit of the 
doubt is that, although 
basically a maze-running 
game, it does involve ele- 
ments of traditional adventur- 
ing. There is a large playing 

area to map out (256 locations 
on a 16 by 16 grid), and as 
you move about you encoun- 
ter other creates and artifacts 
which you can pick up (this 
being graphics only, you pick 
things up automatically by 
walking over them). Some 
(most!) items are useless in 
that they only give you extra 
points, but some things are 
worth their weight in gold. The 
manual is rather vague about 
the objectives and playing of 
the game (in fact it's a dread- 
ful bit of prose), so like a real 
adventure you have _ to 
observe and work out what's 
happening (how do you get 
extra lives, for example?). 

ADVENTURES 
For such a small machine, the Spectrum packs a 
mighty graphics punch once you ve learnt how to use it 
properly. A number of Adventure writers are putting 

Fun though this game is — 
the animation is superb, 
especially the Wulf of the title 
which trots along, crouches 

and pounces — it is relatively 
easy to solve. | managed to 
crack it in a week and half of 
occasional evening play. 

KET 
The Ket trilogy has two parts 
on sale so far, The Mountains 
of Ket and The Temple of 
Vran. This is almost entirely a 
text adventure series, and | 
only include them here 
because your inventory, when 
called up, has little drawings 
of your belongings down the 
side of the list: also, I enjoyed 
playing them very much! 

You take the role of a con- 
demned prisoner seeking a 
reprieve by saving your coun- 
try from the vicious attacks of 
baddies Vran and Delphia. In 
doing so, you will not only 
require the usual adventuring 
skills of patience and logic, 
but a little economic sense will 
help too. How do you buy 
goods worth eight gold pieces 
when you only start with two? 

As an added bonus, players 
scoring 100% will get a spe 
cial message displayed on the 
screen. According to Incen- 
tive, it is “advantageous’ to 
make a note of this. I've 
managed it on Ket, but the 
Temple of Vran is eluding me. 
Im sure I know how to cross 
the quicksand, | just can't find 
the right way to express it... 
Recommended. 

INVINCIBLE 
ISLAND 
This program by Richard 
Shepherd Software has a 
graphics window at the top 
displaying a rudimentary view 
of each location you visit 
Drawing is relatively fast since 
the scenes are mostly line 
drawings with an occasional 

fill, but it would be nice to dis- 
able them or only have them 
displayed on the first entry 
into a location. An average 
sort of game, with some rather 
strange logic in places. When 
I climb down a well, I must 

admit to a slight feeling of sur 
prise when I find myself in a 
valley. Oh well — better than 
watching Coronation Street, | 
suppose. 

I tried playing Virgin 
Games The Island to com- 
pare it with the previous 
game, but it steadfastly 
refused to load, despite all my 
coaxing. 

THE GOLDEN 
BATON 
It seems that this game has 
been around almost as long 
as Classic Adventure, and it 

tums up in a variety of guises 
on several machines. Its the 
original adventure written by 
Brian Howarth, who now has a 
list of about 10 adventures to 
his name. The nice thing 
about the Spectum version, 
which | obtained from Digital 
Fantasia, is that the graphical 
scenes, one for each location, 
can be tumed off at will simply 
by pressing Enter. From then 
on you are playing a normal 
text adventure, which speeds 

up the playing time 
considerably. 

I think that this game would 
be a good one to start off with 
if you are new to Adventuring. 
Its easy enough to get quite a 
way into the puzzle-solving, so 
beginners can learn the ropes 
(hint?) before tackling some- 
thing more devious. 

THE ODYSSEY 
OF HOPE 
This is a brand new adventure 
from Software Communica- 
tions Ltd. The time is Ancient, 
the place is Greece and the 
object is to find Hope, atter 
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Pandora's box has been 
opened. The instruction pro- 
gram is rather clever — real 
pages of text are displayed 
on the screen, which actually 
‘tum over to reveal the page 
below as you‘read the book’. I 
liked it. 

The main program is 
another textbelow, graphics- 
above type of game, with a 
scene for each location. 
Some of these are quite intr- 
cate, and when you come 
across the dead cow in the. 

field, the program provides a 
buzzing noise: to represent the 
flies, I suppose! Again, some 
of the puzzles are a bit illogi- 
cal — why would a python 

2% ~ SPECTRUM Sak 

tur into a flute when you kill 
it? — but some of the features 
are rather clever and it is quite 
nice to look at Worth 
considering. 

SPECIAL 
OPERATIONS 
This Lothlorien game has you 

- cast as the leader of a Special 
Operations Squad, who has to 
pick a team of four men and 
lead them into German 
occupied territory to infiltrate a 
secret establishment You can 
choose various levels of dif 
ficulty, both as to the type of 
operation (from just finding the 
camp to actually stealing the 
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research materials), and play- 
ing time. The game simulates 
realtime operation, with 
activities such as marching 
cross-country making your 
clock advance at the same 
rate as it would in real life. 

The initial phase, picking 
the team, is text-based and 
involves you ‘interviewing a 
large group of men to identify 
the most useful combinations 
of skills (each man has two). 
After that, play moves onto a 
series of maps. 

The main map is actually 
not a true representation of the 
ground area, only stylised; 
you can only be sure of fea- 
tures lying adjacent to your 
current position (slightly further 
if you have a scout in the 
team) — a nice real-life touch. 
Some of the features can be 
further investigated; for 
example, potholes may be 
explored or caves penetrated. 
In this case the action is dis- 
played on a small subsidiary 
‘map at the side of the 
screen., Again, as in real life 
you can only ‘see’ in straight 
lines, so as you move through 
the tunnels, extra passages 

reveal themselves. 
Encountering a German 

patrol leads to combat on 
another small map, and 
involves a sequence of rounds 
where you and the enemy 
position your men, aim at the 

opponents and shoot 
(hopefully around the obsta- 
cles). This continues until one 
side or the other is wiped out 
So far 1 ve become quite profi- 
cient at getting all my men 
killed! 

This is a complex game 
which will require a lot of 
thought, planning and skill to 
succeed at — it should be 
ideal for strategy-minded 
wargame players. 

THE WAR OF 
THE WORLDS 
Inspired by the Jeff Wayne 
record of the same name, this 
adventure is almost totally 
graphic. After the Martian 
invasion, you are left in a 
desolate London with the task 
of tracking down your fiancee. 
The game follows the album 

- quite closely — the artillery- 
man makes an appearance, 

and you have to visit six loca- 
tions in the right order (the 
same order as in the record) 
on each of the six ‘playing 
days’ (this is another ‘real-time’ 
game). The Spectrum even 

makes a creditable attempt to 
play some of the music from 
the album. 

The format of the game is 
similar to Valhalla: you move 
your stick figure across a 
scrolling background 
landscape, mapping out the 
London suburbs and trying to 
find food, drink, shelter and the 
special locations. Failing to 
eat and drink will impair your 
physical and mental well- 
being, and if you don't find a 
house with an open door 
before -night falls you die of 
exposure. 

Other hazards include flee- 
ing mobs which sweep you 
away, Martian redweed, and 
the occasional War machine 
complete with heat rays. 
When you run into one of 
these, a new screen is drawn 
with the alien enemy towering 
over you. At this point you 
have to make a beeline for the 
edge of the screen, before you 
are reduced to a heap of 
charred remnants. (Don't try 
running undemeath; CRL tell 
me your chances of survival 
are 1 in 80!). Of course, run- 
ning away in panic also 
means you are lost... 

The graphics are rather nice 
in places — the War machine 
is accurate and the title 
screens have been digitised 
from the album artwork I do 
feel that the background rep- 
resentations of the houses and 
streets are a bit flat, though. 

This game can be des- 
cribed as value for money, 
since it is going to take you a 
while to solve it, especially as 
the war machines pop up in 
different places and so every 
game is different However, 
some more screen prompts 

would have been nice. “Press 
any key to continue” is so 
much better than just sitting 
there and waiting for the 
player to guess what to do. 
A tip when playing: having 

enjoyed the title screens and 
introduction the first time, 
make a note of the tape coun- 
ter on your cassette and wind 
past them for subsequent 
games. If you don't load the 
game in direct in this way, it 
takes 10 minutes from insert 
ing the cassette to starting to 
play. Another tip: if you 
haven't got it already, buy the 
album as well. It's rather good, 
and playing the game and the 
record at the same time 
will provide a complete 
audio-visual experi- 
ence! 



TRS~80 ARR AYSAVE 
D Garvin 

This Universal Array Save and load program will save any type of array 
with a single POKE and USR call and be up to 80 per cent faster in 
execution. If you re frustrated by the amount of time that it takes to save 
and load data arrays in BASIC then this is manna from heaven. 

, PER IS TRE ER 3 RIDE 
$08 WHREITIE Bi 200 
Se BING FRAC ABI 

his program was 
written for the TRS-80 
(and the Video Genie) 

Level II in order to simplify and 
reduce the time taken to save 
data arrays on tape to an 

absolute minimum. The end 
result is that UASL will reduce 
the time taken to save an array 
by up to80% as compared with 
using the PRINT#-1 statement in 
BASIC. Any type of dimension 
of array (string or numeric) may 
be saved with a single POKE 
and USR call — UASL will 
determine the size and type of 
array to be saved. 
UASL occupies 349 bytes 

and resides in low memory from 
4300H to 443CH below the 
BASIC program storage area. It 
will work with any size of 
memory but cannot be used 
with Level III or DOS. 

UASLis presented as both an 
assembler listing and as a 
BASIC loader. If an assembler 
is available, simply type in the 
listing as printed and produce a 
SYSTEM tape. UASL will 
execute automatically on load- 
ing, resetting the BASIC poin- 
ters and setting the MSB for the 
USR call. 

For those without an assem- 
bler, the BASIC loader should 
be used. Do not attempt to run 
this program until a copy has 
been made on tape as before it 

56 

can ae run, the BASIC pointers 
must be reset. To do this, simply 
enter the following directly from 
the keyboard: 

POKE 16548,60: POKE 16549,68: 
NEW 

This will probably result in an 
apparent syntax error but don't 

panic — all is well and this 
can be safely ignored. With the 
pointers reset, the program can 
be loaded from tape and run. 
The loader will set the MSB for 
the USR call and will end with 
READY prompt. 

10 REM ** BASIC LOADER FOR UASL 
IF PEEK(16548)<>60 THEN PRINT 

UASL is very easy to use and 
requires a single line of BASIC 
to either save or load an array. 
The first requirement is to set up 
the USR call — the entry point 
forsaving an array is4318H and 
the load entry point is 4322H. 
the MSB forthe USR callis set by 
USAL if a SYSTEM tape is used 
or by the BASIC loader. 
Therefore, to set up for saving 
an array simply POKE 16526 
with 24 or to load an anay, 
POKE 16526 with 34. The 
number of dimensions in the 
amay must be POKEd into 

"YOU MUST RESET BASIC POINTER BY: 
POKE 16548,60: POKE 16549,68: NEW AND RELOAD THIS PROGRAM AGAIN": 
END 
FOR N=17152 TO 17467: READ D: POKE N,D 
X=X+D: NEXT 
IF X<>34750 THEN PRINT "ERROR IN DATA": END 
POKE 16527,67: REM 
CLS: END 

** SET MSB FOR THE USR CALL 

DATA 255,255,62,201,50,226,65,33,60,68,34,164,64,205,74,27,62,67, 
50,143, 64, 195, 25, 26, 205, 127. 10, 62, 0,900. 67, 24, 8,205, 127 Une 62, dc 
50,0, 67 5229, 229, 253, 2290,0,538,1,5 67 203, 39, i98, 34/9; 175, 237. 66, 94 
35% 86, 175 
DATA 235, i Lie 237 ,66,.235,175,1,4,0,237 566,126,254, 3,202,149 67, 
213558067 , 254, ike 40, 30, 205, 18,2,205, 135, 25 209, 123;, 205, 100, as oe 
205, 100, 2 5225, 126, 205, 100, 253952741255 178, 32; 246, 205, 248, Me 201, 
205,18, if 205 

100 DATA 150, 252094099 529995205, 93.52 587 225, 2295 205.53, 25927 Se 
123,128, ao. 246, 205 5248, 1 201, 58 ,0,67 5254, 1,40, 85, 225, 229, 213, 213 
,193, 237 ei. 214 ,64, ,205, 18, 25 205 135,00 1es, 205, 100, Lig 120) 205, 100, 
2 209, 225, 253, 126 
DATA 0, 205, 100,2,253, 1261 ,205,100,2,253,126,:2;,.205,100,.2.253.126 
,9,254,0, 40, 165253; 70, 0, 253, 110, r 253, 12) 2,126 205, 100,2,35, 16, 
249, ra 27 27 123, 178, 40, 8, 253, 35, 253, 35, 253, 35, 24 ,200, 205, 248, ies 
201, 213, 205 

120 DATA 18:,2,2059,150,2,205,53,,2,95,205353¢2,97.,237,83.214,64,209. 
229,205, 53, Ze ii. 253, a2 | OF, 205, 53, oa Bl 2235 ii? ih 205, 53, BL 03: 
293); 0 162 5205 (8952071. 253 ,112,0,205, DO 2 ai, 253, iB Tay gees BE 205, 33:52'5 
1£03),25:5', 116, 24120) 294,05 40, 1320553525 ion Doig Oh 249, 27 pails 27, 123 
,178 ,202 509% 68, 253 

130 DATA "35, 253, 305253535, 24,207,205,248,1.201.0 

Listing 1. The BASIC loader. 

17153. UASL is*then called 

with USR (VARPTR(ARAY)). 

For example, to save a two- 
_ dimensional string array use: 

10000 POKE 16526,24: POKE 17153,2: 
X=USR(VARPTR(AS(0,0))) 

To load the array use: 

10010 POKE 16526,34: POKE 17153,2: 
X=USR(VARPTR(AS(0,0))) 

Having set up the USR call and 
the number of dimensions, any 
number of arrays of the same 
dimension may be saved in 
quick succession by repeated 
USR calls. Any type of anay 
(string or numeric) of any size or 
number or dimension may be 
saved or loaded with UASL. 
The only restriction being that 
the array‘to be loaded must 
have been dimensioned to the 
same size as that which has 
been saved. The reduction in 
time taken to save or load an 
array will be up to 80% — the 
greatest improvement being 
with large, double precision or 
string arrays. 

THE WORKS 
@ Lines 130 to 200 initialize 
the routine by restoring the SYS- 
TEM command, setting the new 
BASIC pointers, setting the USR 

call MSB and retuming to 
BASIC. | 
@ Lines210 to250 are the res- 
pective entry points for the save 
and load sections of the pro- 
gram and the FLAG is set to 
either one or zero. 
@ Lines 280 to 550 calculate 
the size and type of amay. The 
VARPTR function gives the start 
address fo the array data and is 

passed to UASL via the USR call 
and transferred to HL in lines 
210 to250. The start of the array 
is preceded by, a sequence of 
two bytes per dimension, a 
single byte givingthe“ depth’ of 
the the dimension, asingle byte 
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Listing 2. Assembler listing for UASL. 
00100 ORG 
00110 FLAG £EQU 
00120 DIMEN EQU 

4302 3EC9 00130 INIT LD 
4304 32E241 00140 LD 
4307 213044 00150 LD 
430A 22A440 00160 LD 
430D CD4A1B 00170 CALL 
4310 3E43 00180 LD 
4312 328F40 00190 LD 
4315 C3191A 00200 JP 
4318 CD7FOA 00210 ESAVE CALL 
431B 3E00 00220 LD 
431D 320043 00230 LD 
4320 1808 00240 JR 
4322 CD7FOA 00250 ELOAD CALL 
4325 3E01 00260 LD 
4327 320043 00270 LD 
432A E5 00280 CONT PUSH 
432B E5 00290 PUSH 
432C FDEl 00300 POP 
432E 0600 00310 LD 
4330 3A0143 00320 LD 
4333 CB27 00330 SLA 
4335 C603 00340 ADD 
4337 4F 00350 LD 
4338 AF 00360 XOR 
4339 ED42 00370 SBC 

00380 
433B 5E 00390 LD 
433C 23 00400 INC 
433D 56 00410 LD 
433E AF 00420 XOR 
433F EB 00430 EX 
4340 OB 00440 DEC 
4341 OB 00450 DEC 
4342 ED42 00460 SBC 
4344 EB 00470 EX 

00480 
00490 

4345 AF 00500 XOR 
4346 010400 00510 LD 
4349 ED42 00520 SBC 
434B 7E 00530 LD 
434C FEO3 00540 CONT2 CP 
434E CA9543 00550 JP 
4351 D5 00560 PUSH 
4352 3A0043 00570 LD 
4355 FEO] 00580 cP 
4357 281E 00590 - JR 
4359 CD1202 00600 CALL 
435C CD8702 00610 CALL 
435F Dl 00620 POP 
4360 7B 00630 LD 
4361 CD6402 00640 CALL 
4364 7A 00650 LD 
4365 CD6402 00660 CALL 
4368 El 00670 POP 
4369 7E 00680 SAVE LD 
436A CD6402 00690 CALL 
436D 23 00700 INC 
436E 1B 00710 DEC 
436F 7B 00720 LD 
4370 B2 00730 OR 
4371 20F6 00740 JR 
4373 CDF801 00750 CALL 
4376 C9 00760 RET 
4377 CD1202 00770 LOAD CALL 
437A CD9602 00780 CALL 
437D CD3502 00790 CALL 
4380 5F 00800 LD 
4381 CD3502 00810 CALL 
4384 57 00820 LD 

00830 
4385 El 00840 POP 
4386 El 00850 POP 
4387 CD3502 00860 LOAD1 CALL 
438A 77 00870 LD 
438B 1B 00880 DEC 
438C 23 00890 INC 
438D 7B 00900 LD 
438E B2 00910 OR 
438F 20F6 00920 JR 
4391 CDF801 00930 CALL 
4394 C9 00940 RET 
4395 3A0043 00950 STRING LD 
4398 FEO] 00960 CP 
439A 2856 00970 JR 
439C El 00980 POP 

giving the total number of 
dimensions, a pair of bytes giv- 
ing the total number of bytes in 
the array (including those con- 
taining the size and number of 
the dimensions), a two byte 
array name, and finally a single 
byte forthe array type — three if 
it is a string array and two, four, 
or eight for an integer, single 
precision and double precision 
array respectively. Once you 
know the number of dimensions 
in the array, HL can be pointed 
to the number of bytes in the 
array with the following 
expression: 

4302H 
4300H 
4301H 
A,201 
(41E2H),A  ;restore SYSTEM command 
HL, BASIC 
(40A4),HL. ;set new BASIC pointer 
1B4AH ;call NEW to set pointers 
A,43H 
(16527),A  ;set USR MSB 
1A19H ;return to BASIC 
OA7FH ;SAVE entry point 
A,0 
(FLAG) ,A ;set FLAG to zero 
CONT 
OA7FH ;LOAD entry point 
Aad 
(FLAG) ,A 3;set FLAG to l 
HL ;save VARPTR on stack 
HL ; twice! 
LY ;set IY to VARPTR 

B,0 
A,(DIMEN) ;get dimension of array 
A ;multiply by two 
A,3 ;and add three 
C,A ;put result in C 
A 
HL, BC 3;HL now points to no. 

;of bytes in the array 
E, (HL) ;no. of bytes in the 
HL 3;array now in 
D, (HL) ; DE 

DE,HL 3;no. of bytes to HL 
BC 
BC ; BC=DIMEN*2-1 
HL,BC 
DE,HL ;DE now contains no. of 

;bytes in the array from 
;VARPTR to end. 

A 
BC,4 
HL,BC ;HL points to array type 
A, (HL) ;get array type 
3 sis it a2 string? 
Z,STRING syes! 
DE ;save no. of bytes 
A,(FLAG) 3;get flag 
] ;is it LOAD? 
Z,LOAD syes! 
0212H ;switch on cassette 
0287H ;output header 
DE ;no of bytes in DE 
A,E 
0264H s;write E to tape 
»D 

0264H ;write D to tape 
L ;VARPTR back in HL 

A, (HL) ;array byte to A 

0264H ;write byte to tape 
HL ;point next byte 
DE ;decrement byte count 
A,E 
D 
NZ ,SAVE 3;all done? 
O1F8H ;yes! stop tape 

;return to BASIC 
0212H ;start tape 
0296H ;read header from tape 
0235H ;read byte 
B,A 
0235H ;read byte 
D,A ;DE now contains no. of 

;bytes in the array 
HL ;VARPTR to HL and sort 
HL ;out the stack! 
0235H ;read byte 
(HL) ,A 3;store byte in array 
DE ;decrement byte count 
HL ;point to next byte 
A,E 
D 
NZ,LOAD1 ;all done? 
O1F8H ;yes! switch off tape 

;return to BASIC 
A, (FLAG) ;get flag 
1 3is it LOAD? 
Z,LOAD2 s;yes! 
HL ;VARPTR to HL 

(Array start address — (number 
of dimensions *2+3) 
The number of bytes is put into 
DE and then (number of dimen- 
sions*2+1) is subtracted, the 
end result being that DE con- 
tains the number of bytes in the 
array. Subtracting four from HL 
will now point HL to the array 
type. If this is three it is a string 
array otherwise it is numeric. 
Lines 560 to 940 save and load 
numeric arrays. Numeric arrays 
are stored in memory as a 
sequence of two, four or eight 
bytes per element depending 
on the type of array (integer, 
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SOFTWARE: Fastsave 

439D E5 00990 PUSH HL ;save VARPTR again 
439E D5 01000 PUSH DE ;save no. of bytes 
439F D5 01010 PUSH DE ;twice! 
43A0 Cl 01020 POP BC ;byte count to BC 
43Al1 ED5BD640 01030 LD DE,(40D6H) ;get string space pointer 
43A5 CD1202 01040 CALL 0212H ;switch on cassette 
43A8 CD8702 01050 CALL 0287H ;write header 
43AB 7B 01060 LD A,E ;write byte 
43AC CD6402 01070 CALL 0264H ;to tape 
43AF 7A 01080 LD A,D 
43B0 CD6402 01090 CALL 0264H ;string space pointer now 

01100 ;on tape 
43B3 Dl 01110 POP DE ;recover byte count to DE 
43B4 El 01120 POP HL ;VARPTR to HL 
43B5 FD7E00 01130 GO2 LD A,(CIY) ;length of string to A 
43B8 CD6402 01140 CALL 0264H ;write length to tape 
43BB FD7E01 01150 LD A, (1Y+1) ;get LSB of address 
43BE CD6402 £01160 CALL 0264H ;write to tape 
43Cl FD7E02 01170 LD A, (1Y+2) ;get MSB of address 
43C4 CD6402 01180 CALL 0264H ;address now on tape 
43C7 FD7E00 01190 LD A,(1Y) ; 
43CA FEOO 01200 CP ;null string? 
43CC 2810 01210 JR Z,GO3 ;yes! 
43CE FD4600 01220 ED) «By ClTY) ;length to B 
43D1 FD6E01 01230 LD L, (IY+1) 
43D4 FD6602 01240 LD H, (1Y+2) ;address to HL 
43D7 7E 01250 LOOP3 LD  A,(HL) 
43D8 CD6402 01260 CALL 0264H ;write byte to tape 
43DB 23 01270 INC HL ;point to next byte 
43DC 10F9 01280 DJNZ LOOP3 ;any more? 
43DE 1B 01290 GO3 DEC DE 
43DF 1B 01300 DEC DE 

43E0 1B 01310 DEC DE ;decrement byte count 
01320 ;three times 

43El 7B 01330 LD A,E 
43E2 B2 01340 OR 
43E3 2808 01350 JR 2Z,FINI ;end of array? 
43E5 FD23 01360 ENG IY ;no! 
43E7 FD23 01370 INC IY 
43E9 FD23 01380 INC IY ;1Y set to next element 
43EB 18C8 01390 JR GO2 ;continue loop. 
43ED CDF801 01400 FINI CALL O1F8H 3;stop tape 
43F0 C9 01410 RET ;return to BASIC 
43F1 D5 01420 LOAD2 PUSH DE 3;save byte count 
43F2 CD1202 01430 CALL 0212H ;switch on tape 
43F5 CD9602 01440 CALL 0296H ;read header 
43F8 CD3502 01450 CALL 0235H ;read byte 
43FB 5F 01460 LD E,A 
43FC CD3502 01470 CALL 0235H ;read byte 
43FF 57 01480 LD D,A ;DE contains string space 

01490 ;pointer 
4400 ED53D640 01500 LD (40D6H),DE ;reset pointer 
4404 Dl 01510 POP E ;recover no. of bytes 
4405 El 01520 POP HL ;recover VARPTR 
4406 CD3502 01530 GOS CALL 0235H ;read byte 
4409 47 01540 LD B,A ;length of string to B 
440A FD7000 01550 LD (TY) 58 ;store length in array 
440D CD3502 01560 CALL 0235H ;read LSB address 
4410 6F 01570 LD iA 
4411 FD7501 - 01580 LD (IY+1),L ;store LSB 
4414 CD3502 01590 CALL 0235H ;read MSB address 
4417 67 01600 LD H,A ;HL contains address 
4418 FD7402 01610 LD (1Y+2),H ;store MSB 
441B 78 01620 LD A,B 
441C FEOO 01630 CP 0 ;null string? 
441E 2807 01640 JR 2Z,GO6 syes! 
4420 CD3502 01650 LOOP5 CALL 0235H ;read byte 
4423 77 01660 LD (HL) ,A ;store in string area 
4424 23 01670 INC HL ;point to next location 
4425 10F9 01680 DJNZ LOOPS ;any more? 
4427 1B 01690 G06 DEC DE 
4428 1B 01700 DEC DE ;decrement byte count 
4429 1B 01710 DEC DE ;three times 
442A 7B 10720 LD A,E ; 
442B B2 01730 OR D 
442C CA3744 01740 JP Z,FINI2 s;end of data? 
442F FD23 01750 INC IY sno! 
4431 FD23 01760 ENG EY 
4433 FD23 01770 INC IY ;LY set to next element 
4435 18CF 01780 JR GO5 ;continue loop 
4437 CDF801 01790 FINI2 CALL O1F8H ;stop tape 
443A C9 01800 RET sreturn to BASIC 
443B 00 01810 NOP 
443C 00 01820 NOP ;BASIC will start here 
41E2 01830 ORG 41E2H 3;set SYSTEM autostart 
41E2 C30243 01840 JP INIT 
0000 01850 END 

single or double precision). The 
total number of bytes to be 
saved is first written to tape 
followed by each byte in tum. 
Loading the array from tape is 
simply a reversal of this 
procedure. 
@ Lines 950 to 1800 save and 
load string arrays. String arrays 
are stored in memory as three 
bytes perelement. The first byte 
is the length of the string 
followed by the address at 
which the string is actually 
stored in the string area. The 
pointer for the next available 
string space is held at 40D6H 

and the pointer is written to 
tape. This is used to reset the 
sting storage pointer on load- 
ing the amay from tape to ensure 
that string data from the tape 
willnot be overwritten by subse- 
quent string operations. This is 
then followed by the length of 
the string, the address of the str- 
ing and the string itself or each 
element for the array. Loading 
of string arrays is simply a rever- 
sal of the procedure. 
@ Lines 1830 to 1850 set up 
the autostart following 
the loading of the 
SYSTEM tape. 

o7 



ARCADE NON= SRCADE 
1 Mugsy Melbourne 

House Spectrum (1) 

Sabre Wulf Uitimate Spectrum (-) Flight Path 737. Anirog CBM 64 (2) 

Beach Head US Gold CBM (2) Lords of 

Loco Alligata CBM 64 (3) Midnight Beyond Spectrum (4) 

Psytron Beyond Spectrum (5) Sphinx 

Omega Race Commodore CBM64(4) Adventure Acornsoft BBC (3) 
Trashman Quicksilva CBM 64 (7) The inferno R. Shepherd Spectrum (6) 

Oblivion Bug-Byte Spectrum (6) Mastermind Commodore CBM64(5) 

SonofBlagger Alligata CBM 64 (9) valhalla Legend CBM 64 (7) 
Trashman New The Fall of Rome APS Spectrum (9) 

Generation Spectrum (10) Quizmaster Commodore CBM 64(10) 

Munch Mania Mastertronic CBM 64(-) Solo Flight US Gold CBM 64 (8) 

ée 
Compiled with the assistance of Britain’s leading software distributors, 

including: Pinnacle, SDL, PCE, Websters, PCS and Software Centre. 

m 

vs SPEC TRUNS COMMODORE 8% |i} ORAGON 32 

1 Sabre Wulf Ultimate (1) 

2 Jet Set Willy Software Projs (-) 

3StoptheExpress Sinclair (9) 
4Match Point Sinclair (-) 
5 Mugsy Melbourne Hse (-) 
6 Atic Atac Ultimate (-) 

.7Scuba Dive Martech (-) 

8 Fighter Pilot Digital Integratn (-) 

9 Night Gunner Digital Integratn (-) 

10 Manic Miner Software Projs (-) 

1 Manic Miner Software Projs (-) 4 Buzzard Bait Microdeal (-) 

2 Beachhead Centresoft (-) 2CuthbertinSpace Microdeal (-) 
3 Solo Flight Centresoft (-) 3 Hungry Horace Melbourne Hse (-) 
4 Colossus Chess CDS (-) 4 Bug Diver Mastertronic (-) 
5 Chuckie Egg A&F() 5 Dragon Chess Oasis Software (-) 
6 Snooker Visions (-) 6Mr Dig Microdeal (-) 

8 Megawarz Paramount (-) 8 Chuckie Egg A &F(-) 

9Chinese Juggler = Microsoft (-) 9Transylvanian Twr_ R. Shepherd (-) 
10Revelation Softek (-) 10 Hunchback Ocean (-) 

Compiled by W. H. Smith and Websters. Figures in brackets are last week's positions. | 

WICE2O BBC INE 
1 Computer War: Creative Sparks (-) 1 Aviator Acornsoft (-) 

2TankCommander Creative Sparks (-) 2 JCB Digger Acornsoft (-) 

3 Charlot Race Microantics (-) 3LinkwoodFrench Acornsoft (-) 

4Snooker Visions (-) ALinkwoodGerman Acornsoft (-) 

5 Flight 015 FerrantiCralg (-) 5 Ghouls Micropower (-) 

6Games Designer _ Galactic (-) 6 Fortress Pace (-) 

7 Wizard and the Melbourne 7 Snooker Acornsoft (-) 

1Krypton Ordeal Novus (4) 
2 Black Crystal Carnell (9) 
3 Planet Raider Novus (8) 
4Walk the Plank Novus (5) 

5 Sabotage Sinclair (10) 
6 Space Raiders Sinclair (-) 

7Flight Simulation = Sinclair (-) 

8 Chess 1K Sinclair (-) 
Princess House (-) a 8 Snooker Visions (-) 

8 Grandmaster Chess Audiogenic (-) 9Twin Kingdom 

9 Duck Shoot Mastertronic (-) valley Bug-Byte (-) 9Revers| sinclalr (-) 
10 Tower of Evil Creative Sparks (-) 10 Tree of Knowledge Acornsoft (-) 10City Patrol Sinclalr (-) 



COMPUTER ROBOTICS 
TRAINING 

FULL TIME COLLEGE COURSE 
SUITABLE FOR APPLICANTS WHO WISH TO 
ENTER COMPUTER SERVICE ORS REEATED 

INDUSTRIES — HIGH PERCENTAGE OF 
PRACTICAL COURSE WORK 

15 MONTHS 
B TEC Certificate in Computing Technology 

9 MONTHS 
B TEC Higher Certificate in Computing Technology 

Subjects: Foundation Electronics, Digital 

Techniques, Microelectronics, Microprocessors, 
Microcomputer Based Systems, Industrial 
Robotics, Machine Code & High Level Pro- 

gramming. 

Shortened courses can be arranged for applicants 
with previous knowledge. 

Courses commence Sept, Jan and April (Higher § 
Cert Sept only). Prospectus from: 

MO) | el @) i 3 eng fe), | (erm ele) BR Ae) Si(oyy ney) 

20 Penywern Road, 
Earls Court, London SW5 9SU. 

Tel: 01-373 8721 

g ! 

DEFINASLE AS KEY, TEXT, 
NUMERIC, CONSTANT, RESULT OR DATE... IN FILES OF UP TO 16M CHARACTERS! 
SUPERBASE 64 EVEN HAS SPREADSHEET AND CALCULATOR CAPABILITY, CALENDAR 

FUNCTIONS, EASY INPUT FROM WORDPROCESSOR/DATA FILES, BOTH MENU-DRIVEN AND 
PROGRAM OPTIONS, SORTING/SEARCHING, FULLY DEFINABLE OUTPUTS... SUPERBASE 64 

IS ESSENTIAL IF YOU WANT THE MOST FROM YOUR 64! SUPPLIED ON CBM 154] DISK 
WITH EXCELLENT TUTORIAL/REFERENCE MANUAL. OUR PRICE £99-95 £88.00! 

TRANSFORMS THE COMMODORE 64 
INTO A FULL-FEATURED AND 

PROFESSIONAL DATABASE 
SYSTEM! WITH UP TO 1000 

CHARACTERS PER RECORD ON UP 
TO 4 SCREENS... AND UP TO 

128 ITEMS PER RECORD, 

VIZAWRITE 64 IS A HIGH- 
PERFORMANCE, LOW-COST WORD 
PROCESSOR, WITH ON-SCREEN 

FORMATTING, THAT TAKES FULL 
ADVANTAGE OF THE 64'S COLOUR, GRAPHICS AND MEMORY FEATURES... AND SUPPORTS 

VIRTUALLY ANY PRINTER! WITH A COMPREHENSIVE AND EASY-TO-FOLLOW USER MANUAL, 
VIZAWRITE IS THE ULTIMATE PERSONAL COMPUTER WORD PROCESSOR! AVAILABLE ON 

CARTRIDGE (£83¢93 £75!), DISK (£J9-95 £68!) OR WITH VIZASPELL (£9995 £85!) 

: MASTER 64 IS A TOTALLY NEW 
c/VI CONCEPT... A COMPLETE PROGRAM 

as eC DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE, THAT'S 
AVAILABLE NOW FOR THE CBM 64. 

MASTER HAS 85 NEW COMMANDS... AND BASIC IV Too! PLUS PROGRAMMER'S TOOLKIT, 
MACHINE CODE MONITOR, BUSINESS BASIC, KEYED DISK ACCESS, MULTIPLE SCREENS, 

USER-DEFINABLE INPUT ZONES, REPORT GENERATOR, 22-PLACE ARITHMETIC, DISK DATA 
COMPRESSION, DATE CONTROL, SCREEN PLOT, SCREEN DUMP, AND MORE... EVERYTHING 
YOU NEED TO PROGRAM YOUR 64 TO TOP PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS! (£) 43-75 £115!) 

*** WANT IT TOMORROW? *** CALL US TODAY! *** ON 01~546-7256 
ES SSS EES] 

_ EVAYPuMmM< 

PPP mmm rm rm SEN BOND Wi WO 10 0 . es -. & ef *. . OWWDOCO.™0 SCCMooOoOoOM PMPmrmrmrmrnenr NNW & er ONAN NO VUAMOUIUINS OER RCE cooo°cdoo Sooooooo 

PRICES INCLUDE 15% VAT AND ARE @& 
CORRECT ON GOING TO PRESS. | 
ORDER BY POST OR PHONE, USING | 
CHEQUE, ACCESS/BARCLAY CARD OR 
OFFICIAL ORDER. DESPATCH IS BY 
SAME-DAY 1ST CLASS POST, PRE- 
PAID ORDERS FREE. PRODUCT DATA | 
AVAILABLE ON REQUEST. REF A28 & 

LS RA RS ES SS Pe OR OEE) 
LAKESIDE HOUSE, KINGSTON HILL, SURREY, KT2 7QT. TEL 01-546-7256 
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Please use BLOCK CAPITALS and include post codes. 

Nios eA R a EY BIN EY 5 | Se oe eg he elie. nee enone 
delete accordingly | 

BN CROAT CGS eves che. weep “a. wlan diel nin A eee ek a Aa ataeg alee nee’ 

| SOLO EC EIAL © vicar te tartniss axdntoresar stew wing cee eas Ree eerie ens eee breeaeat | 
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In days gone by, falconry was the sport of gentlemen and 
kings — this noble and time-honoured tradition is not so 
prevalent in these technological times, and it is quite a 
pity, too. Justimagine the pride you'd feel standingin your 
own back yard while your very own hunting falcon 
swooped down upon unsuspecting dogs, cats and 
Ford Sierras. 

For a limited time only, Computing Today is offering 
you the chance to experience the thrill of commanding 
your own bird of prey, with the new CT Hunting Falcon/ 
Magazine Binder. Swift of wing, sure of eye and made of 
genuine vinyl and cardboard, the Computing Today 
Hunting Falcon/Magazine Binder is the spitting image of 
the hunting birds of old to anybody suffering trom 
cataracts. Release it from your arm, and it dives just like a 
traditional hawk. If it lands on a small animal, it will pro- 
bably stun it. Also, when you tire of the sport, and would 
rather hunt hedgehogs with your Ford Sierra, your CT 
Hunting Falcon converts into a useful magazine binder 
that holds a full year's supply of Computing Today. The 
new CT Hunting Falcon/Magazine Binder will cost you 
not a farthing more than the old binder alone used to: just 
£5.00. This includes postage and packing, so your falcon 
won't have to tire itself out flying to your abode. 

Cut out and send to: 

COMPUTING TODAY HUNTING 
FALCON/MAGAZINE BINDER, 

INFONET LTD, 
TIMES HOUSE, 

179 THE MARLOWES, 
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, 

HERTS HPI 1BB, 
ENGLAND 

Iam enclosing my (delete us recessary) 
Cheque/Postal Order/International Money 

Order for £ 
(made payable to ASP Ltd) 

OR 
Debit my Access/Barclaycard* 

(*delete as necessary) 

. " i Je “RRR tee 
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ith the advent of the mass-produced microcomputer, 
many people are now using systems at work or at home, 
and are writing programs for all sorts of diverse tasks. 

Many of these users are largely self taught, perhaps with some 
assistance from books and local courses. As a result, there is a 
tendency to adopt'pet methods of carrying out certain 
tasks when there is often a much better way of 
proceeding. When the better way is found, one wonders 
how the old way was ever acceptable. 

One activity that is common to almost all data 
processing is the need to enter, display, update or correct 
records. To do this in BASIC, one can resort to the obvious 
method of prompting for each item of data in tum, 
combined with some method of input error trapping and 
data correction. This usually results in much scrolling of the 
screen display, particularly when errors are made. It is also 
very easy to lose track of just where you are, unless previous 
prompts and data are displayed. It is then difficult to see the 
wood for the trees. Alteration of data is also tedious, as 
‘Menu lists of options need to be displayed, and multiple 
‘Prompts’ are again needed. 

After writing a number of programs in this way myself, it 
eventually became apparent that a much better method of 
data entry was possible, which permitted all of the data 
fields and associated prompts to be displayed on the 
screen and edited by cursor movement in a‘circular 
manner and without scrolling. This could continue until the 
data was satisfactory and it could then be accepted for 
saving in a simple manner. 

This article describes the essential details of a BASIC 
program that allows full on-screen editing of data fields 
to be carried out The BASIC used is MBASIC Vn5, running 
under CP/M 2.2 but the method should be applicable to 
most BASICs with modification. It should also be possible to 
modify it for other machines, although there are a number 

of screen-related to hardware features that MUST be 
supported for the method to be used. These are discussed 
below, and information is given later on allow customisation for 
other machines that provide similar screen related commands. 

The software necessary to do this task was developed as a self 
supporting unit that can be easily modified and added into 
programs. All data fields are displayed on the screen, together 
with a ‘field description’ prompt. Data is entered within a 
Ls aah <“ type display. The cursor is automatically placed at 
the first character position within a data field when it is entered. 
Photo | is the screen display seen during editing as produced by 
this example program. The NAME field in the example display is 
shown partly completed and the underscore (__) character next 
to the I represents the cursor waiting for the next character or 
control key entry. Any period (.) characters represent unused 

M BASIC DATA 
ENTRY 

C. Bowden 

This neat program will allow you to enter data without tears and with 
the minimum fuss. 

character positions in the fields. 
Essentially, the program provides the following features: 

@ Display does not scroll during editing of data fields. 
@ All input fields are displayed on the screen simultaneously 
with prompts and markers. 
@ When field is ‘full, cursor automatically skips to the next field. 
@ Cursor may be moved up/down to any field in a ‘circular 
manner. 
@ Any data in any field may be altered. The data saved will be . 
that displayed when the editing of the display is ended. 
@ Field editing is by Cursor right/ left keys, overtyping, 
Backspace and Space. 
@ The Cursor cannot be moved out of fields in a'sideways' 
direction. 
@ When the operator is satisfied, edit is ended by a simple 
command. 
@ The lower area of the screen is available for prompts and any 
other relevant messages (depending on number of data fields/ 
prompts). 

For the ease of use, the program listing has been split into 
sections and copious REM statements have been added. The e 
main entry point is at line 310. This would be entered as a 
subroutine from the main program, the exit back to the main 
program would be from the RETURN in line 570. Lines 10 to 270 
are part of the setting up process and should be at the start of any 
program, and only executed once. Lines 610 to’780 process any 
keystrokes, with the additional help of the subroutine lines 820 to 
990. 

Lines 1030 to 1130 are optional, and are intended to provide 
a HELP menu to the operator, as shown in Photo 1. If screen 
space is required for other purposes, this could easily be omitted 
and written instruction can be provided as an alternative. Line 
11'70 is another cursor positioning subroutine, used by the HELP 
subroutine, and also by the data verification routine lines 500 to 
570. 

IN OPERATION 
In the sample listing, several assumptions have been made. It has 
been assumed that five data items will be recorded, and will 

comprise fields for DAY, MONTH, YEAR, NAME and STREET. It 
has further been assumed that these five fields will have lengths of 
9,8, 4,8 and 12 characters respectively. The variable Y (line 40) 
is set to the number of data items. A number of arrays are defined 
in line 50 and 60 and all are set to the value of Y. 

It should be noted that if it is intended to use'a complicated 
version of this program which will run much faster, the arrays 
should be DIM'ed explicitly or the compiler will give error 
messages. | 
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The array L stores the lengths of the data fields, array C stores 
the screen column at which the prompt will be printed and R 
stores the screen row that will be used. The array CC holds the 
screen column at which the Data field for each section starts. 

The string array P$ stores the strings that will be printed on the 
screen as input prompts. It should be noted that the number of 
characters between the >’ and'<’ characters equal the length of 
the data field. The’. can be omitted if desired and space 
characters used instead but the dots provide a useful indication of 

' the field length and position. 
Any PRINT command in BASIC causes the operand to be sent 

of the screen. If the operand is a normal ASCII character it will be 
printed, but if it is a command to the screen handling software, 
the necessary action is carried out. On my system, the command 
to clear the screen (in BASIC ) is PRINT CHR$(26). Many of the 
screen commands are ESCape codes, followed by a number of 
additional characters. Thus, Clear to End of Line is ESC followed 
by a”®”, and Clear to End of Screen is ESC;"%". The purpose of 
line 270 is therefore to define ‘shorthand’ versions of the three 
‘Clear commands so as to shorten any lines that use them later. 

The command to position the cursor is slightly more complex, 
consisting of ESC;"=” and then two characters defining the 
screen position. The first one defines the ROW, the second 

defines the COLUMN. For my system it is necessary to add an 
offset of 32 to these two values. Other cards may require different 
offsets. Thus line 11'70 is simply a general cursor positioning 
subroutine. It is only necessary to declare row R, and column C 
before calling 1170. The next BASIC ‘PRINT’ command will then 
take place at the defined position. 

Examination of lines 240 and 250 will show them to be similar 
to 1170, but the required cursor positions are calculated from 
values stored in the arrays C, CC and R. The positions are 
calculated using a FOR-NEXT loop equal in size to the number of 
data items and the resulting values are stored in two cursor 
position arrays — CRT1$ and CRT2$. The array CRT1$ () holds the 
screen position at which the prompts in array P$() are to be 
printed, whilst the array CRT2$() holds the positions of the first 
character of each field. The reason that the values are calculated 
and stored in the arrays is to avoid the slowing up that would 
occur if the positions had to be calculated each time. It also 
shortens some later lines. 

If lines 110 and 130 are examined in conjunction with lines 
230-260 and 340, it will be seen that the prompts P$(1) to P&(3) 
will be printed starting at column 5 in rows 4,5 and6, but P$(4) 

BASIC’ ON SCREEN EDITOR, 

ENTER DAY...) Wednesday ( 
ENTER MONTH... > March... ¢ 

Use UP an N arrow keys,or "EN 

To fedit’ an entry Ou Maly 4 

RK, plus all of the normal AL 

1) others, 1.8, fy J [ $ ; 

To end ’Edit’, press ‘ESC’ or press "ENTER? when in line. 5 

Photo 1 Display as produced by example program. 

COMPUTING TODAY SEPTEMBER 1984 

4, ENTER NAME. ...) Smin..., ¢ 

>. ENTER STREET 

R’ to move from line to line. 

C)S28\ 4-2 

SOFTWARE : MBASIC data entry 
I aE ag SSN = DAR or ET 

and P§(5) will be printed in column 45 of rows 4 and 5. Thus there 
are two data items on screen lines 4 and 5 in this example 
program, and one data item displayed on screen line 6. The 
effect is shown in Photo |. By adjusting the values held in these 
arrays, altering lines 40 to 60 and the data in arrays P$, it is thus 

_ easy to move the fields about the screen and alter them. 
When the program is run, line 310 ensures that MBASIC does 

not output any CRLF’s of its own which could make a mess of the 
screen display. If this line is omitted, MBASIC will output a CRLF 
to the screen every so often depending on the value of WIDTH, 
which can completely ruin the screen display. 

Line 320 clears the screen and leaves the cursor at the top left 
of the screen. The FOR-NEXT loop of lines 330 to 350 causes the 
cursor to be placed at each of the positions stored in array CRT1$ 
in turn and the appropriate prompt stored in array P$ to be 
PRINTed. In addition, array DD$ is cleared. {This will be dealt 
with later). The net result is that the five prompt strings are printed 
at the positions as define in lines 110 and 130. (The subroutine 
called from Line 390 is optional and only PRINTS any HELP 
messages if these are deemed necessary to help the operator. 

The core of the program is to be found in the loop between 
lines 400 and 460. The value of X set by the FOR-NEXT loop in 
line 400 is used to indicate the current data item. The variable W 
in line 410 is used to store a copy of the current value of X. The 
cursor is then positioned at the start of the ‘current’ data field as 
defined by CRT2$(X) and the program can then call the subroutine 
at line 610, which processes all keys that are pressed. This will be 
described in more detail later. 

The cursor editing feature of this program allows the cursor to 
move to other data items in either direction, so it is necessary to 
adjust the value of X if the cursor is moved to a different data 
item. 

The following examples will illustrate how W and X are used 
to ensure that the cursor moves as desired, while all data fields 

are continually stored. The way in which UP/DOWN arrow keys 
are detected and any necessary alterations are made to variable 
W will be described in more detail when the key processing 
routines are described later. For the moment it will be assumed 
that the necessary adjustments are made. 

Suppose that the value of W and X is 5 and the cursor is in the 
field of data item 5. Pressing the DOWNARROW key should take 
the cursor to data field 1 due to the ‘circular’ nature of the 
program. Any subsequent editing should then take place on item 
1 so the value of X must be adjusted accordingly. Before X is 

changed to 1. though, any 
data associated with item 5 
must be saved, since it may 
have been altered when the 
cursor was on item 5. 

The action is as follows: 
the DOWN key will be 
detected and the key process 
software will adjust W to0O, 
then RETum to line 420. 
Ignoring line 420 for the 
moment, line 430 will print the 
most recently edited version of 
item DD$(5) on the screen. 
DD§$(5) will of course hold the 
most recent version of field 5. 
Since Z is not 27 (ESC), line 
450 has no effect. Line 460 
will set X equal to W (0); NEXT 
X will then set X to 1. 
Execution can then proceed’ 
from line 410. W will be set to 
equal X (1), and editing will 
take place on data field 1, as 

required. 

(i) ss tae te n 
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Listing 1 The MBASIC program. 

A) General setting up. 

i@ ° ~- SCREEN EDITOR FOR MBASIC AND CURSOR ADDRESSABLE V.D.U. 

2°" Copyright — CC. Bowden Jan 84. . 

i 

4Q Y= “SET NUMBER “GF “DATA ITEMS 

oe DIM COV) gL OV) ERUYS SS Ce CE ers CY) 

OW Dintt DDSCY) ,ERTISE CY) Cao een y) 
70 DEP FNES(X)=CEPTS (DDS (xo UC) Il St+RIGHTS (DESK), (S-LC-1)> 
aa * 

90 " ~ SET UF ALL CONSTANTS INTO ARRAYS FOR EASY ACCESS 
1a@ * P 

11@ CCl RS: C CS. =S:C00S)=3210(4)=45:0 (5) 45 ‘SET FRINT COLUMN 

120 L.(1)=92l (2) =8:1. (3) =4:1(4)=8:L(5)=12 “SET INPUT STRINGREENGTHS 

1B@ AClHs4s kh (PSs RCS =G2R(4)=42R (5) = “SET SCREEN. ROWS 
14@ CCO(1)=24:00 (2) =24:C0C0 (3) =24:00(4)=64:CC(S)=64 “SET DATA INFUT COLUPRNS 

Lo PStlye"1. ENTER DAY a eee <0 ‘DEFINE SCREEN FPROMPiS 
168 Petco" 2. ENTER MONTH iy Re sehaee se 6 an 

17O.-FPS65)="S.. ENTER YEAR i ae 

192 FE(4)="4, ENTER NAME arena tao <9 

POO Pets) ="'S. ENTER SIREE TT if si Wiitea dao wwe « qu 

aoa * 
210 ’ —- PRESET SCREEN POSITIONS AND SHORTEN SOME SCREEN COMMANDS 

pds 
faa FOR X=1 TO ¥ “PRESET *FPOSTTIONS.FPOR 

240 CRT1$¢(X%) =CHRS (27) +"="+CHRS (S2+R 0X) +CHRE(S24+C0(0X)) © SCREEN 

25@ CRT2# (X) =CHRE (27) 4"="+CHRE (32+R (CX) ) +CHRE (32+CC CX) 

268 MEXT xX 
270 CLS#=CHR# (26) : CLNS=CHRE (27) 4+"%"s CLES=CHRE(27)4+"2%" “SCREEN COMMANDS 

250 «© 

B) Main Edit Module. 

290 °- MAIN PROGRAM. CLEAR SCREEN, PRINT FROMPTS, CLEAR INFUT ARRAYS 

O18 WIDTH 255 ‘STOP BASIC ADDING CRLF’S 

wea PRINT CLS? ‘CLEAR SCREEN 

ood FOR ASL TOY "PF RINT FROMFT STRINGS AND 

340 PRINT CRTI#(X) ssPRINT PECX) 3 sDDt(X)="" ‘CLEAR INFUT ARRAY 

SIM NEAT X 

370 * ~ POSITION CURSGR AF INPUT ITEM X, GET AND PROCESS KEYSTROKES 

2? GOSUEB 1@sa “PRINT “HELE seheSSAGES 

Cr ot.) wooOt.. 

4A FOR X=] TO ¥ ‘NOW LOOP, SETTING CURSOR 

41@ W=X: PRINT CRTS#(X);:GOSUB 619 ‘TO INPUT FOSTTION, AND 

4 ITF X=Y¥ AND LC=L.(X) THEN W=@ ‘READING FEYS. ADD KEYS 

430 FRINT CRISS (X) sDDS (CX) 5 ‘TO DATA STRINGS, FILTER 
i ‘CURSOR AND COMMAND EEYS 

45@ IF Zi? THEN GOTO Sa@ “UNTIE SES" (OREN. 

46@ X=WeblE XT XxX ‘FROM LAST LINE. > 

D) Merify Edit. 

4650 ° VERIFY THAT DISPLAYED DATA 1S 0.k. — LOOP IF Hel 

208 R=12:C=6:GOSUB 1170:PRINT CLE#; 

21l@ FRINT “Any Fey except “Y’ or ‘y’ will Re-enter ‘EDIT’ mode. "3 

se Reb4:C=S:GOSUR 1178 c 

~oM INFUT “Is the Data correct — ";RES# “VERTFY ENTERED DATA 

J40 IF RES#="Y¥" OR RES#="y" THEN GOTO 5460 

Dae ast. 398 ‘IF NOT O.F., DO AGAIN 

268 WIDTH 88 Ee Ge. the TURN 1O PROG. 

~7/@ RETURN “END OF EDITING ROUTINE 
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SOFTWARE : MBASIC data entry 

E>) Reystroke Frocessing. 

J70 GET INPUT KEY, AND PROCESS IT. 
50a 
61@ S=LEN (DD#(X)):LC=@:DUM#="" ‘SUBROUTINES TO GET INPUT 
62@ L#=INKEY#:IF I¢="" THEN GOTO 620 ‘IF DATA, ADD TO-DD# (x) 
S38 Z=ASC(I#) ‘IF CURSOR CONTROL — eq; 
64@ IF Z=1% OR Z=27 THEN RETURN ‘BS, ARROW OR SPACE, USE 
65@ IF Z=8 AND S=@ THEN GOTO 42 "RELEVANT ROUTINE. 
66@ IF Z=8 THEN GOSUE S2@:GOTO 42a : 

. 67@ IF Z=3@ THEN GOSUB 92@:RETURN ‘UPARROW = ASCII =a 
| 643@ IF Z==1 THEN GOSUB 998@:RETURN ‘DOWNARROW = ASCII 1 

69@ IF Z=29 AND LC=L.(X) THEN GOTO 62a ‘ BRS = 8, ENTER = i3 
7O@ IF Z=29 AND LCS THEN LC=LC+i:FPRINT I#;:GOTO 620 'ESC = 27. SPACE = 32 
710 IF z7=28 AND LC=@ THEN GOTO 620 ‘RIGHTARROW = 29 
720 IF Z=28 AND LC=<S THEN LO=LC-—1:FRINT I#;:GOTQ 42 ‘LEFTARROW = 28 

. 73@ IF zZ=32 THEN GOTO 760 
| 74Q IF 7444 THEN GOTO 429 | ‘VALUES UNDER 46 OR OVER 

750 IF Z>122 THEN GOTO 620 "122 REJECTED. 
. 76@ GOSUB S8S8@:PRINT I#;:S=LEN(DD#(X)):LC=LC+i ‘ADD OR OVERTYPE 
. 77@ IF LC=L¢(X) THEN RETURN ‘DETECT FULL FIELD 
. 788 GOTO 42a : 

798° 
S72 ‘ ~ BACKSFACE CURSOR AND DELETE CHARACTER 

| Sia 
. 820 IF LC=S THEN DD# (X) =LEFT# (DD€(X) , (LO-1)) PRINT I#3:9=S-1:LC=LC-1:RETURN 

| S24 “IF LCS THEN PRINT CHR#(29)3:PRINT IT¢3:T¢=" ": DUMS=FNBES (CX): DDE (CX) =DUME 

B48 RETURN 

asa 
860 ° ADD A CHARACTER TO END OF THE STRING, OR OVERTYPE 
a7a ° 3 
880 IF LC=S THEN DD#(X)=DD#(X)+1#: RETURN ‘ADD TO END -OF ITEM 
890 IF LC<S THEN DUM€=FNE# (xX) sDDE(X)=DUME:RETURN  ‘OVERTYPE CHARACTERS 
90g ’ 
910 ° UPARROW ~ MOVE CURSOR UF THE DISFLAYED LIST, AND ADJUST LOOF COUNT 
920° 
O20 IF X=] THEN WeY~ ds RETURN 

P44 Weekes RE TURM 

950) 
960 ° DOWNARROW - ROTATE DOWN THE LIST, AND ADJUST IF LAST ITEM 
970° 
98@ IF X=¥ THEN W=@: RETURN 

790 RETURM 

1 Ae 

FE) Operators Help Messages. 

1M@i@ ° ~- EXPLANATORY NOTES FOR FROGRAM OPERATOR 

. 1@2eg ° 

| 1030 R=12:C=6:GOSUBR 1172 
| 19748 FRINT "Use UF and DOWN arrow keys,or “ENTER’ to move from line to line." 

1f@S@ Rel4:C=6:G05SUB 1178 

1@6@ FRINT "To ‘edit’ an entry you may use RIGHT and LEFT arrows, BACK SPACE, " 

1@7@ RelS62CeS6:GOSue 1172 
1@@@ FRINT "and SFACEBAR, plus all of the normal ALPHANUMERIC keys, plus one " 

1@?a@ F=18:2:C=6:G05UR 1178 
112: PRINT “or two others, i.e. if « AOE Se Bee eee = 4 

1114 R=S2a:C#6:GOSUB 1178 

. 11T20 PRINT “To end ‘Edit’, press “ESC* or press “ENTER when in line "3¥3"." 

. 1128 RETURN 

1i4a ° 

G) General Cursor Subroutine. 

115@ ° ~- GENERAL CURSOR POSITIONING SUBROUTINE 

1168 
1170 PRINT CHR (27) 4+"="4+CHRs (S2tR) t+CHRS( 3240) 3 PRE TURN 
riso =, 

> 
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There are two ways of ending the edit 

@ Ifthe ENTER key is pressed during edit, it will cause the cursor 
to move on to the next data item in numerical order. If this is done 
when the cursor is on the highest numbered data item, eg 5, then 
when line 460 is reached NEXT X will make X equal to6 and then 
the FOR-NEXT loop will terminate, ending the edit. 
@ Ifthe ESC key is pressed while editing, the value of Z will be 
27. This will cause the program to RETum from the key processing 
routines, and will be detected by line 450. Thus the edit is 
terminated irrespective of the position of the cursor, although all 
displayed data is saved. 

The program lines 500 to 570 provide a means of reversing 
the decision to end an edit Line 500 positions the cursor in column 6 
on screen line 12 and then clears to end of screen, removing the 
‘HELP’ information. The operator is then prompted to enter’Y’ ory’ 
to confirm end of edit, in which case the program proceeds to line 
560 to restore MBASIC ‘WIDTH to 80 and retums to the main 
program. Entry of any other key will loop back to line 390 for 
printing of the ‘HELP’ messages again, followed by the 
repositioning of the cursor at the start of the first data item. 

The observant reader may be wondering why the program uses 
the dummy variable W, and why the array variable DD$(X) is 
printed in line 430. After all, any editing is immediately placed 
into DD$(X) and echoed on the screen, which seems to make line 
430 pointless. It also seems pointless to store a copy of X in W, 
and to transfer it back in line 460, when the current value of X 
could be changed directly in lines 910 to 990. This is perfectly 
true in the example listing. In a more sophisticated program, it 
may be necessary to carry out some more processing on DD$(X) 
before X is altered. This is true of the program displayed in photo 2, 
where right justification and padding of the data occurs. Extra 
lines to do this can be inserted 420 and 430. If this is done, the 

extra code described is needed. 

KEY PROCESSING 
The only part of the program not yet considered in detail are 
the key stroke processing subroutines, lines 610 to 990. In line 
610 the number of characters already stored in the variable 
DD§$(X) is counted and stored in variable 'S’. This will be zero if 
the particular field has not been edited. 

A second counter — LC, is set to zero. This counter is used 
to store the count of how far along the data field the cursor is. 
The value of LC cannot exceed the count S, but note that 
‘SPACE’ characters may be present at the end of a field, which 

will be included in the total value of S. In addition, a dummy 
string variable, DUM$ is cleared. This dummy is used as a 
temporary store during certain editing functions to be described 
later. 

Incidentally, it is easy to use this routine to update previously 
entered records. The data should be read into the array DD§$() 
before calling the Edit software. The logic around line 340 
should be altered such that when used in this way, the array 
DD$() is NOT cleared. Also arrays CRT2$() and DD$() should 
be printed at this time, so that the screen displays the data that 
is to be edited. 

Line 620 simply loops until a key is pressed. Any key 
pressed is then stored in the string variable I$. The ASCII value 
of the key is computed and stored in variable Z, to permit easy 
filtering of command keys or data keys. Line 640 traps ENTER or 
ESC keys, either of which will cause an immediate RETum to 
the main edit loop at line 420. 

Line 650 stops the BACKSPACE key from having an effect if 
the cursor is in the first column of the data field. If B/S is 
pressed from further along the field, the operation is valid so the 
program uses subroutines at 820 to 840. If LC equals S (line 
820) then the cursor is on the last character of the field and a 
simple B/S is performed. String DD$(X) is shortened by 
one character, S and LC are decremented by one, and the B/S 
is PRINTed on the screen as a ‘space’, causing the last 
character displayed to be deleted. 

If the cursor is part way along the data item (ie LC<S —line 
830) then the cursor is moved back one character and a B/S is 
printed on screen, causing a space to appear within the 
displayed field. LC and S are not adjusted. The variable I$ is 
then set to a’‘SPACE’ character, and the DEFINED FUNCTION 
FNB§$(X) is used (line 70). This function is used to replace 
characters within the string DD$(X). Thus a SPACE character 
will be placed into DD$(X) at the correct position. The program 
will then return to 660, and then to 620 for another key. At this 
stage, the cursor is at the space created within DD$(X), and 
any other non-control character typed will be placed into this 
space as described below for character insertion. As an 
alternative, the cursor can be moved elsewhere, leaving a 
space in the string. 

Line 670 will process any UPARROW keys, via the 
subroutine at line 930. UPARROW must not terminate the whole 
edit, but only the edit of the particular data item. If the cursor is 
on item 1, UPARROW must take the cursor to item 5. Since line 
460 will add one to X, then X must be set to 4 before returming. 

This is the effect of line 930, where W is set to Y—1 (ie 4 in this 
example program). The RETURN in 930 is followed by another 
in 670, so the program goes back to line 430 and then on to 
460, where X is set to the value of W, (ie 4). NEXT X then 
makes X = 5, which is the required value. The FOR-NEXT 
LOOP is thus not terminated, and editing continues in item 5 as 
desired. If X is not equal to 1, then the correct result can be 

obtained by reducing W by 2. The part played by variable W 
has already been described. 

DOWNARROW keystrokes: 

are processed in line 680, 
Commands Recognised by Gemini GM812/GM832 Video Cards 

Action Gemini Command BASIC Equivalent 
Clear Screen O1A Hex PRINT CHR$(26) 
Clear to End of Line pee i al PRINT CHR$(27) ; "*” 
Clear to End of Screen BoC" PRINT CHR$(27);"%" 
Set Cursor Row-R, Col-C ESC, “=",R+32,C+32 PRINT CHR$(27);"="; 

CHR$(32 +R); CHR$(32 «C) 

Many commands used are similar to Lear-Seigler ADM-3A commands. 

ASCII Equivalents to Keyboard Commands 

Keystroke ASCII Value (Decimal) 
ENTER/RETURN/NEWLINE 13 If your keyboard does not have 
ESC 27 arrow keys, then you may be able 

to use some other combination to 
generate these or other codes. 

BACKSPACE 08 
SPACE 32 
UPARROW KEY 30 
DOWNARROW 31 
RIGHTARROW 29 
LEFTARROW 28 

SSS ESE SSS eS SS RS A 

and subroutine 980,990. 

Adjustments similar to those 
for the UPARROW key are 
made, if the cursor is in the 
last (highest numbered) data 
field, as described earlier. 

Otherwise no action is 
needed as NEXT X will make 
X the correct value. 

RIGHTARROW keys are 
prevented from having an 
effect if the cursor is on the 
last character in the field — 
LEFT ARROW keys are 
inhibited if the cursor is in the 
first character position (lines 
690, 710). Line ‘700 allows 
rightwards cursor movement if 
the cursor is not at the 
right-hand end of a data 
item, while line 720 allows 
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i. ietaile..d lant — 4 

il, Fees Paid,.> £ 
Trop$Prizes) £ 

13. Dins8Events> £ 
Insurance...) £ 
Travel... £ 
Bale sssesse) E264, 45_ 

i7, Bar Other...) £ 
is. Other....20.0 £ 

a2. Spares eee) { 

Section.....) BA ¢ 
VAT Rate. 4.) 15 © AZ. 
Dat@..csccae? 16/04/ 4 
Total.sese.d L a4. 45 14, 
Qu. Hire...) £ 5, 

| <a eae 16. 
an UMyS. 2? £ 3 

tat Ns.G..) £ 

To return ) Selection Menu tb. . oress EL? key at top R.H.S. 

Press ESC’ hey or Press | ‘ENTER’ key when cursor is in line 19 
te > OD Editing of this particular item of Input Data. 

he : Pata tographic. 
LC = pies Centre.

 

PE = Parties & Event
s. 

SECTION HRERS BA = Bar, Be 2 gts "Ch = Carden, © ® Cosantics. 
C= Gif. P= frgling. & = Electrical. 
CH Choir, PO = Pool RP. HA = Hayle RP. 

Photo 2 Typical screen during editing of a real program. 

leftward movement within a data item. In each case, 
the cursor command is PRINTed on the screen, so that the 

cursor is seen to move in response to the keystroke and the 
cursor position counter LC is adjusted. After RIGHT/LEFT arrow 
keys have been processed, the program goes back to line 620 
for the next keystroke. 

SPACE characters are allowed within data items (in this 
example program, also at the end of data items). Line 730 
‘traps spaces, and diverts via line ‘760 to the subroutines at 880, 

890 which allow overtyping or addition of characters. If LC is 
equal to S, then the cursor is at the end of the string, and so the 

SPACE is added to the string variable DD$, and then counters 
LC and S$ are adjusted. The character is also PRINTed. If the 
cursor is not at the end of the string (LC<S — line 890), then 
the DEFINED FUNCTION FNB§$(X) is used as before to place the 
‘SPACE’ within the string. 

At this stage, all valid commands have been filtered out, so 
lines 740 and ‘750 trap any other non-valid characters. In this 
program, any characters within the range 46 to 122 are 
acceptable as data, so line ‘760 will send them to be processed 
exactly as for the ‘SPACE’ character just described. 

If the last character added did not fill the data field, then 
line 780 takes the program back to line 620 for the next 
keystroke. 

If the character that was added to a data item has resulted 
in the length of the item filling the alloted field, then line 770 
will detect the full field and will terminate data entry for that 
item. The program will retum to line 430, to process the data as 
described. The cursor will move on to the next higher data field, 
due to the action of NEXT X in line 460. Note, however, that if 

this should happen in the highest numbered data field (5 in our 
example), the FOR-NEXT loop could terminate and end the edit 
with the usual prompts of lines 500 etc. Line 420 prevents this 
from occuring. 

I hope that you will adjust this program to your own 
requirements — you can nae many extra features that will 
improve its performance. 

In one Social Club Accounts program there are around twenty 
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‘SOFTWARE : MBASIC data entry. 

data fields to define different 
sectional activites, descriptive 

information, dates, and a 
number of financial items. 
Money amounts are entered 
as string data, and are then 

automatically right justified in 
the field, with one or two 
trailing zeros added atter the 
decimal point, depending on 
the pence value, to give a 

neat tabulation. The ‘Total’ in 
brackets as seen in Photo 2 
has been justified in this 

way, but the ‘Bar’ field has 

not, since the cursor is still in 
the field. 

The use of a Section 
marker allows separate 
accounts to be printed for 
different sections, and VA : is 
calculated at the rate entered 
in the VAT field. The account 
is printed on a MX100 printer 
using compressed print and 
232 columns. 

When a new record is 
entered, the program asks if 
the data is the same as for 
the last entry, and if so, 
automatically fills in the data 
field, including "/"” characters. 
In addition, the date, 
description and record 
number of the last entered 
record are displayed at the 

top of the screen as an aid to the operator. Another feature 
allows use of the DEL key to end editing without saving the 
displayed data. Photo 2 is a‘dump of the screen display during 
editing with this program. The system I use at work consists of a 
GEMINI Galaxy 2 running CP/M 2.2, with twin 400K discs and. 
296K virtual disc, and an EPSON MX100 printer. At home I use 
a similar system — a hybrid NASCOM-GEMINI 80BUS 
multiboard computer, with twin 350K discs, 256K virtual disc, 

video card, programmable keyboard and a number of other I/O 
and Colour cards, and an EPSON FX80 printer. Several 
operating systems are available, but CP/M 2.2 is the normal 
system used. (On both systems Sys/Gemini CBIOSs are used, 
which have a number of unusual features that greatly improve 
the ‘user friendliness’ of CP/M. In particular these BIOSs allow 
FULL ‘on screen’ CURSOR editing of many CP/M Utility 
command lines, and in particular MBASIC lines including line 
numbers. This feature is most unusual on CP/M machines, and 
makes editing a simple job.) 

The video card (Gemini IVC) is an intelligent video card 
with its own Z80, and appears to the host as three I/O ports. 
This card plugs into the bus, so access is very rapid. It 
recognises a large number of commands, but those concerned 
with the subject of this article are few in number and probably 
common to most CP/M machines. 

If your machine has cursor addressing and a few common 
screen commands such as ‘Clear to end of line’, ‘Clear to end 
of screen, ‘Clear screen’, then you can use the type of routine 
that is described in this article. Below are listed the commands 
required by the Gemini IVC card for the various operations. 
These can be altered for similar video systems. The software 
“assumes 25 by 80 screen format, and this should be taken into 
account for other formats. Ideally the keyboard should also have 
‘arrow keys that can be used to control cursor movement. The 
necessary codes can often be generated by other key 
combinations if this is not the case. There is no reason 
that codes other than 28 to 31 be used for this purpose, 
unless it clashes with some other allocation for the 
chosen code. 

png go hag hy Gg gO Pe 
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CLUB 
CALL 
Fiona Eldridge 

OXON TI USERS 
29 Kestrel Crescent 

Blackbird Leys 
Oxford OX4 5DY 

Contact: Peter Brooks (Organiser) 
Tel: Oxford (0865) 71'7985 

This newly-formed group is dedicated to users of the Texas 
Instruments range of home computers (both TV standards). 
Membership is not restricted to Oxfordshire users only (although 
they are subsidised) and communication is via a monthly 
newletter, TI-LINES. 

TI-LINES aims to be a veritable panacea to TI users and 
provide detailed information on subjects such as the use of 
control and function keys in TI BASIC and the application of 
pitch excited linear predictive coding in the speech synthesiser! 
TI-LINES has also run a BASIC tutorial and A TMS9900 assembly 
language course, some of the material being presented in 
TI.MES, the quarterly newsletter of Tl-99/4A Exchange, a national 
user group. The newsletter may be unique in that it can be read 
onto audio tape for the benefit of blind or partially sighted users. 

For Tl users in Oxfordshire, membership is 12 x 124%p stamps, 
for those outside the country, membership costs £10 pa and new 
members receive a starter pack of the first two issues. For further 
information, contact Peter Brooks on the number above. 

NORTH-WEST TRS-80 USERS GROUP 
40 Cowless 
Westhoughton 
Bolton 

BL5 3EG 

Contact: D F Franklin (Secretary) 

This group aims to promote the use of TRS-80, Dragon and Video- 
Genie (non-colour) computers in NW England. Meetings are held 
on the last Wednesday of every month at77.30 pm at the 
Lancashire Aeroclub HO, Barton Airport. There are usually 60 to 
80 members present and a general get-together is followed by a 
lecture or demonstration. 

Subscription costs £8 pa which include copies of Rem 80, a 
bi-monthly newsletter with articles, hints and tips written by 
members, access to two hire libraries and a repair and 
moditication service. 

NORFOLK GENIE AND TRS-80 USER 
GROUP 
Contact: P A Golder 
Tel: Swanton Morley (0362-83) 491 

NOGATUNG is a group dedicated to the Video Genie and TRS- 
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80 range of computers. A subscription fee of £5 pa includes 
meetings on the third Wednesday of each month at the Crome 
Community Centre in Norwich, lectures and help and advice. 

Membership is increasing all the time and includes students, 
doctors, businessmen and servicemen with a wide range of 
interest and experience in the field of computing. For further 
details, give Paul Golder a ring on the number above. 

INDEPENDENT COLECO ADAM USERS 
CLUB 
PO Box 9 
Towcester 

Northants NN12 '7OG 

Contact: David Winnett 
Tel: Towcester (0327) 50705 

This is a newly-formed user group dedicated to the Coleco Adam 
computer system. As well as area meetings around the country, 
the club aims to provide members with news, reviews, articles, 
program listings, hints and tips and general advice via a regular 
newsletter (ten issues pa). 

Users, owners and potential owners are welcome to write to 
the club at the address above and prospective members are 
asked to include an sae if they would like membership details. 

PENCOED AMATEUR COMPUTER CLUB 
7 Duttryn 
Pencoed 
Bridgend 
Mid Glamorgan CF35 6JL 

Contact B Pugh (Secretary) 
Tel: Pencoed (0656) 8623 1 

A well established group, the Pencoed Amateur Computer Club 
was formed in 1982 with the aim of ‘familiarising and educating 
people in the use of home computers. Meetings are on every 
other Wednesday at the Pavillion, Felindre Road, Pencoed 

between 6 and 9 pm where there are demonstrations of computers 
and peripherals and talks on applications as well as a library of 
books, educational tapes and magazines available on loan to 
members. Future meetings include visits to computer and chip 
factories and lectures from professionals on computer related 
subjects. 

New members are welcome and subscription is £6 pa or £9 pa 
for family membership. 

GRAVESEND COMPUTER CLUB 
58 Apseldene 
Hever Farm Estate 

Singlewell 
Gravesend 
Kent DA12 5EE 

This club has recently moved premises to the Council Tenants 
Club, Whitehill Lane, Gravesend. Meetings are every Thursday 
at'7 pm and wide variety of home computers are available. For 
further details contact the club secretary at the above address. 

LYNX USERS GROUP 
209 Kenton Lane 

Kenton 

Harrow 

Middx HA3 8TL 

Contact RB Jones 
Tel: 01-907 3406 

This is a new user group/magazine which has taken over from 
NILUG as a spokespiece for Lynx owners. If you're interested in 
promoting and retaining interest in the Lynx, contact R B Jones at 
the address above. 
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BLOXWICH COMPUTER CLUB 
64 Nursery Road 
Bloxwich 

Walsall 
W Mids WS3 2DU 

Contact: Mo Warden (Chairman) 

This is a local computer group meeting every Wednesday at the 
frank F Harrison Comprehensive, Leamore Lane, Bloxwich at’7 

pm. Meetings are held in the computer room and members have 
access to the school’s range of Tandy and BBC machines as well 
as computers brought to the meetings. 

There is no membership fee but members are asked to pay an 
admission fee of 25p per session. There is a small but enthusiastic 
membership and new members are welcome to attend. 

EAST LONDON AMATEUR COMPUTING 
CLUB 
Contact: Jim Tumer 

Tel 01-558 3681 

This club meets on the second and fourth Tuesday of the month 
(temporarily) at the Leytonstone Branch Library at'7 pm. The first 
meeting of the month is usually a lecture or tutorial and the 
second meeting is a‘free’ evening where members can exchange 
news, views and advice on hardware and software. There is 
always a great variety of computers at meetings, both commercial 

and home made and interest varies from games to high level 
languages such as FORTH, Pascal and COBOL as well as 
BASIC and machine code. 

In cooperation with the Youth Outreach Service in 
Leytonstone, some members taught computing during the 1983 
school holidays and will be doing so again this year. Other 
computer related community services are also planned. 

The club has about 85 regular members ranging from 
schoolchildren to pensioners and beginners to experts. 
Subscription cost £6 pa for adults or £4 for juniors and pensioners. 
Visitors are always welcome and the only charge is for 
refreshments. For further details, ring Jim Tumer on the number 
above. 

CLUB TIO SINCLAIR 
Blas Cabrera, 67 
Arrecife 
Las Palmas 

Spain 

Contact: Tony Gubem Soyka 

If you are interested in “knowing everything about your ZX 
machine” then this club is for you! Members are welcomed from 
all levels of experience and for a subscription fee of 3000 pesetas 
(about £15) will receive regular bulletins with news, features on 
Machine Code, BASIC and Spectrum UDGs and listings and an 
ad section whereby members can buy and sell anything of 
interest Members can also enjoy discounts on programs. 

Anyone interested in jouning the club should contact Tony at 
the above address. 

BRITISH OSBORNE OWNERS’ GROUP 
Flat 19, Rowan House 
Mitton Road 

Handsworth 

Birmingham B20 2JR 

Contact Gaynor Anglesea (Secretary) 

Boog is a national group completely independent of Osbome 
and exists to offer help, advice and a vast library of public 
domain software available to members for a small hire fee. 
Members also receive a 10% discout on software, hardware and 

other services from Osbome UK and there are other 
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“advantageous deals” available with servicing companies. 
As well as regular national meetings, there are a number of 

local groups being established throughout the country. 
Membership costs £18 pa and enquiries should be addressed to 
Mrs Gaynor Angelsea at the address above. Software library 
enquiries to Robin Auld, 44 Granshaw Close, Kings Norton, 

Birmingham B38 8RA. 

CLUB 64 
65 Upper Drumcondra Road 
Dublin 9 
Contact: Brendan Conroy 

Although Club 64 is a Dublin based CBM64 sotware user group, 
the majority of members come from England and Northern Ireland 
as well as Scotland, Canada, USA, New Zealand, Australia and 

~ the Republic of Ireland. As yet the membership is very much male 
dominated but it is hoped that it will become more equally 
balanced in the future. Club 64 aim to supply public domain 
software on disc at the lowest possible cost — this means £12 
membership pa plus £4 per disc (between 10 and 25 programs). 
The price includes postage and packing to anywhere in the UK, a 
surcharge of £1 per disc covers postage to other countries. If 
enough new members join, they hope to be able to issue at least 
two new discs per month. 

Club 64 is particulary interested in serving the needs of users 
who cnnot attend club meetings whether it be through living in 
remote areas, abroad or disablement. As a large selection of 
educational software is available to the group, teachers and 
educational organisations are invited to contact them. For any 
further details, contact Brendan at the above address above. 

ZX EXCHANGE 
4 Hurkur Crescent 

Eyemouth 
Berwickshire 
Scotland TD14 5AP 

Contact: Nick Godwin 

Tel: Eyemouth (0390) 50965 

ZX Exchange is a worldwide group of users dedicated to the 
ZX81, TS-1000 and TS-1500 who exchange programming 
expertise and information about all aspects of the “little wonder”. 
With contacts in the USA, Hong Kong, Mexico, Australia, Eire, 
The Netherlands and Britain, communication is via a bimonthly 

newspaper, ZX Broadsheet. Apart from routines, the newletter 
also regularly includes Exchange Profile, a column in which 
people can say something about themselves, their equipment 
and their interests. Intermittently, the newletter also features a 
magazine list, giving information about publications that regularly 
deal with the ZX81 and reviews of hardware and software. 

Details of ZX Exchange and a trial issue of the newsletter can 
be obtained by sending 60p or four International Relply Coupons 
to Nick Godwin at the address above. 

If you are interested in using your computer in connection with 
model railways, why not write to Ian Bertram (including a sae) at 
16 Tynedale Avenue, Whitley Bay, Tyne and Wear NE26 3BA. 
Ian is hoping to set up a user group and would welcome 
suggestions or ideas for articles to put in a members’ newsletter. 
For a more rapid reply, anyone on Micronet can contact Jan on 
Mbx 632526429. 

If you would like details of your/club user group on these pages, 
write to me at 

Club Call 
1 Golden Square 
London W1R3AB 
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ltseasy = 
to complain about 
an advertisement. 

Once you know how. 
One of the ways we keep a check on the 

advertising that appears in the press, on 
posters and in the cinema is by responding to 
consumers’ complaints. 

| Any complaint sent to us is considered 
carefully and, if there’s a case to answer, a full 
investigation is made. 

If you think you’ve got good reason to 
complain about an advertisement, send off 
for a copy of our free leaflet. 

It will tell you all you need to know to 
help us process your complaint as 
quickly as possible. f 

The Advertising Standards Authority. 
If an advertisement is wrong,were here to put it right. 

ASA Ltd, Dept 1 Brook House, 
Torrington Place, London WC1E 7HN 

This space is donated in the interests of high standards of advertising. 

INTERFACING & CONTROL 
ON THE BBC MICRO 

How to control equipment outside 
the micro: 

send and receive digital information 

interface the micro to various 

transducers 

control DC motors 

The course uses a special Control 
Kit, available separately. 

Book £9.95 available from 
bookshops or direct from NEC. 

Cassette Pack £13.80 

Control Kit £174.80 

Further details of the course and. the kit 

from: 

National Extension College, 
Ref. BB, 

18 Brooklands Avenue, 

Cambridge CB2 2HN 
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LUCAS fyileiite)) 
LUCAS LX 

MEMORY 64K RAM expandable to 256K 
LANGUAGE Microsoft BASIC 
CASSETTE 3000r 1200 baud 

Single or twin 5% floppy disc drives 
DOS CP/M,2.2 (supplied) or NAS-DOS 
QWERTY @CURSOR LYNUMERIC LYFUNCT & 
TV MONITOR(ASUPPLIEDLY 
PARAW SERIAL GY BUS FY 

GRAPHICS BLOCKY USERIY | 
LINE O RES 392 by 256 
COLOURS TEXT 80 by 25 

Notes. The Lucas LX is a ZB0A microcomputer aimed more at 
the professional and business user. Hence 5Mb Winchester 
disc interfacing is provided. Popular printers may be used 
with the RS232 serial interface, and a Centronics interface is 
also provided. There is an additional parallel interface 
connector for providing up to 16 on/off signals. The monitor 
supplied as standard is a 12” monochrome version: a colour 
monitor is also available. The high res colour graphics may be 
392 by 256 in eight colours, or 784 by 256 in two colours. A 
wide range of applications software is available via the CP/M 
operating system, including Wordstar, Supercalc, and 
Calcstar. 

APRICOT xi 

MEMORY 256K RAM 
LANGUAGE Microsoft BASIC with MS-DOS 

Personal BASIC with CP/M 
CASSETTE No 
DISC Built in 3%" floppy plus builtin 5 or |OMb 

Winchester disc 
KEYBOARD OWERTY WCURSOR WNUMERIC WEUNCT 
DISPLAY TV O MONITOR W SUPPLIED Y 
INTERFACE PARA W SERIAL W BUS O 
GRAPHICS BLOCK [W USER 

LINE W RES800 by 400 
COLOUR -— TEXT 80 by 25 or 132 by 50 

SOUND No 
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EALER 
DORSET 

PARKSTONE COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

Main Nascom Dealer & Service Centre 

Also Dealers for Gemini, Transtec, 

Genie 

18 Station Road, Lower Parkstone, 

Poole, Dorset BH14 8UB. 

Tel: PARKSTONE (0202) 746555 

PLYMOUTH’S 

S & R BREWSTER LIMITED 
86-88 Union Street, Plymouth PL13HG 

Tel: 0752 665011 Open: 6 days 

LANCASHIRE | 

EV COMPUTING 
700 Burnage Lane, 
Manchester M19. 
Tel: 061-431 4866 

80-BUS SOLUTIONS 

| SO] tO) 

_M. D. W. ELECTRONICS 

47 Woodbridge Rd. East, Ipswich 
IP4 5QN. 

Tel: (0473) 78295 

Nascom, Nasbus, Gemini, Multi- 

_board Stockists. 

EVTE-RITE 
Llandaff R & TV Ltd, 24-26 High St., 

Llandaff, Cardiff. Tel: 0222 563760 

Nascom, Gemini, Lucas Logic, C.A.D., 

Networks, Dragon, Peripherals. 

BUSINESS & LEISURE 
MICROCOMPUTERS 

16 The Square, Kenilworth, 
Warwickshire CV8 1EB 

Tel: 0926 512127 
We are the largest Lucas Nascom 

. dealer in the UK and carry the greatest 
variety of products for this range of 

computers. 

POSEIDON COMPUTER 
SERVICES LTD. 

of Hampton 
S.W. London deaier for Sirius | 

Demonstations by appointment. Most 
types of printers supplied. 

Bespoke Software a speciality 
Competitive prices. Full UK delivery 

Tel: 01-941 1147/5986 Telex: 8954665 

| Ne tS) 

SIGMA SYSTEMS LTD 
266 North Road, Cardiff 

Tel: 0222 621414 
Main dealer and Service for 
ACT, SIRIUS, APRICOT, 

IBM, COMMODORE & DIGITAL 

seg S RS Blk ee al ot AS Se ct eS ES Se ae NSS ..aQ a 

CBM [itelske)a)a.taas 
CHESHIRE 

Automated Business Equipment 
Ltd — Stockport — 061-432 0708 

CBM _ specialist for industrial 
accounts, management graphics 

and planned maintenance. 

HERTFORDSHIRE 

Alpha Business Systems Ltd 
Church Street, Industrial Area, Ware, 

Herts. Tel: 0920 68926 

Specialists in recommending ‘and 
supplying complete systems for small 

businesses. 

He) | pye) 

Mpa Vinci Pegs 
ss] Computer COMMODORE 

Store 
IBM 

Approved Dealer 
112 Brent Street, 
Hendon, 
NW4 2DT 
Tel: 041-202-2272 

MAYFAIR MICROS 
for a full range of Commodore 
equipment at very competitive 
prices. Blenheim House, Pod- 

more Road, London SW18 1AJ. 

01-629-2487 

STAFFS 

NY 

COMPUTER 
CABiNE= 

The store with everything for the en- 
thusiast. Official Commodore Dealer 
and service and information centre. 

24 The Parade, Silverdale, Newcastle, 
Staffs. Tel: 0782 636911. 

TYNE & WEAR 

KEY COMPUTER SERVICES 
LIMITED 

Micro Computer solutions to everyday 
business problems. 

Osborne House, 28 Osborne Road, 
Newcastle upon Tyne NE2 2AJ. 

Telephone: (0632) 815157 

Directors: J. Sowerby, V. Shepernson. 

SIGMA SYSTEMS LTD 
266 North Road, CARDIFF 

Tel: 621414 
Also authorised dealer for CBM 

Digital, IBM, ACT, Sirius & 
Apricot. 

MICRO BUSINESS CENTRE LTD 

Wolverhampton Computer Centre, 17- 
19 Lichfield Street, Wolverhampton, 

West Midlands WV1 1EA. Tel: (0902) 
29907 or 29021 

Complete range of Commodore pro- 
ducts always available. 

YORKSHIRE 

YORKSHIRE ELECTRONICS 
Commodore Appointed 

Commerical Systems Dealer 
Full range of peripherals and 

Software available. 
Caxton House, 17 Fountain St., 

Morley, West Yorkshire. 
Tel: 0532 522181 

- 

COMMODORE 715B 

MEMORY 256K 20K ROM 
LANGUAGE Commodore BASIC 
CASSETTE None 
DISC Single or dugl floppy disg drives 
KEYBOARD QWERTY WCURSOR NUMERIC MWFUNCT M 
DISPLAY TV O MONITORSUPPLIED W | 
INTERFACE PARA MM SERIAL W BUS O 
GRAPHICS BLOCK MW USER O 

LINE’ Gl “RES S800 by 25: 
COLOUR No TEXT 80 by 25 

SOUND Three Channels 

Notes. The Commodore715B is the top modelinthe 700 range of 
business machines. It is built round the 6509 processor, but there 
is a second processor (8088) option. The machine has been 
designed to meet the IEC specifications. The black-and-white 
monitor screen is integral and features tilt and swivel. The 
keyboard may be detached. | 

So Ss Se 

COMMODORE 64 

MEMORY 64K RAM 26K ROM 
LANGUAGE PET BASIC 
CASSETTE 300 baud 
DISC extra DOS 
KEYBOARD QWERTYMCURSORIA NUMERIC CIFUNCT iY 
DISPLAY TV MONITOR SUPPLIEDO 
INTERFACE PARA iM SERIAL WY BUS MW 
GRAPHICS BLOCK j USER MW | 

LINE. [—] “RES 80 by 25 
COLOUR 16 TEXT 40 by 25 

SOUND Three channels 

Notes. The Commodore 64 is a 6510 based micro that can also 
use Pascal, COMAL, LOGO, FORTH and PILOT. Programs 
can be loaded from cassette recorder or disc drives, both 
extra, or cartridges. The various peripherals include printer, 



SHARP 
SHARP MZ-80A 
MEMORY 
LANGUAGE 
CASSETTE 
DISC 
KEYBOARD 
DISPLAY 
INTERFACE 
GRAPHICS 

SOUND 

48K RAM 4K ROM 
Microsoft BASIC 
1200 baud (built-in) 
extra DOS 
QWERTY CURSOR KY NUMERICH’ FUNCTO 
TVO MONITORQYSUPPLIEDW 
PARAW  SERIALO BUSH 
BLOCKY USERO 
LINEO RES 80 by 50 
COLOUR TEXT 25 by 40 
Single channel 

Notes: The Sharp MZ-80A is a Z80 based micro. An expansion unit, 
printer, floppy disc unit and other peripherals are available. Other 
languages can also be used such as Pascal merely by replacing the 
tape. With the floppy disc option the machine can respond to higher 
level software such as Disc BASIC and FDOS (including BASIC 
compiler). A small range of business and educational software is 
available. The supplier is Sharp Electronics (UK) Ltd, Thorp Road, 
Newton Heath, Manchester M10 9 BE. 

SHARP MZ-80B 
MEMORY 
LANGUAGE 
CASSETTE 

DISC 
KEYBOARD 
DISPLAY 
INTERFACE 
GRAPHICS 

SOUND 

64K RAM 2K ROM 
BASIC (on tape) 
1800 baud 
built-in 
extra DOS 
QWERTY CURSORNY/ NUMERIC’ FUNCTU 
Neva MONITORN/SUPPLIED WY 
PARAU SERIALO BUSW 
BLOCKW USERC 
LINE RES 320 by 200 
COLOUR ‘TEXT 25 by 80 
3 channels 

Notes: The Sharp MZ-80B is a Z80A based micro. Various other 
languages can be loaded as the machine is “‘soft’’, no language be- 
ing fitted in ROM. Expansion unit, the MZ-80P5 printer and the MZ- 
80FB floppy disc drive are also available. The supplier is Sharp 
Electronics (UK) L 

BERKSHIRE 

Kuma Computers 8) 
imited 

Full ese ol with software and hardware. 
Sharp 700, Sharp MZ80A and MZ80B. 
Unit 12, Horseshoe Pk., Horseshoe Rd., 

Pangbourne, Berkshire. RG8 7JW 
Tel: (07357) 4335 

COMPUTER 100 
181 Oxford House, Reading, 

Berks RG1 7UZ 

TEL: 0734 591616 

One of the UKs largest stockists 

CAMBRIDGESHIRE 

MS CONSULTANTS 
(CAMBRIDGE) LTD 

Bridgefoot House, 
159 High St., Huntingdon 
PE18 6TF. Tel: 0480 51721 

Specialists in Sharp 
Hardware & Software 

LANCASHIRE 

STATION ELECTRICAL 
Dept CT, Coastal Road, 

West Bank, 
Lancs LH26HN. Tel: 0524 824519 
Large range of software, books and 
peripherals for SHARP MZ 700. 2nd 
hand computers bought, sold and 

part exchange. Also repairs. 
SAE for lists 

= 12-14 Avenham St. 

UMITA preston (0772) 51686 

Sharp MZ-3541 Based Software, Bake- 
house Orders System, Barstock System. 

SALES — SERVICE 
SOFTWARE 

LINCOLNSHIRE 

SHARP CENTRE 
16 Melville Street, Lincoln. 

Tel: Lincoln 32379 

All Sharp Microcomputers. Specialists 
in Industrial Process Control Systems. 
Customers include British Telecom, 
M.O.D. CRA & CTA Members 

LONDON 

SHARPSOFT LTD. 
With the Sharp user in mind. 

Sharp MZ 700 including cassette 
£199.99 

Sharpsoft Ltd, Crisallen House, 
86-90 Paul Street, London EC2. 

Tel: 01 - 729 5588. 

MICROS FOR MANAGERS 
149 Gloucester Rd., 
London SW7 4TH 

New program for PC1251: cost 
estimatic and stock additive. 
PC5000 stock £1639. Ask us for 
portable and pocket computer 
hardware and software. 

Tel: 01-370 5125 
for appointment 

MIDLANDS 

JAXREST LTD 
Linton House, 

Catherine Street, Aston, 
Birmingham. 

Tel: 021 328 0543 
Sharp Service and Support 

NORFOLK 
GRASSROOT COMPUTERS 
25 Wellington Rd., Dereham. 

TEL: 0362 4640 
Specialist in small business computing. 
Send for details of stockbox — the com- 
plete and thorough stock system with 
2,500 items per disc. Other modules to 

follow. 

SCOTLAND 

micro change ltd 
170 Eastwood Mains Road, Clarkston, 

Glasgow G76. Tel: 041- 554 7623 

SHARP ALTOS SUPERBRAIN 
Call us for your software and hardware 
requirements — We will tailor our data 

base to meet these. 

LOWDATA SYSTEMS 
A division of Lowdon Bros. & Co. (Engin- 
eers Ltd). PO Box 53, Blackness Road, 

Dundee, DD1 9JG. 

Tel: (0382) 22314 

Full range of Sharp Equipment stocked 

WALES 

STEVE’S COMPUTER COMPANY LTD 
CASTLE ARCADE, CARDIFF. 

Tel: 0222 — 371578 

OPEN: Mon — Sat. 9 - 5.30 

For Components to Computers 

WEST SUSSEX 

MICROCENTRE LTD. 
SYSTEMS, SOFTWARE 

SERVICE, SUPPORT 

28-30 Station Road, 
Bognor Regis, Sussex. 

TEL: 0243 827779 

YORKSHIRE 

PROGRAM 1 
For Business Software 

35 Albion Street, Hull. 
TEL: 0482 20022 



AN ARGUS SPECIALIST PUBLICATION 

INTERNATIONAL 

EX42 KEYBOARD INTERFACE 
As we said when we published the design for the EX42 
printer interface, it seems a pity to have such a nice 
keyboard and not to make use of it. Well, now you can 
do, with this interface. Our next trick is to turn a ZX81 
intoaword processor... but don’t hold your breath wait- 
ing for it! 

It s no good, we'll have to go 
back - the Captain’s forgotten 
his copy of ETI. 

SIREN UNIT 
After doing all the feature articles in this issue (well, 
nearly all), Phil Walker was itching to get some dirt under 
his fingernails, and here’s the result! The ETI banshee’s 
wailing will scare the burglars away — it’s designed to 
accompany the ET! Warlock, published last month, and 
there will be more details of how to use the two together 
or independently. 

ACTIVE LOUDSPEAKER 
Active loudspeakers have a lot to offer, especially if you 
can escape the’esoteric’ price tag by buildingthem your- 
self. So it’s hardly surprising that we have already pub- 
lished one ortwo designs foractive speakers— and it will 
hardly be surprising if we carry on publishing designs, 
there’s no such thing as the definitively ‘right’ loud- 
speaker. 

DIGITAL CASSETTE DECK 
Do you tire of the pain of using an audio cassette player 
to store your computer programs? Do you long for a 
cheap(ish), fast reliable method of storage yet begrudge 
the cost of a floppy? Well, the next issue of ETI will offer 
you thesolutionin the form of adigital cassette deck The 
advantages of this design over a conventional audio deck 
are two-fold. Firstly, the cassette deck is solenoid con- 
trolled, and these will be operated directly from the 
computer, by means of a special-purpose interface. 
Secondly, by not having the conventional audio amp- 
lifier in the way, it can be designed to have a very much 
higher baud rate than the average tape system. How- 
ever, this is not at the expense of compatibility with pro- 
prietary software. 

ALL THIS AND MORE IN THE SEPTEMBER ISSUE 
OF ETI, ON SALE AUGUST 3RD. 

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW, EVEN IF YOU'RE 
GOING ON HOLIDAY. 

Huh! | can’t afford a holiday, so the least you lot can do is buy the mag while I’m stuck here slaving away... 
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Extender: A Machine Code 
Utility Program For The LII 
TRS80 & Video Centre 

comprising of: 
BASYST: Converts Basic programs 
into System format with six letter file 
names. CLOSE: Closes program off 
prior to MERGEing. DATA COM- 
PILER: Compiles data statements 
between two memory addresses. 
FIND & RESCUE: Reinstates Basic 
program, even when NEWed. HEX 
TO DEC: Converts 1 or 2 byte 
hexadecimal number to decimal 
equivalent. LOWCASE: Changes 
high case letters to lowcase. 
MERGE: Merges two programs 
together. RENUMBER: Renumbers 
whole or part of Basic program. 
ONESTROKE: Allows multiple 
entry of defined keywords. PUT: 
Puts a 1K block of memory to 
screen. SQUASH: Removes. all 
unwanted spaces in program listing. 
RUN: Runs Basic program with 
single keystroke. SINGLE & PAGE: 
Allows single line or page scrolling. 
SYSTEM TAPE COPIER: Allows the 
copying of all system tapes. 
VALIDATE: Validates all line 
branches in listing. 

£9.95 from: 
OLYMPIC SOFTWARE, 

15 Arnhem Close, Aldershot, 

Hants, GU11 1RJ. 

| UTILITIES 

QL UTILITIES 
4 Programs on Microdrive for 

Sinclair QL to prevent Directory 
overflowing the screen provide 

single key loading or 
DELETION of files, repeat 

FORMATING of cartridges and 
back-up copying of whole or 

part of the cartridge. £10 from: 

W.D. SOFTWARE, 
Hill Top, St. Mary, Jersey, C.I. 

Tel: 0334 81392 

HARDWARE § 

NEWBRAIN & 
SANYO 

Professional Micro Computers for 
the price of hobby machines. 

NEWBRAIN ON SPECIAL 
OFFER 

With over £200.00 free software. 
(Accounts, databases, etc, etc) 

Limited Offer-ring now! 

SANYO 550/555 COMPUTERS 
Micropro Wordstar, Calcstar etc at 
no extra cost! Printers: Epson, 
KDC, Juki, Shinwa, Daisystep 2000 
etc. Sanyo Monitors & Recorders. 

Call STEVENAGE (0438) 812439 
anytime for hardware/software lists 

Mail Order and Access facilities. 

ANGELA ENTERPRISES 
4 Ninnings Lane, Rabley Heath, 

Welwyn, Herts AL6 9TD. 

Lineage: 40p per word. 

Semi display: £9.00 per single column centimetre 
Ring for information on series bookings/discounts. 

All advertisements in this section must be prepaid. 
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and conditions 
printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request). 

| SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS 

M & J SOFTWARE 
fig-Forth Assembly Source List- 
WG G) fcc. 5 ica etuiene te £7 each 
Available for the following proces- 
sors: 6502,Z80, 6809, 8080, 1802, 
9900, 6800, 8086/88 and PDP11. 
fig-Forth Installation Manual £5 
A complete ‘how to do it’ guide to the 
implementation of FORTH from the 
above listings. 

Cheques and POs to: 
M & J SOFTWARE, 34 Grays 
Close, Scholar Green, Stoke-on- 

Trent ST7 3LU. 
Tel: (0782) 517876 

ASTROLOGY 
Self-teaching and Accurate 
Calculation Programs for 
many micros including: 

48K ORIC, |I/Atmos, Sharp 
MZ80A/K/700, Commodore 

64, 16K VIC20, 
BBC/Electron, Sinclair 16K, 

ZX81 & 48K Spectrum, 
Dragon 32/64, Tandy 

Colour, NewBrain, Colour 
Genie, Texas T199a, Tandy 

TRS80/Genie & PET 

Please send large SAE to:- 

ASTROCALC 
Dept (CT), 67 Peascroft Road, Hemel 

Hempstead, Herts HP3 8ER. 
Tel: 0442 51809 

COMPUTER SOFTWARE 
BUSINESS AND GAMES 
FOR MOST COMPUTERS 

Commodore 64, VIC 20, BBC, 
Atari, Dragon, Spectrum MZ700, 
ZX81. 

New releases for CBM 64, 
Spectrum, BBC, Atari, Dragon, 
Spectrum, MZ700, ZX81. 

New releases for CBM 64, 
Spectrum, BBC. Every 2 weeks — 
just send SAE and we send you a 
new list every 2 weeks. 

Altai C10 data cassettes 40p 
each. 5 C15 data cassettes 
£2.40 51/," floppy discs D/sided 
— DL density. £2.30 each or 5 
for £10. 

Send to: M. J. Seaward, 
St. Olaf’s Road, Stratton, 

Nr. Bude, Cornwall EX23 9AF 
Tel: (0288) 4179 

COMPUTER SOFTWARE and 
accessories, send 2 x 16p stamps 
for free lists stating which 
computer to: Electronic Facilities, 3 
High Street, Sandy, Beds SG19 
1AG. 

SOFTWARE 
=o] Ulery Wale) 7.Ve 

ATARI 400/800 owners learn 
French or -German and save 
money! £10 off Atari language 

course send only £14.95 plus 
£2.95 P&P. All credit cards 
accepted. Callers welcome open 7 
days a week. Warehouse 10, Dept. 
PCT, 210 Tower Bridge Road, 
London SE1 or phone 01 407 8793. 

COMPUTING TODAY 

N= ~ 01-437 0699 

) Send your requirements to: 
IAN ATKINSON 
ASP LTD, 1 GOLDEN SQUARE, 
LONDON W1 

| NUfon gle) ts 

MICRO COMPUTER 
AUCTIONS 

Regular monthly auctions for all micro 

hard & software. 

Send for entry form or next catalogue 
to: 

MICRO COMPUTER AUCTIONS (CT), 
59 Grays Inn Road, London WC1X 8TL 

Tel: 01-242 0012 (24 hours) 

BLANK CASSETTES 
Guaranteed top quality computer/ 
audio cassettes at great budget prices. 
Packed in boxes of 10 with labels, 
inlay cards and library case. 
Prices include VAT, post and packing. 
O(C5) _£4.35 O(C10) £4.40 

£4.45  (I(C15) _£4.50 
£4.70 O1(C60) _£5.30 

£7.00 

Prices of boxes of 10 
O5'4Single side/Single density _£18 
0 5'4 Double side/Double density £19 _ 
2 5'4 Double side/Quad density _£23 _ 
DISC DRIVES 
Include Manual, Leads, Utilities Disc 
OOTEAC 55A 40 tracks — £139 each 
COTEAC 55F 40/80 switchable D.S. — 
$209 each FREE DELIVERY UK ONLY 

Indicate quantity of each product required 
inboxes 
Cheque/P.O.enclosedfor$ 

PROFESSIONAL MAGNETICS LTD 
Cassette House, 329 Hunslet Road, Leeds LS10 3YY 
FREEPOST Tel. (0532) 706066 CT 

Lolo) @-97-¥, |e 
a OT =] Boy Wale) f 

PARAPHYSICS Journal (Russian 
Translations); Psychotronics, 
Kirllanography, Heliphonic Music, 
Telekinetics, Computer Software. 
SAE 4 x 9”. Paralab, Downton, 
Wiltshire. 

BURGLAR ALARM equipment. 
Please visit our 2,000 sq. ft. show- 
rooms or write or phone for your 
free catalogue. C.W.A.S. Ltd., 100 
Rooley Avenue, Bradford BD6 
1DR. Telephone: 0274 731532. 

FERRANTI 
l.Te.C. 
BBC MICRO 

CASSETTE LEADS 

(a) 7 pin din to 7 pin din 

(jer pin din to. 2 x 3.9 
mm& | X 2.5mm Jacks 

(c) 7 pin din to 3 pin din 
& 1x 2.5 mm Jack 

ONLY £2.25 ea inc p&p/VAT 

Ferranti Oldham ITeC 
Department 101, Orme Mill, 
Crimbles Street, Waterhead, 

Oldham OL4 3JA 

APPLE IIE Datastar package with 
280 card, CP/M and many utilities 
£170 ono. Walters Reading 56525. 

CORTEX First £120. Telephone 
0900-66028. 

SMALL BUSINESS System for 
sale Tandy c/c 32K, dual disks 
and printer. Wordprocessor 
spreadsheet ++software. £800 
ono. 

DRAGON 32 variable dump and 
listing of your BASIC software from 
cassette or DRAGON DAS. For 
fast service send back-up media, 
SAE and £1.25 per program to: Mr. 
A. Seymour, 13 Meller Close, 
Bedlington, Surrey CRO 4UB. 
Phone: 980 6501. 
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AT A GLANCE.. 

BERKSHIRE 

ICrO PRINTER 
eneral SPECIALISTS 

Call for advice on printer selection. 
Epson & Microline stockists. Interfaces & cables 

available for all popular micros. 
6 THE BIRCHWOODS, TILEHURST, READING. 

TEL: 0734 25226 

Open: 6 days 9-6. Retail and Wholesale. Apple I! & Il, 
Atom, BBC, VIC20/64, Newbrain, Dragon 32, Electron, 
Spectrum, All accessories. Easy parking off M56. - 

Computer 
dunk Shop 

We Buy, Sell, Break Computers & Peripherals. | 
10 Waterloo Rd, Widnes, Halton. Tel: 051 420 4590. 

_ CORNWALL/DEVON 

A. B. & C. COMPUTERS (CT) 
Duchy House, 6 Lower Aylmer Sq., St. Austell. 

Tel: 0726 64463/67337 

Wide range of popular Micros, Printers, books and 
accessories. We stock all U need — try us first for 

service and competitive prices 

HERTFORDSHIRE 

NEWBRAIN & SANYO 
HARDWARE & SOFTWARE 

Printers, Epson, KDC, Juki etc. Monitors, Tape 
Recorders, Books, Expansions, CP/M. Sanyo 550/ 
555 Computers. Access/Mail Order. Ask for details. 

ANGELA ENTERPRISES 
Tel: Stevenage (0438) 812439 anytime 

LANCASHIRE 

LANCASHIRE 

51 QUEEN STREET, MORECAMBE. 
Tel: 411435. Also open Sundays. 

Sinclair, Commodore, Acorn/BBC + Dragon. 
Authorised dealer for Bug-Byte, Imagine, Quicksilva. 

Artic, Melbourne House, Silversoft etc. 

_ NSC 
29 Hanging Ditch, Manchester. 

Tel: 061 832 2269 
Apricot, Sirius, Kaypro, authorised BBC 
dealers. Torch, full range of printers and 
monitors plus software and all other 

computer peripherals. 

SHARP CENTRE Ml 
16 Melville Street, 
Lincoln. 
Tel: Lincoln 32379. 
Open: Yam-5.30pm closed Wed. 

COMPUTING TODAY SEPTEMBER 1984 
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-AT A GLANCE...AT A GLANCE.. 

Waist en aad ee 

‘LONDON 

A. J. Duchesne 
(Computer Consultants) Limited 

Specialists in Small Business Computing 

10-12 Creechurch Lane, London EC3A 5AY 

Telephone: 01-621 0433 

COMPUTING + , 
264 Earls Court Road, London SW5. Tel: 01 
373 4508 or 01 373 5000 Ext 240. Suppliers of 
mini and micro computers for home and office 
use, together with supporting software. Leading 

manufacturers’ products supplied. 
Come and see the Mackintosh. 

SOUTH LONDON | 

CROYDON COMPUTER CENTRE 
Authorised Acorn Service Centre 
29a Brigstock Rd., Thornton Heath, 
Surrey. Tel: 01 - 689 1280 
BBC, Acorn, Electron, Genie, Oric, 
Kaga Microvitek Zenith Monitors. 

———a- OK 80, 82A + 84 Printers raper, 
Ribbons, Software etc. BUY-HIRE. 

MIDDLESEX 

L.B. ELECTRONICS 
11 Hercies Rd, Hillingdon. 

Tel: Uxbridge 56399 (24hr ans. service) 
Open: 6 days, 9.30am-6pm, (lunch 1-2.15 except Sat) 

Surplus equipment, memory, EPROMs etc. Also 

established mail order service. 

SCREENS MICROCOMPUTERS 
6 Main Avenue, Moor Park, Northwood 

Middlesex. 
Tel: Northwood (09274) 20664 

Official Dealers for: Acorn, Atari, Commodore, 
Dragon, Memotech, Oric, Sinclair, Sirius, 
Apricot. 

NORFOLK | 

ANGLIA COMPUTER CENTRE 

88 St Benedicts Street, 
Norwich. 

Tel: (0603) 29652/26002. 
Open: 6 days 9am-5.30pm. 

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE 

NORTHAMPTON 
HOME COMPUTER CENTRE 

58A Wellingborough Road, Northampton. - 
Tel: (0604) 22539 

Open: 6 days a week from 10 - 6 
SPECTRUM ZX81 REPAIR SERVICE 

NEWBURN we, 
6 Days until 8pm. Gemini, Galaxy, Nascom, 
Acorn Computers. Discs, monitors, printers, 
servicing, hire. Industrial Control. Accounts, 

Word Processors etc. 

WHITEHEAD 78330 

Trea ean TN eee Dee 

.AT A GLANCE...AT A GLANCE.. -AT A GLANCE... 

SCOTLAND  3=~—> | 

VICTOR MORRIS GLAscow 
TANDY TRS 80, VIC 20, VIDEO GENIE, APPLE 

PANASONIC, CUMANA, EPSOMETC. 

340 Argyle Street, Glasgow G2: 041 2218958 

24 Gloucester Road, Brighton. 
Tel: 0273-698424. 

Open: Mon-Fri 10am-5.30pm, 

Sat Yam-5.30pm. 

~ TYNE AND WEAR : 

HCCS associates 
533 Durham Rd., Low Fell, 

Gateshead. Tel. Newcastle 821924. 
Open: 6 days 9Yam-5.30pm (Sat 

10am-5.30pm). Specialists in: Acorn, 
BBC, Video Genie, VIC 20. 

WALES | 

STEVE’S COMPUTER COMPANY LTD 

CASTLE ARCADE, CARDIFF 
Tel: 0222 — 371578 

OPEN: Mon — Sat. 9 — 5.30 

FOR COMPONENTS TO COMPUTERS 

SIR Computers Ltd. 
91 Whitchurch Road, Cardiff. 

| Tel: 0222 - 21341 a 

BI BIC! Sere 

WARWICKSHIRE 

@EM MichoLentre 
OEM COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

9-11 Regent Street, Rugby CV21 2PE, 

Tel: (0788) 70522/3/4 
THE FINEST COMPUTER SHOWROOMS IN THE MIDLANDS ]. 

BUSINESS & LEISURE 
MICROCOMPUTERS 
16 The Square, Kenilworth. 
Tel: Kenilworth 512127. == 
Open: Mon-Fri 9am-5pm. % day Thur 
(lunch 1-2). Retail and Wholesale. 

YORKSHIRE | 

BRADFORD'S COMPUTER 
SHOP 

| 

at Thomas Wright (Bradford) 
Ltd., Thorite House, Laisterdyke. 

Tel: Bradford 668890. 
Open: Mon-Fri 8.45-5.30. (Sat 12am) 



ADVERTISERS INDEX 

MICROTANIC 
AKHTER INSTRUMENTS ... MOLIMERX 
ANIROG OBC 

CALCO SOFTWARE NATIONAL EXTENSION 

COMPUTER BOOKSHOP ... COLLEGE 

DATAPEN 
DIONICS 

PICTURESQUE 
PREMIER BOOK 

LEVEL 9 MARKETING 

LONDON ELECTRONICS 
COLLEGE 59 SILICA SHOP 

If you have something to sell now’s your chance! Don’t turn the page — turn to us! 

Rates of charge: 35p per word per issue (minimum of 15 words).Please state classification 

and post to: COMPUTING TODAY, CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT 
1 GOLDEN SQUARE, LONDON W1. 

Please place my advert in COMPUTING TODAY for...... issues Commencing as soon as possible. 

j |! am enclosing my Cheque/Posta! Order/International Money Please use BLOCK CAPITALS and include post codes. 
for: (del 
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A COMPLETE PACKAGE - ALL THIS FOR £499! 
* 80K RAM (Exp to 144K) a 
* Full Stroke Keyboard At 
* 256K Data Storage Unit ———— 
* Daisywheel Printer |. 
* Built-in Word Processing —— an 
* Buck Rogers Arcade Game | zs 
* Colecovision Compatible an 

ALIAIVI - £499 
Inc VAT 

QUITE SIMPLY - VALUE FOR MONEY! 
If you're looking for real value in a computer system, one which can handle anything from serious Word Processing to 
enhanced Colecovision style video games such as Buck Rogers, look no further. The Coleco Adam is here with a package 
which will make you wonder if you're dreaming when we tell you about it. A price breakthrough in computer systems, Adam is 
comprised of an 80K RAM memory console* with a built-in 256K digital data drive; a professional quality, stepped and 
sculptured 75 key full-stroke keyboard; a letter quality daisywheel printer and a full word processing program built into the 
Console. Two additional pieces of software, Smart BASIC and also ‘Buck Rogers - Planet of Zoom' (the ultimate in advanced 
video games), are included as well as a blank digital data pack. Adam can be used with any domestic colour Television set. 

MEMORY CONSOLE/DATA DRIVE: ‘The heart of the Adam system is the 40K ROM and 64K RAM memory 
console which combines with the 32K ROM and 16K RAM in Colecovision to give you a total of 72K ROM (including 24K 
cartridge ROM) and 80K RAM (expandable to 144K). Built into the memory console is a digital data drive which accepts 
Adam's digital data packs, a fast and reliable mass storage medium that is capable of storing 256K of information, that’s 
about 250 pages of double spaced text! The console is also designed to accomodate a second optional digital data drive. 

FULL STROKE KEYBOARD: The Adam keyboard has been designed as a professional quality keyboard that 
ad combines ease of use with an impressive array of features. It is stepped and sculptured for maximum efficiency and has 75 

SASTRY ER SZ ia i full stroke keys which include 6 colour coded Smart Keys which are redefined for each new application; 10 command keys 
Sane ieee which are dedicated to the word processing function, and 5 cursor control keys for easy positioning of the cursor at any 

point on the screen. You can attach a Colecovision controller to the keyboard to function as a numeric keypad for easy 
data entry. It can also be held like a calculator, a feature which makes working with numbers particularly easy. The joystick 
part of the hand controller can be used in the same way as the cursor control keys, to move the cursor around the screen. 

LETTER QUALITY PRINTER: The SmartWriter letter quality daisywheel printer is a bi-directional 80 column 
printer which prints at a rate of 120 words per minute. It uses standard interchangeable daisywheels, so a variety of 

typestyles are available. The printer has a 9.5 inch wide carriage for either single sheets or continuous fan fold paper and 
uses standard carbon ribbons. It is comparable to many printers which cost as much as the total Adam package. The 
printer can be used either with the Adam's Smart Writer word processing program or as a stand alone electronic typewriter. 

BUILT-IN WORD PROCESSOR: adam comes with Smart Writer word processing built-in. This program is so 
easy to use that you only have to turn the power on and the word processor is on line and ready to go. Detailed instruction 
books are not necessary as the Computer guides you step by step, working from a series of Menu commands. It enables 
you to type in text, then completely edit or revise it with the touch of a few keys. Changes are readily made and a series of 
queries from the computer confirm your intentions, so that you can continuously double check your work as you type. 

COMPATIBILITY WITH COLECOVISION: By using high speed interactive microprocessors in each of the 
modules, the Coleco Adam is designed to take additional advantage of both the 32K ROM and 16K RAM memory capability 
in the Colecovision. If you do not already own a Colecovision Console (£99 inc VAT), then you will need to purchase this ° 
when you initially purchase your Adam Computer package (£499 inc VAT), making a total purchase price of (£598 inc VAT). 

WHAT IS COLECOVISION: Colecovision is one of the worlds most powerful video game systems, capable of 
displaying arcade quality colour graphics of incredible quality on a standard Colour TV set. The console (see picture 
bottom left) accepts 24K ROM cartridges such as Turbo and Zaxxon and is supplied with the popular Donkey Kong 
cartridge and a pair of joystick controllers. Colecovision has a range of licenced arcade hits available such as: Gorf, 
Carnival, Cosmic Avenger, Mouse Trap, Ladybug, Venture, Smurf, Pepper Il, Space Panic, Looping, Space Fury, Mr Do, 

a Time Pilot, Wizard of Wor and many others. So there you have it, Adam plus Colecovision the unbeatable combination. 

ER Send the coupon below for your FREE copy of our 12 page Colour brochure giving details on the complete Adam system. 

SILICA SHOP LTD., 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 01-309 1111 or 01-301 1111 

ORDER NOW - OR SEND FOR A FREE COLOUR BROCHURE 
ee ee ee ee ee 
SILICA SHOP LTD, Dept CT 0984, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road, 
dcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Telephone: 01-309 1111 or 01-301 1111 

LITERATURE REQUEST: 

(1) Please send me your FREE 12 page colour brochure on Colecovision/Adam 
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ORDER REQUEST: 

Please send me: ( Adam (add-on package only) ........... £499 inc VAT 

Oh Adam & Colecovision (£499+£99) ..... £598 inc VAT 
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